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INTRODUCTION 

1. }/14TEEN):ATJ;OS AND THE HIGH SOHOOL STUDENT 

Ll~~s ot great men ali remind us 
We can make our lives sublim~, 

And, departing, leave behind tis 
F9?tprints on, tlle sand of time; 

Footprints ,that perhaps another, 
Sailin~oI eI' life '~solemnJ:l1.ain, 

A forlornandshipwrElCked brother, 
Seeing, shal:I:take .1l68;rtagain.

Let us, then,"be up'a.nd.doing, 
With a heart for'6very fate;
 

St:tll achieving, still pu.rsuil1g',
 
Learn to labor andto, wait.
 

--Henry-Wadsworth LongfeJi'low 

The lives of great men have a.lwaysn-eld ~pdWerfui irrJ 

terestfo'r those who have had an iopporICu.:n.ity tbV1G;w.fK~lk. 

Very few high school students who are studying mathema.tics 

know a.n1thing about the his tory of the su,bj ect which they 

are studying. They do not real:tze tl1.at themathematioal 

forms which they see every day may have prompted some genius 

to make an important discovery. Too ma.ny times the high 

school student seems to .th.ink. tha.t mathelJla.tic.s lIjust bappened." 

Mathematics needs to be made more real to t:l;le high school 

stUdent. Before this oan be done he needs to kr1l.ow something 

of the ba.okground of the sUbj ect" the plao..efl and. oondition.s 

which prompted the different stages of its development, amd 

something of the men whose entire. lives were spent in the 

mathematioal field. 
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2. PURPOSE OF TR1S THESIS 

It is the purpose of this thesis to present some of the 

eveiits a.nd persons associated with the history of mathematics 

~]irgh, it is hoped, will increase the interest of a high 

school student for the SUbJect. It is hoped that this pre

sentation will give the student a correct perspective of the· 

way in which ou.r modern mathematics has develo'ped. Although 

many men have been called mathematical geniuses, not infre

quently their achievements have been the r~sult of long 

exa.cting hours or work. They ~ept on trying, undismayed by 

difficulties, until finally success rewarded their faithful 

endeavors. This has been expre 8 sed aptly in a verse written 

. by an American poet. 

The heights by great men reached and kept, 
Were not attained by sudden flight; 

But they, while their companions slept, 
Were toiling upward in the night. 

3. METHOD OF PROCEDURE 

In compiling the data for this Thesis, effort has been 

made to select data which is as reliable as a study of this 

nature oan secure. In order to make thi s history more sug

gest1ve it has been broken up into what seems to be rather 

natural divisions as to the period of time. In making the 

various maps, only those places have been indicated which 

have been mentioned in the section following the map. 
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4. SOURCES
 

The sources of the data have been many. These sources 

have been sec.ondary due to the fact that primary sources 

were not available. The following are the classifications 

of the sourc.es whic.h were used: 

1. Books 

2. Magazine Articles 

3. Newspapers 

4. Encyclopedias 



CHAPTER II
 

ca-ENER./UI HISTORY OIr MAlJ,lHEM.ATrOS
 

5. EARLY HISTORY
 

There is a sawing,. f0r which Plato is ofte~ g:l,ve:p.,credit, 

that !tOod eterna.lly g.~ometrizesl1.. 'How very tr'l,;l~ :Ls t,h:Llll 

statement. The st1J.dY.<4?f J;1a.turealone reveals tlte 'pr€ls~nce of 

mathematic.al forms of all kinds. 
, 

were kept below at'reezing temperatu;re a.nd obse,+;y~d unde,r 

microscope, two definite facts would be discovered about 

them. ,rnt.he first pl8,ce"notwo flakes W91-l1d.Q~ toung. V'{hich 

were exa.ctly alike.. II;\. the. seco]@.GloPlac~.t eVerit'la.¥:~,wo"Ul~ 

have the form of a regUlar hexa.l£lon.. t:Q.atis,as¥Jirlilletr;Lca:\.
• ',' .' . "" ,-'- f.," ;;, "",' 

six sided figure. 

Before the creation of manl!::knd l na.ture Was(1;>usyb"Uild~ng 

Up parallel' strata! (!)f rocks. Sin.gle recks wer~ formeo. in. 

geometioiC}shapE1ls. A crystal is in the form of sorne geometric 

solid. An ordlnary crY8tallll.f1 cQ:rnm.on sa1t;1,8 a. c~be. The 
,. " -~ 

mailto:seco]@.GloPlac~.t
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. .1. 

trees are just a few of the many exmmples. 

Thousands of ye ara before the postulate, "s. straight 

line is the shortest distance between two points ll was ex

plicitly stated, animals and humans were u.sing the same idea 

when "cutting corners tI to shorten distances. The spider 

seems to recognize regular polygons when weaving a web. 

Many years before the Greelts discovered and proved with 

mathematical rigor that regular hexagons may be made to fill 

a plane space without overlapping or Ie aving a spa6e between 

them, the busy bees were making honey cells shaped like reg

ular hexagons. 

Along with the development of the human race came a 

need for what is now called mathematics. It appeared in art, 

religious mysticism, in war, in needs of pastoral life, in 

personal ornamentation such as rings, bracelets, and ear 

rings, and in architecture. Indeed ma.thematic,s, through its 

own development, has made possible and to some extent has 

guided the trends of modern civilization. 

As far h~ckas there is· any rec~rd, there seems to be 

no uncivilized state in Egypt.. All Greek writers have given 

to the Egyptians, without any jealousy, the credit for the 

invention of the mathematical sciences. Menes, the first 

k1ng of Egypt, changed the course of the Nile River, made a 

large reserVoir in which to store water tor the dry seasons, 

and bu:1.,l t one of the first pyramids. Even to ..ds.y 1tis 
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the 

It 

tax 

al1d 

first 

that each 

one 

marveled that the early pyr~ids of Egypt are QUilt with 

such mathematical accuracy.l Sesostries, one of th~ 

kin.gsof Egypt, divided the land among the people so 

person would have a piece of land tne sa..me size. The ki:ng 

collected a revenue from each person and, since every 

owned the same amount of lan~, the same amount of tax was 

paid by each. 2 

'The king, in diViding the land and in making the 

law, forgot that the Nile River overflowed o:n.ce a ye fU' 

washed away all the landmarks. The people who lived along 

the river soon began to object to the pay,ing of the sgme 

tax as the others were pe.:y:ing when part of their land was" 

washed away. The ~eople complained to the king who sent 

overseers and "rope stretchers II to meafilure the land which 

was left. The taxes were tb~n levied in proporti9n to 

entire tax imposed. 

The "1~ope stretchers II were the surveyors of Egypt. 

is surmised that the name "rope stretchers rl came from the 

fact that they used a rope knotted in segments whose ratios 

were 3:4:5. The rope thus knotted was used in the construc

tion of right angles. If the rope AD were divided so that 

AB would be the segment of length 3, BC of length 4, and CD 

,IJames Henry Br.easted, A. Histo~of EgYEt (New York: 
Charla s Scribner's Sons, 19l9T, pp. ...37. 

2 David Eugene Smith, History of Mathematics (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1923), Vol. I, p.51. 



Qf length 5, C...;.;A-.,.__B c 

would 'beoonstl.'ucted in the following manner. Stakes were.- - ~, 

placeg. at ~.Stnd B. The end or the rope at D was placed on 

the stake at A. A stake was then placed in the knot at C 

~nd wasrnoved unti;l- the lines BO and CD were both taut. The 

right angle thus f9rmed was·ft; the point B. 3 

The Egyptians were vf3ry particular about the orienta

tion of t:g.eir temples. In order to do this it was necessary 

to obtain wtth accuracy the north and south, the east and . 

west lines. TQ do this a point on the horizon where a cer

tain star rose and set was located. In this mBJlOller the north 

and south line was located. To find the east and west line 

the profes~iol1al "rope stretchers" were employed. The line 

was located by the use of the 3:4:5 triangle. 4 

The geometry used by the Egyptians was therefore a 

practical geometry with no thought of logic. They used many 

rUles oui? ,no a;j:;t.eIl1pt .was made to prove that they were true. 

A't;>ot;tt tl;1E,l: ~~'V;e~tl:lce::ntu:ry B. o. eo:nn:nercial trade began be

tween (ftl'E1l;~G);e t'Si~d :JE!gypt. Naturally they exchanged ideas as 

well as mer'ohand:Lse. The Greeks were anxious for knowledge 

and sought out the Egyptian priests for instruction. The 

Egyptian ideas we~e taken baok to Greece where they gave the 

3 w. w. :aous~ Ball, A Short Account of' the History of 
Mathematics (London.: MacmIllan and Oompany, ~4), pp. 6::r'f. 

4 IQ.!9., p. 6 
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G;t>leeks new ittleas and a new basis upon which to work. Plato 

said, "Whatever we Greeks receive we improve and perfect. 11 

F~d>m th.is time on the mathematical science developed rapidly. 

There is nO reason to believe that the Phoenicians or 

t:l'ie <Dthsr neigh'bors of Egypt paid much attention to mathe

matics. In I Kings '7:23 and in II Chronicles 4:2 of the 

Bible these words are found: 'lAnd he made a molten sea, ten 

CUblits from one brim to the other: it was round all about, 

and his'" height was five cubits: and a. line of thirty did 

eompa~!s it around: about. 11 According to this the Jews ha.d 

not paid much attention to geometry. If this rule were true 

the circumference of the earth would be found by multiplying 

1;1l:ae d;l;a.meter by three'. The Babylonians usedpl equal to 

three •• ' 

6. ORIGIN OF TERMS GEOMETRY AND ALGEBRA 

;I;t,tts natural ,that the Greek name would be the one to 

desig1'latetheseience of geometry.' It is derived from the 

Greek WOl?ds for se.rth and to measure,f '1 (ge) ea.rth, and 

)J e r p Eo L V (metre in) to measure. The term, geometry, there.,; 

fore was originally, as it is'in some languages today, 

synonymous with the English word surveying. Since the science 

was well sta.rted in Egypt before the University of Alexandria 

was founded by the Greeks, the word is probably the tra.nsla

tion of an Egyptian word. It was being used at the time tha.t 
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Plato and Aristotle were doing their work and no doubt goes 

back ·to the time of Thales. It might be noted that Euclid 

did not ca.lI his treatise a geometry since the word probably 

Belli referred to land measure. There have been a. variety 

of names for geometry. During the sixteenth century this 

was true of a11b~,@-nches of learning. Among the be at known 

titles was the one used by Robert Recorda, The Pathway to 

Knowl~dge. 5 

The term algebra came into use many ye ara after the 

term geomet!ry. !WheriAhmes copied the Pa.pyrus, now known as 

{1i~ Abme s Papyru.ls, inl6pO.;S.10., he had no word to Use for 
'''I,:;j 

lthe term algebra.. He combined both. it and arithmetic under 

!(~he s~€1 heading" that of arithmetic. However, he gave as. a 

defini tion of the subj ect, "the nature a.nd fo~ kpowing all 

(that exists, every mystery, eviary sC7cret. tl6 

It was front A!~Kho';;arizm~:r~ title, '11m al;J abr wa'l 

~w.p..Q.ab!f3.~@1 . tbat (th~ .. fI1pdE1rn W'~:r;d wa.s ¢~rived. . The Latin 

5 David Eugene 8mi th, HistorI of Mathematics (Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1925), Vol. II, p:-273 

6 ~., p. 386. 
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oppositions and the clearest explanation of their use."? 

The follo,wing Table shows a list of' the many name s used 

for the word algebra, by whom it was used, and where possible 

the meaning of the word used as well as the date is given. 

TABLE I
 

NAMES USED FOR l"'HE WORD ALGEBRA
 

Name Used By , Date 
.~ 

Nation
ality 

A: . . . . 8. ryaohatlysm ""~:vabhata. 510 Hindu 

:KUrt.. akhe.dyaka9 ~rs.bmagupta 628 Hindu 

£3-snita-sar!5 
Sangraha 

Mahs.vira 850 Hindu 

A~akta-ganitallBhaskara 1150 Hindu 

Avyakta-kriyiJ.2 Bhiskara 1150 Hindu 

7 Ibid. , p~ 38B 

8 Ibid ., p. 387 

9 Ibid. , p. 387 

10 Ibid. , p. 38'7 

11 Ibid. , p. 387 

12 Ibid. , p. 38? 

'Meaning of the 
Term 

The pulverize:r
(chapter on 
indeterminate 
equations) 

A brief expos
ition of the 
c61'1lpanduim of 
calo1alatioR 

Calculation 
with knowns 

I' 

Calculation 
with unknowns 
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TABLE I (Oontin~ed) 

GIGba 
Mutabilia15 

Usee. By 

AI-Khow~rizm1 

Guglie lIne:.::· . 
Q@ r",uni~ 

Date Nat ion- Meaning of the 
alit'Y Term 

825 Ar~b Restoration. 
end oDuositior. 

1020 Arab 

1250 Italian 

Al@;~b:ra-~t Roger Bacon 
.almoohaba.lal6 

irs Magna17 Cardan 

I' arte!'ma:rdrI9 Juan Diez 

Kiigin Se iho20 .Saki 

1250 English 

1546 Italian Great Art 

1590 Frenoh 

1556 Mexican Major Art 

, i&80 Japanese Method of re
verting the 
t rue and bur... • 
ied origin of 
thiruzs 

Great Art21 15th Italians 
& 

. 16th 
Cen. 

To distinguish 
arithmetio and 
algebra. 

13· Ibid., p. 387
 

14 Ibid. , p. 387
 
)

15
 Ibid. , p. 390
 

16
 Ibid. , p. 390
 

17
 Ibid. , p. 392
 

18
 Ibid. , p. 392
 

19
 Ibid. , p. 392
 

20
 Ibid. , p. 386
 

21 Ibid. , p. 392
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'J!he te~n?" $.:J,ge'b.re., WIlS first adopted by the European 

schools. The Moors took the word to Spain. The Spania.rds 

had a Btmila~ wo~~, e.lgebrista, which meant a restorer, or 

a. person who sets bones. It wa.s not unusual to see over the 

entrance of e.'t\,af'ber shop the se words, ItAlgebrista. y Sung

rador" whi13h lheant that a bonesetter and a. bloodletter might 

be found in that partacular shop. The striped pole which is 

used in America as e. sign for a barber shop and a. metal wash 

basin which is used in Europe for the srone purpose are relics 

of the la:tit~~ pHrase, bloodletting, of the haircutters work. 22 

The word went'to Italy from Spain. From there it 

spread rapidly over the world. Thus it took seven or eight 

centuries for the wo~d algebra to be commonly used. This is 

an exampl~ of many of our conwon words. Although they may 

have been used centuries ago, they did not become common 

words 'llntil there arose a great need for them. 

The different forms through which the algebraic equa.

tion ha.~ passed may be made the basis for a very interesting 

comparison. The following list shows the various forms 

assumed by equations as written in the many countri.es, from 

the early times to the present. All the forms are for the 

one equation, X + X/4 = 15. 

Ancient Egyptian 
<::::;). 

" , (l~ <:;>. ~~ Q~ 
Il~ ~C I If I II I 

(Read from righ ~lef~ 

22 Ibid., p. 382 
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Ahmes Papyrus (1650 B. C.) 

)) 'I-?_ '&-f 
~~ from right to left) 

Vande Hoecke (1514) 

1 Prf + 1/4 Pri dit is ghelijie 15 

Cardan (1545) 

1 rib .:J p: 1/4 rib ~ aeqtis 15 

Ghaligai (1521) 

CO [J 1/4 CO _... 15 numeri 

Buteo (1559) 

1 p P 1/4 p [ 15 

Bombel1i (1572) 
'-" '-" I 
I • P • 1/4 • e qu /11 s A 15 

Gosselin (1577) 

1 L P 1/4 L aequalia 15 

Ramus and SchoneI' (1586) 

1 1/4 1 aeqnatus sit 15 

Vi&ta( 1590) 

N+ 1/4 n aequatur 15 

Girard (1629) . 

1 (1) -r 1/4 (1) 15II: 

Oughtred ( 1631) 

X+ 1/4 X • 15 

Harriot (1631) 

X + 1/4 • X + 15 
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some 

he n;,eedeq, 

ll1il.II1ber 

one 

count 

baseq 

ficultt;o 

to 

the 

and 

nu:m.ber 

tence 

~. NUMERICAL SYSTEMS 

F:roIn the very earliest times theprimi tive man bas had 

use. for numbers. Although his needs were very simple, 

some form t.o desi$n~tEl.the size of his family, the 

of. enemies he haq., and the number of wild animals he 

had kil1ed..The he,rGlsma.ll in. the early days could tell that 

she.,e"p was ,m1asing out of his flock before be wa..s able to 

the number of sheep in the flock. 23 

Nearlya.ll number systems, both ancient and modern, are 

on the scales of five, ten, or twenty. It is not dif

see the reason fa!' this. When a child is' learning 

count, be uses his fingers and sqmetimes his toes. In 

same way the primitive people counted on their fingers 

toes. One of the best proofa of this is the various 

systems of the savage tribes, which are still in exis

today. 

23 David Eugene Sntith,E1story of Mathema.tics (Boflton: 
Ginn and Oompany, 1925), p. 6, Vol. 1: 
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Among the South American Indians are certain tribes 

w1:J!ich have beeihbbserved to be counting by thefr hands. 

'f1b!ew ni:Lght say dna, two, three, foul:', hand, hand and one, 

1ir:ri.~i sO oriuntllithey would have tani'or both hands, or 

ll:L'land8flnished.ElevehWduld be one on the foot. This 

could be cohtimieduntil twenty' which wouldbem.a.h. Simila.r 

tribes have beetrfou:tid: in.A.frica. When a Zulu wishes to say 

six he says "taking the thtunb" Which means that heha8 

oounted all the fingel's on the left hand and has started 

with the thumb on the right. In some of' the South Sea 1s

lands wlleh the natives a:r-eeounting they use nuts. After 

they have reaohed five ,they lay aside one nut and say 

"heap". Another tribe oountstb ten and then lays down a 

small stalk of' cane for the first ten. After he has oounted 

to ten tJ::re s,econd time he lays Ciownth1!l second stalk. This 

is oontinued until one hundred is l'eached and then a large 

stalkfs pla.ced on the ground an<ftall the smaller ones re

m(!)ived.2.~ 

Thus it can easily be seen that there have been ways 

invented by the various tribes to take care of their needs. 

However, there have been tribes found which seem to have no 

oonception of numbers. The Chiquites rrf South America ha.ve 

24 Levi L. Conant, "Primitive Number Systems." Smith

sonia11; Report, 1892, pp. 584-85.
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no word whioh might be accepted as a. substitute for the word 

one. Their knowledge of numbers is so slight that the state

me!1ht, their languag.e contains no numbers, has been made .. 

Some <ot' the lower class of natives of Australia seem to have 

no system of counting above four. They count by saying, 

"one two two and one, two two s, much". The term "much", " 
covers all numbers larger than four,25 

In general :tt might be sa.1dthat mathematics met the 

needs of the primitive life, with respect to number, as the 

needs for the numbers arose, •. Unt1.1 spme met40d of co:mmuni

datioJ1 was found, eac.h group of people had a system all their 

own, The Hindu-Ara.bic numberathat. eventU~lly replaced the 

ancient n1lllloer "systems of.Europe originated in India, it may 

bea:s~!:1!~l'Y as the third c.eliltmry B. C..Tl1e origin of the 

symbol for zero is uncertain •. With the, addition of a sym~ 

bol for zero , however, a place value system was obtained 

which ha.s· p;rovedfar superictr to other systems of calcula

rot ion. The zero was -not ,in.general use, until the ninth 

century, 26 

Before the invention of the printing press, even though 

two people might be using the same system of numbers, they 

could hardly be recognized as the same after they were written. 

25 rbid., p. 586.
 

26 David Eugene 8mith, op .• oit., p. 69
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This was because the hand-w!,j.til1g of people varied so much. 

After the printing press was invented the numerals beoame 

more Rnd more uniform. 

Table II shoW's some o'f the numbersusedbYQi:f'f~pent 

countries. 

TABLE II 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF NUMBER SYSTEMS 

. 
System Number,s 

0 , !L -' .1./ I ./" 7 f 9 .jtJ :2.tJ .I(JI; 

Maya Indianf , 
3300 B. C. "";r, • . 

@ · • • . .. .. - ®• • .. ..
1500 A. D.2 .. . . .. -- - -- -

I'; 

Azteo . . . 0 fP JIndians28 • • • • •• ••• ..' ... 
• • • • • ••• ••• .. - •••• ..... ... "" 

Early ArabS i ,,! ) 
(Till 8th . 

~ j j 
.. 

Century?) 29 I V [ J 3 , / e :/ 
i, 

Babylonian )( "'1'1 VVV vV'v 

-< ~< Y>y yv yJ(Y VVlf YV'( 'IVy "lot V YVV ",'IV 

3100 B. C.3 y "'{ 
vn' '( Vy 'IV", 

'. 
Early 

I f'.I ~I p~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ri 7 0 l~Syrians31 

27 Florian Cajori, The ~ar1Y Mathematical Sciences in 
Nor~~ and South America (Bos on: Gorham Press, 1928) p.-YZ 

28Florian Cajori, A History of Mathematical Notations 
(Chicago: Open Court PublIshing TIOmpany, 1§2S), Va!. I, P. 41 

29 ~., p. 29 

30 David Eugene Smith, QQ. ~., Vol. II, p. 37
 

31 Florian Ce.j ori, QI? ill., p. 19
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'fABLE II (Continued) 

~Jrstem 

l~ 
, 
,' Z !J .. 4/ 

Numbers 

.r ~. '1 'q' 9 /IJ l.:t d /40 

!I¢>n:la.n~. 2 
17.. TL III 1$ ~ ~ :PI rar -a $ xx: C-

Greek33 
A 

, 

Fi.. r 1\ E F' 7 H @) I 
,greek 
:Alpha.betfe3~ a f1 0 .(3. E ~ ) h () lJ K P 
@reek 
lEierodi an35 , 

;Egyptian 
~ieroglyphi~ 
5.300 B. C. 3¢ 
psgyptian 
~1:eratio

O.3~6300 B. 

1 

I 

I ! 

/I 

II 

il 

If! 

11/ 

LeI 

/111 

11 11 

..,,;;. 

r f't ItIl rl/l IrlJl) 

WII 1m Jfl WJJlI IJJI1 1//1 mIIJUI 

ttl 
u,J 2 UILWI --

1\ 

n 

A 

11111 H 

on ., 
17\ ? 

:B:ebre\V~8 
k ':J J l. u 1 

, 

J) rr 11'9 :}! IJ p 
lModern 
lArabio39 I f r [ d I; .

7 ;\~ ~q 1 • 

!Mod/3rn 
ChlnesEi40 -.-/ 

. 
-? ~ :::=;;.J rzrl fl -!

/\ t 11 11, -r 

32 IQ.1.g., p. 32 

33 Ib id ., p. 25 

34 Ibid., p. 25 

35 David Eugene Smith, qp. Qit., p. 50 

36 Ibid ., p. 46 

37 Ibid., p. 47 

38 Ibid., p. 53 

39 Ib id ., p. 39 

40 Ib id ., p. 70 
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TABLE II (continued) 

NumbersSystem 
' I .j .;!.o IJJor1 1 r /I.!L .r0 

" " 
Chinese -L. 

..J.. d:. 
~ 

-{-Merohents4l I II / '/ X ~ X-
IChinese Rod 
(Until H~th , -C~ntury)42 - -11 11/ :JJII 1/1// T 7T 7TT 7TJT 

Mogern 
.~ ('Sanskrit43 < ~ 13 t9>1 f- L 0 

Modern ,.,.c; b'6 *)1.Sia.mese44 1CilJ/ 11 100 Lt0 
" 

Modern 
:J ,16) 4j 0Burmese45 c?7 J 'i0 CJo 

Modern 0 c:J 
~r ,< 'f I c> \' 1'1°t',;JThibetan46 Q)7" 12" 3'" L...t 

Modern 
®\J .YJ?l)0'V CW;; 17mCE!}Ylonese47 or ev l&JJI? 

Modern ~ ~.y AJJlMay1aan48 ~ J /2 2 17
.... 

41 I~id. , P. 40 
%'!( 

42 reid. , p. 42 

43 ~., p. 70 

44 Ibid. , p. 43 

45 Loo. cit. 

46 Loc. cit. 
47 Loo. cit. 

-----J 

48 Loo. cit. 
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8. SYMBOLS 

The history of symbolism covers a pe~iod of a great 

many years, yes, centuries. Before the invention of the 

printing press each a.uthor, if he wanted to use sy.m.bols of 

any kind, used his own symbols regardless whether or not 

anyone else had used the same ones. Consequently, the vari 

ations of symbols were about as numerous as the authors who 

used them. With the development of the printing press, the 

symbols became standardized. 

In the Egyptian hieratic form of writing a sign was 

used for addition and subtraction. While these were not 

sympols in the sense that symbols are thought of now, they 

served the same purpose. The symbol A (a man walking for

ward) was used to designate addition whiled (a man walking 

backwards or retreating) was used for subtraction. Ahmes 

varied these two symbols slightly in the AbIDes Papyrus when 

he wrote A for addition and.f\ for subtraction.49 Diophan

tus used '" as a symbol for subtraction. 50 Widman was the 

first to use our ];}resent signs in a book. They may not have 

been original with him. 51 It was not until nearly fifty 

yea rs after their first publication that they were used as 

49 Ibid, p. 39'6
 

50 Loe. c1t.
 

51 1EJ£, p. 399
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the :;lymbo1s for ac:ldi tion and subtraction in arith.111etic. 52 

Before that th~y w~r~ used to denoRe excess or deficiency. 

Thl? -+- end - were not used in Italy for nearly. a century after 

their 1ntro~~9ttqn~ Recorge introduced the~ in England about 

the middle oft~e",s1::tteenth century. 03 

The use of' xh~ ~:1gn x ,f'or mlilltiplication is probably due 

to OUghtreo.. 4~:'Jml~ obj ected to the symbol saying that it 

could not be.told from the letter x when used as an unknown 

term. Leibniz exper~mented witp six signs. They were ~, ., 

~, " ;, ang *. Out of the six, o~ly two are used very 

extensively to-day. These are the x and the • •54 The 

present f;1ymbolfor division is a oomparative new one, having 

'been in use since the middle of the seventeenth century. 55 

The early Egyptia.Ils wrote a. ... C) abov.e a number which signi

fied that 1 was to be divided by the number. 56 Brahmagupta 

was the first to write one number above another to signify 

division. The Ar~bs, to improve this practice, placed a bar 

between the two numbers. Leibniz, because of the difficulty 

in printing fractions with one number above the other, pre

ferred the use of the colon to signify division. From these 

52 Vera Sanford, A Short Histo~ of Mathematios (Boston:
Houghton··Mif'fJ,dn Company, 1930), p. 52:' 

53 Loo. cit. 

54Loc • cit.

55 -Loc. oit.-
56 Florian Cajori, Historz of Elementarz Mathematics 

(Ohicago: Open Court Publishing-Company, 1~28), p. 23 
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two symbols has come the mode±'n symbol. 57 

The equality sign was the invention of Robert Recorda. 

One time when speaking of the symbol he said, III will sette 

as I doe often in woorke .v.ae,a p,air of para.llele s, or Gemowe 

(i. e., twin) lines of' ona lengthe, thus .::'==, 1:>icause noe. 

2. thynges can be moare equalle." The surviva.l of. the sign 

:: may be. due partly to its simplicity and partly to the fact 

that Recorde's books were SO popular. 58 

Oughtred used the symbols ~ and.-=:::J with the meaning 

"Is greater than Yl and "is lese th.an ll 
• The lise of tbese two 

signs remained in use until a.bout a hundred yea.rs after they 

were first used. Before the publication of the work of 

Oughtred, Ha.rriot was using> and < • These two seemed to 

be· so much simpler than they have remained in use to the 

pre~ent time. 59 

The following Table shows some of the signs which have 

been used in addition and sUbtraction:60 

57 Vera Sanford, £E. ctt., p. 152 

58 Ibid., pp. 152-4_ 

59 ~., p. 154 

60 Ibid., p. 151 
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TABLE III
 

ME'11HQDS OF INDICAT ING PLUS AND MINUS
 

= == 

Addition Subt. 
= 

1202 Fibonacci 
1494 Pacioli 
1549 Peletier 
1556 Tartaglia 

1583 Clavius 
1489 Widman 
1522 Riese 
1542 Recorde 

1568 Baker 
1590 Vieta 
1608 Clavius 

r.rhe following table 

Italian 
Italian 
French 
Italian 

German 
German 
German 
English 

English 
French 
Germa.n 

shows some 

plus minus 
15 
Plus 

m 
moins 

p. m. 

P. M. 
+ 
+ + 
+ 

x 
• • 
+

of the symbols that have 

been used for the equality sign: 61 

TABLE IV 

METHODS OF REPRESENTING EQUALITY
 

Date Name Srebo1 = 

1557 
1559 
1575 
1634 
1637 
1680 

Recorde 
Buteo 
Xylander 
Herigone
Descartes 
Leibniz 

III 

C 
II 

2/2 oru 
::;x:, 

11 and = 

61 Ibid. J p. 153 
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9. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

From the very earliest times it has been necessary to 

have some standards of weights and measures. Before the in

vention of money, exchange of the necessities of life was 

carried on by parter; that is, the exchange of something one 

had and did not need for something he did need. At first 

there were no standards of weights and measures. Two adjoin

ing countries or states might have had entirely different 

measures with no standard by which a comparison could have 

been made between their measures. It was soon discovered 

that this was not satisfactory, especially as the develop

ment of transportation made it possible and easier for one 

country· to trade with another. 

At first thought it seems as though it would have been 

easy for a group of men to have fixed a definite measure. 

They might b,ave fixed the length of a yard then have cut a 

p:i.ece of board the right length. However, this would not 

have been as simple as it might appear. The piece of wood 

might have been cut the correct length, but the ends of it 

worn away with use would have destroyed the true measure. 

The same thing would have been true of metal measure._ The 

metal would have corroded and even varied :tn size with the 

temperature _62 

62 Chambers Encycloped;1a, "Weights and MeasurelJ lI , 
Vol. X, p. 125.
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The preservati9n of standards of units of measures, 

si~c~ they could not be determined with accuracy, had to be 

safe g'liXardedagainst alteration. In the ancient times .,the 

riests and magistrates had charge of them. The Roman 

standards were kept in the Temple of Rercules_ The Roman 

length of measure was ohisled into the base of a statue 
; f 

located in the Roman Forum. It wasn't unusual in medieval 

times to find a standard length of measure for a particular 

locality to be designated by two iron pegsset in the walls 

of the city.63 

In 1824 the English Parliament passe-o. an. act defining 

the st'and'ard weights and measures. Then in case that the 

standard weights and measures were lost, they might be re

pla-ceq.64 

Tradition tells manyirite,resting incidents and ways in 

which some of the measures were determined. The yard measure 

was established by Henry I,a king of England, from 1068 to 

1135_ The length of the yard was to be the length of the 

distance between his nose and the end of the thumb when his 

.' arm was stretched out straight. 65 

Among the Greeks and Romans the pace was the measure 

used to correspond to the English yard. The pace was the 

63 Vera Sanford, ~. c,~t., p. 356 

64 Ch~bers Engyclopedia., ££. ~., p. 127 

65 Editorial in the Ka.naa~ 01.~~ star (KansEi.s Oity,M1s
sour1), "Gave Us OUr Mea.surements", September 16, 1933. 
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length of a step. In the time of Alexander the Great of

ficial pacers were hired. They traveled from one end of 

the country to the other, giving the distances from one vill 

age to another, the dimensions of a piece of land, and pro

viding scientists with Whatever information they needed_ In 

a Roman road book the distances were given in p~ces. A Roman 

soldier by looking at his road book could tell how long it 

would take to march from one place to another. 66 

In 1514 Kobel gave the following rule for the finding 

of the length of a rod: 

To find the length of a rod in the right and 
lawful way, and according to scientific usage, you 
should do as follows: stand at the door of the 
church on Sunday, and bid sixteen men to stop, tall 
ones and short ones, as they happen to paE\s out 
when the service is finished: then make them put 
their left foot one behind the othar.and t:p,e length 
thus obtained shall be the right and lawful rod to 
measure and survey land with, and a six~,en.th part
 
of it shall be a right and lawful foot.
 

In 1221 three barleycorns wereestablishe~ as one inch,
 

twelve inches as one foot, and three feet as one ell. 68 

The length of an inch was also determined by the length of 

the terminal joint of the thumb. 69 

A fathom was the distance from fingertip to fingertip 

when both arms were ex'bended. The Hebrew cubit WaS the length 

66 Vera Sanford, ££. cit., p. 359
 

67 Ipid., p. 354
 
68 

Kansas City star, ~' £!!.,
 
69 Vera Sanford, 2E,- ill., p. 353
 



of the forearm from the elbow. to the end of' the middle fin

ger. '1lhe Egyptian. cubit was the same as the Hebrew cubit, 

but it wa.s divided into digits which were finger ...br.eacdths. 

Each finger-breadth was rega.r-dad as four graiLls of barley.... 

70corn placed'brE'~adth-wise.

The word acre is identical with the.Latinw0rd "ager" 

and the Greek word It ggros,," both words me'aning tlfie,ldJ" end 

the German word "acker" which means both field and a ltaeaSla.re 

of land. Most of the different countries of the worl<d have 

measures which correspond to the English acre. ;perhapsithe 

measure orginated in the amount of land that could be plowed 

with one plow in one day1s time.7l 

Because the systems of measure differeid in all c01.l.n,,:, 

tries l it has seemed necessary to find SOme J!t:ind· o~ a i,.system 

which would be uniform. Beforetliae metric. syste.m ,was adopted, 

in the northern part of France alone there were eighteen 

different "aunes" (a measure for cloth) and in the entire 

country there were nearly four hundred different ways in 

which the area of land was expressed. This condition did 

not exist only in France but was found in all the European 

countries. Before the days of easy transportation and com

munication these different measurements were not troublesome. 

70 Chambers EncIClo;eEldia" "cub1t ll , Vol. VII, p. 350. 
71 Chamber,S Enclclopedia;" IlAcre", Vol. II.p. 32 
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However 1 by the end of the eighteenth century, the people 

realized that some uniform system must be establishad. 72 

In 1789 the French Academia des Sciences appointed a 

committee to work on a new system of measures. It was final

ly decided to take one forty millionth of a meridian as a 

basal unit. A careful survey was made of the length of the 

meridian from Barcelona to Dunkirk. There was a revolution 

in Spain at that time which delayed the work. The original 

idea of the unit was not carried out. A standard meter was 

fixed and copies of it were made and sent to all the coun

tries of the world. 73 

The metric system became obligatory in France in 1840. 

The measures were legalized in the United States in 1866. 

They are generally used in scientific laboratories. In 

1933 they were adopted by the American Athletic Union to 

be used in measuring distances in all athletic events. 74 

72 David Eugene &nith, Histor1 of Mathematics 1 (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), Vol. 1I 1 p.~4a. 

73 Ibid., pp. 649-50
 
174 Vera Sanford, ££0 ~., pp. 365-60
 



CHAPTER III 

ANCIENT MATHEMATICS 

IN'rRODUO':£11oN 

There is no definite knowledge as to the country in 

whlch mathematiys first developed into anything like a sci

ence. There has been historical mathematical material left 

to uS 1 pripcipally from four countries; namelY1 Egypt~ Babl

lonia, Chin8." and India. Each o''f' the s'ecountrie s claim to 

be the pioneer in mathema.tics. These countriesa,ll flour

ished along one or more rivers which furnished water for 

irrigation purposes. This gave an opportunity for the 
i'i';) 

c1ovelopment of mathelilt'\.l;lc)s in problems concerning the irr14"" 

gation projects. 

Of the four countries mentioned in -the preceeding par

agraphs, only two, Babylonia and Egypt, will be. considered 

in this section. It is through the Babylonian tablets that 

the knowledge of mathematics in Babylonia has been preserved. 

·These records show that the Babylonian merchants were fam

iliar with bills, receipts, notes, accounts" and systems of 

measu;r-e s ;'000 B. C. 1:1,1he Egyptians left records in the form 

of papyri and wall reliefs. The ~es ~a~yrus is the first 

mathematical handbook which has been found up to the present 

time. 
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The map shows the location of the cities and countries 

which are mentioned in the next section. 
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10. ARMES PAPYRUS 

The Ahmes Papyrus, the oldest mathematical record in 

existence, was found at Thebes in the ruins of a small build

ing near the Ramesseum. The Papyrus was copied by Ahmes in 

1650 B. o. from mathematical records which were perhaps a 

thousand yea.rs old at that time. TIfe Ahmes PaJ2yrus was 

purchased soon after its discovery in 1858 by A. Henry Rhind. 

After his death the Papyrus came into the possession of the 

British Museum. About twenty years ago a group of students 

of Egyptology were allowed to study the roll. 

Arnold Buffum Ohase, Ohancellor or Brown University, 

had long been interested in the literatUre and monuments of 

Egypt. In 1910 he and his wife made a trip to Egypt. The 

result of the trip was an increased interest in old Egyptian 

records. The Ahmes PS12yrus ca.me into the possession of the 

British Museum about two years later. Ohancellor Chase gained 

permission to make an intensive study of it. Realizing its 

value in the study of mathematics, he obtained permission to 

prepare the Papyrus for publication. When they began the 

translation several pieces of the roll were found missing. 

In 1922 Professor Newberry, the English Egyptologist, found 

some fragments of Q papyrus in The New York Art Museum. Sus

pecting that they might be the missing pieces of the Ahmes 

Papyrus, the pieces were taken to England. Professor T. E. 

Peet, with much skill and accuracy, arranged most of the 



pieces in their original position in the·Papypus. There are 

a. few small pieces whose positionshaV"e not liis yet been de

termined. When the transla.tion was ns a:rly complete, The 

American Mathema tical Association came fGPward to help in the 

introduction of the AhmesPapyrus in its translated form. 75 

The translation of the Ahmes Papyrus no doubt was a 

difficult task. If it ha.d not been for the disoovery seV"eral 

years before, it is doubtful it the tra.nslation could have 

been made. In August 1799, a French artillery officer was 

digging at Rosetta, near the mouth of the Nile River, for the 

purpose of throwing up fortifications. He found a large 

stone with strange markings on it several feet under 'the 

ground. After the stone was cleaned, it wa.s foUnd to con

tain three different inscriptions. 'rhe one at the top of 

the stone wa.s in Hieroglyphios, the printing of the Egyp

tians. The second· inscription was in Hiera.tic, whioh 

corresponds to the handwriting"of the Egyptians. The third 

and last inscription wa.s written in the Greek language. The 

Rosetta stone may now be seen in The British Museum. The 

European scholars could .easiJ..t I'ead.the Greek inscription. 

Here at last was a key to the many trea.sures of Egyptian 

History and to the ma.ny a. ccountsof the life of the Egyp

t ia.n people which a.re f oundon the monument 8 , tombs, and 

75 Arnold Buffum Chace, "The Rhind Mathemati,cal Papyrus" 
Mathematical Association of America (Oberlin, Ohio, 1927),
Vol. I, pp. 1-2 -



papyrus rolls. Before the finding of the Rosetta stone all 

efforts of scholars and archaeologists to tran.slate the 

early Egypti an writings had been in va.in. '76 11 

In order that the AbIDes Papyrus might be more easily 

studied, thirty-one photoplates were talcen frQm the o:t'iginal 

copy. From the photGlplates one hundred nine fa.c ..~imile 

plates, showing small portions of the Papyrus magnified so as 

to bring. out. clearly just what the originalw;riting looked 

like, were made. 'The Glne hundred nine fac .. simile plates showed 

the entire Papyrus and by close inspection, the places where 

the small fragments were missing SRd had been replaced could 

be noticed.78 

The AbIDes Papyrus was originally a roll eighteen and 

one ..half feet long and thirteen inches wide. It was written 

in Hieratic, the handwriting of the Egyptian people. 79 The 

wri ting was done in two colors. Red was used for the first 

wrods of each proplem, for headings, and for emphasis of any 

kind. The rest of the Pa.pyrus wa.s written in bh ck inlt. 

76 Willia Mason west, The Ancient World (New York: 
Allyrt and Bacon., 1913), pp. 11-12. 

'77 Hutton Webster, Ancient HistorY (New York: D. C. 
Heath and Company, 1913),pp. '1-'72. 

78 Arnold Buffum Chace, ££. cit., p. 1 

79 Arnold Buffum Chace, I'The Rhind Mathematica.l PaP1:t"\.18 II 
Ma.thematica.l Association of America (Oberlin, Ohio, 1927),
Vol. TI, p. 6. -
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The first part of the Ahmes PaElrus m,ight be called the 

title page. Although a small piece S0ems to be missing, it 

has been translated as: 

Accurate reckoning. The entrance into the 
knowledge of all existing things and all obscure 
secrets. This book was oopied in the ye a.r 33, in 
the fourth month of inundation season, under the 
majesty of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, 
A-user-Re', endowed with life, in likeness to 
writings of old made in the time of the king of 
Upper and Lower Egypt, NeMmatet-Re'. It is the 
sCl"ibe Ath-mose t who copies this w riting.80 

If the Ahmes Papzrus had a Table of Contents, the table 

would probably read something like this: 

Chapter I--Egyptian Aritmnetio 

Section I	 Table of Division of 2 by Odd Numbers 
from 3 to 101. 

Section II	 Problems 1-6. Table of Division of the 
Numbers 1-9 by 10. 

Section III	 Problems 7-20. MUltiplication by 
certain Fractional Expressions. 

Section IV Problems 21-23. Problems in Completion. 

Section V Problems 24-29. 
Problems. 

"AHA" or Quantity 

Section VI Problems 30-34. Division by a Frac
tional Expression. 

Section Vir	 Problems 35-38. Division of a Hekat. 

Section VIII Problems 39-40. DiVision of Loaves. 
Arithmetic Progression. 

80 Arnold Buffum Chace, "The fthind Mathema.tical Pa.py!'Us ll 
Mathematical Association of America (Oberlin, Ohio, 1927),
Vol. I, p. '49'. . -" '. . 
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Chapter II--Geornet:r'y 

section I Problems 41~46. Problems of Volume. 

section II problem 47. Division of 1000 Hekat. 

Section III Problems 56-60. Pyramids; the Rela.
tion of the Lengths of Two Sides of 
a Triangle. 

Chapter III--problems 61-87. Miscellaneous Problems. 

Because the Egyptian fractions were limited to 2/3 and 

to the reciprocals of whole numbers such as 1/2, 1/3, 1/5, 

etc., and because the Egyptian aritltmetic was chiefly cone 

cerned with fractions, Ahmes worked with fractions in the 

larger part of his Papyrus. The Egyptian method of writing 

fractions differed fro~ the modern method. Instead of writ 

ing 2 7/12, as it is written now, Ahmes would have written 

it as 2 1/3 1/4. 3 37/42 would have been written 3 1/2 1/6 
81

1/7 1/21 1/42.

If a student of mathematics to-day wanted to add two 

groups of fractions, say 1/3 1/5 and 1/5 1/7, the first step 

would be to reduce all the fractions to the common denomin

ator or 105. When the fractions had been reduced to a common 

denominator they would have 35/105 21/105 and 21/105 15/105. 

Adding the numerators the sum of the fractions would be 

found to be 82/105. 

81 David Eugene smith, Histol'};', of Ms.therna,tics (Boston: 
Ginn and Compan:y, 1925), Vol. !I" pp. 210-1:3. 



Suppose the Egtptiana had had the same problem. To· add 

the fractions, they would group a number of things of the 

same kind. The Egyptian might take for his nwnber 105 loaves. 

He would say that 1/3 of 105 loaves i8:35 loaves and 1/5 of 

105 loaves i$2l loaves, making 56 loaves in the first 

group. In the seCond group 1/5 of 105 loave's is 21 loaves 

and 1/7 of 105 loaves is 15 loaves, making 36 loaves in the 

second group. In all, then, h is share of the 105 loaves 

would be 82 loaves. The Egyptian could not say, however, 

that he would receive 82/105 of all the loa.ves. 

To find what part of 105 loaves would make 82 loaves, 

Ahmes would take fractional.multip1iers and try to multiply 

105 by them so as to get 82. He :might say: 

1. • • • • 105 

"	 2/3. .• •• 70 

1/3. • •• 35 

1/30 • •• 3 1/2 

\	 1/15 • •• 7 

1/10 • •• 10 1/2 

1/5. • • • 21 

\ 1/21 • •• 5 

82Total 2/3 1/15 1/21 

The geometric part of Ahmes Papyrus reveals considerable 

82 Arnold Chaoe, "The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus II, 
Ma.thematical Association of Amerioa (Oberlin, Ohio, 1927),
Vol. !, p. s. --- -- . 
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knowledge of geometric facts,usafu1 in the determination of 

volumes, areas, and line rela tionships. The section of 

miscellaneous problems is interesting b~cause it gives some 

knowledge of Egyptian customs, their method of trading, of 

raising taxe s, of feeding animal s, and of fixing comparative 

value"s'br different foods and drinks by the anrountthat can 

be made from a unit .o·f material. 83 

. The follQ::'lJing problems are problems which have been 

taken from the) Rh!nd PaJ2yrus. First is a copy of the 

problem as /:(pulilain, the Papyrus (in hieratic), seyonq the 

problem written: inhtarogfypi9/s, third the problem written 

in English, and fourt"hthe method used by Ahmesin solving 

the probl.em. In reading the problem as i~ is written the 

first tW6"time s , it must be remembered that the Egypt lans 

wrote f~om the right side of the page to the left. Since 

Ahihes was left handed, it might have been easier for him to 

write from the right side to the left. 
c:=. 
II' I( 1) 
" I 

c;> <:::0., ,• ,'11 J1 I'
lie

, ~ 

_/\ t?I",- 7' 
f~ 

lilt 4t:t> c:;::o.== /\ )( 1111 n 1'1 I 

• <::>X .tt-
1111 

(Ahmes hieratic) (Egyptian hieroglyphios) 

(3) Multiply 1/7 by 1 1/2 1/4 

83 ~., p. 2 
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(Ahm:e s hieratic) 

t· 

(4) 1 • • • • 1/7
 

1/2 · • • • 1/14
 

1/4 • • • • 1/28
 

Total • • 1/4 84
· • 

( 1)	 (2) .::1 
'" J/til 
III 

~I? "II 
Ul II /I I I' 

L:l 0
lit
el' II t 1/1 I r \
 
1/1It' 

I 
c:-"' III I ,I I ' 0 /I' Ilf I 
II 1111 1/ \ I II 

/	 ~ 

c:J	 l::J "I1"'8- "" I II/I	 II t I 1/' If" 

(Egyptian hierogl~plios) 

( 3) Compare the area of a circle and its circumscribing 

square. 

(4)	 The cirole of diameter nine The square of sides nine 

1 · · • 8 setat 1 • • • 9 setat 

2 • • •16 setat 2 .18 setat 

4 • • •.32 setat 4 • · .36 setat 

8 · • .64 setat 8 • • .72 setat 

Total • • . . 81 seta-t85 

The Ahmes Papyrus was probably used both as a textbook 

and as s. reference book. Although this one copy Vial! almost 

84 Arnold Buffum Chace, "The Rhind Mathemlltioal Papyrus" 
Mathematical Association of America (Oberlin, Ohio, 1927), 
Vol. II, Plate 41, Problem-1r:----

85 Ibid., Plate 70, R~oblem 48 
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perfect when it was found in 1858, nearly 3500 years after 

it was written, more than five hundred pieces and copies of 

the sarne papyrus have been found in the various parts of 

Egypt. 

Much has been written about the mistakes found in the 

~e~ P8.P?Y:r'us. Because of the other possibilities for mi s

t,!Uc~s, it .1s not li~ely that Ahmes made all of them in 

cQPy~ng the papyrus. There are but a few mistakes in the 
\ :"; 

Papyrus and mqst of them are in the numbers. It may be true 

that Ahmes, was an ignorant scribe, but he understood some

t~ing at least of the problems that he copied and may have 

added details of his own. It may be that the manuscript 

which he copied had mistakes in it. Corrections in the copy 

that is no;w in;l:ihe British Museum may have been made by a 

1ai\;,e I' hand than Abme s •86 

r:Phe paP'Yrus roll went through a very interesting process 

in its manufacture. Four thousand years ago the people in 

Egypt did not know how to make paper. The Egyptians" how

ever, were very similar to people to-day. If they needed 

something which they did not have and which they could not 

buy they tried to find something which they could use in the 

place of it. Since they had no paper, the Egyptians experi

mented until someone discovered the papyrus. 

86 Arnold Buffum Ohace, tlrrhe Rhind Mathematical Fapyrus" 
Mathematics-I As sociation of Amex'i.c,a (Oberlin, Ohio" 1927)" 
Vol. I,' PI>. 40-1: u_ • 
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An unusual water plant grew in Egypt almng the Nile 

River. The same plant was found in Sticily and in Babylonia. 

but the natives of those countries made no use of it. In 

many ways this plant wag like some of the rushes which grew 

in the swamps of the United states except that it was larger. 

The stem of the papyrus reed grew from six to sixteen feet 

tall and was as thick as a man's arm at the lower part of the 

plant. The stem of the plant was smooth except near the 

bottom where the roots branched out and at the top where there 

was a bunch of leaves formed very much like an umbrella. The 

stem was triangular in shape. The plant is very rare in 

Egypt now but some of them may be found in Southern Italy 

and in Central Africa. 

To make papyrus from the plant, the stem of the papyrus 

reed was cut in two equal parts. The bark of the plant was 

'removed. The pith which remained was cut 'into thin strips 

by the use of some sharp instrument. The strips were then 

placed side by side on a smooth surface. At right angles 

with the first strips was placed a second layer of strips. 

A weight, probably a. stone or some other heavy substance, 

was placed on top of the strips of papyrus and the upper sur

face was heated. 1ne heat was probably given off by fire 

which was built on top of the surface. Some people have said 

that the papyrus was made where the sun Gould shine on it. 

1lhe sun being very hot heated the •upper surface or stone 

as a fire might heat it. 
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The sap of t;he papyrus reed was very much like our 

glue. When heat was applied the sap became warm and filled 

in all the space which might be left between the strips. 

When the sap became cold, the stone which had been placed 

on top or the strips wa.s removed. What at first looked like 

severa.l'strips of the. stem of a reed now resembled a sheet 

of course brown paper. The papyrus was very tough when it 

Was new, but as it became older it "became more brittle and 

was more easily' torn. It was from the word lIpapyrus" that 

the English word Ilpaperll orginated. 

The papyrus was made in long strips. It was on such 

strips that the Egyptians wrote their books. They used a 

pen which was made from a small papyrus reed and an ink which 

was made from the sap of different kinds of vegetation. When 

the writing Was finished the strips were rolled, and for this 

reason they were called papyrus rol1.87 88 

Ahmes, no dOUbt, was an ordinary Egyptian lad and pro

bably received the same education that other boys who were 

to become scribes received. 

An Egyptian boy rema.ined with his mother until he was 

four yea.rs old. At that time his education was turned over 

to his father. In a. book which was written about 5000 years 

87 Edward Ma.unde Thom.pson, "Papyrus". Enclclopedis. 
Bl'itannlca, 14th edit:lon, Vol. XVII" pp. 246-49. . 

88 Chamber's Encyclopedia" "Papyrus ll , Vol. VII, pp.
250- 254. ' . 

I 
./ 
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ago the following items were given which were to be used in 

the instruction of a boy: 

Be proud of thy lea.rning, but be willing to 
learn from all. Treat a venerable wise man with 
r,espect but correct thy equal when he maintains a 
wrong opinion. Be not proud of thy earthly riches 
for they come to thee from God without thy help. 
Calumnies should never be repeated. Keep a con
tel41ted Gountence, and behave to thy superiors with 
proper respect, then shalt thou receive that which 
is the highest reward to a wise man; the princes 
who hear thee shall say: "How beautifgl ere the 
words which proceed out of his mouth". 9 

The,instructions given in the home related mainly to 

m~nners and morals. To illustrate the uniform character of 

the"Egyptian ideas from age to age, the following quotation 

is taken from a book that was wri ttensomething like 1500 

ye ars l,ater than the one just mentioned: 

Be industrious; let your eye s be open Ie 8t 
you become a beggar; for the man that is idle cometh 
not to honor. Do not go into the house of another 
unless inVited; if he bids you enter you are hon
ored. When you go into a neighbor's house do not 
look around. If you see anything be silent about 
it, for to tell others about it is a crime worthy 
of death. Do not talk too much for a man of many 
words.. is not re spected. Above all things, guard 
your speech, for a man's ruin lies in his tongue. 
Msn.tsbody is a storehouse full of all kinds of an
swers; choose the right one and express it well, 
and let the wrong answer stay imprisoned in your 
body. Behave well at meals and be not greedy. Do 
not eat bread while another stands neal', unless you 
share with him. One is poor, one 1s rich, but the 
generous shall always have bread. He that was rich 
last year may ye a vagrant next year. Do not sit 
while an older person or one holding a higher office 

89 Charles H. Sylvester, editor, pro~ress of Nations 
(Chicago: National Progress League, 1912- 9 voIS.~ Vol~-I, 
pp. 52-53. 
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stands.90 

The Egyptians, like the modern people of today, valued 

education mainly becs\.Use of the superiority which an educa

ted man may possess over a man who does not have an educe.

tion. The Egyptian boy Who was diligent in his studies might 

become a scribe. A scribe was exempt from all military ser

vice and, if they were very faithful to their work and showed 

great ability, they we:r'e apt to be given a higher office. 

A poy intended for the career of ascribe wassent to 

the school of the priests when quite young. Here, even 

tp.ough he might be of low. rank, he was classified with the 

children of the noble s. The children were not passed from 

one teacher to another but were taught by t~e same one until 

they had cpmpleted their work. The, discipline in the schools 

was very strict. At an early bour a teacher came to the 

boy I s bed and shook him very hard and rough until the boy 

was awake. The boy would arise and dress immediately and 

then begin his studies. The child was in class all forenoon. 

When the noon hour arrived, the air was filled with the 

shouts of the boys who were happy yecause of their half hol

iday. The food for the children was brought to the school 

by their mothers. A day's ration consisted of three rolls 

of bread and some beer. Severe punishments were given for 

90 Ibid, pp. 53-54-
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disobeying any of/the rUles of the school. At times the 

boys were whipped until they were hardly able to stand.91 

It was such an education that Ahmes received. Although 

it nas been said that the scribe who oopied the papyrus was, 

illiterate, it may 'be that Ahmes had the best education that 

~, y;oung man could have ha.d at that time. 

11. BABYLONIAN TABLETS 

Many records of the olden days are those which come 

from Babylonia.. In certain parts of the country of Baby

Ionia a soft clay was found. The clay was molded into 

tablets or cylinders. Figures were cut out or pressed in 

the clay by a sharp instrument made of metal or stone. Af

ter the tablet had been written on, it was baked so that it 

might be preserved. When the tablet was baked, the figures 

shrivelled and flattened into wedge shaped symbols. The 

scholars called this form of writing cuneiform, from the 

Latin word f1 cUJI'leus n meaning wedge. 92 

Recently a Babylonian schoolhouse was excavated. On 

the floor of the bUilding were found many sletes which had 

been soft clay at the time they were used. When these tab

lats were filled with wr1.ting, the writing was cleaned off 

91 
~, pp. 54...56. 

92 Wil11a Mason west, The Ancient World (New York, 
Allyn and Bacon, 1913), pp.-gr-62. 
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by scraping smooth with straight-edged scra~ers.93 

Many times the Babylonians made what is now called dup

lie ate tablets. After the first tabletb,ad been written on 

and baked, anotl;ler coat ot clay was placed Over the first. 
"J' 

The writing which had been placed on the first time was then 

duplicated on the second. In case that there was ever any 

doubt about the record on the outside of the tablet or in 

case that part of it was broken off, by removing the outside 

la,yer the same record might be found on the inner layers. 94 

Each large town had a library building. The l~brary 

contained a collection of clay tablets, cylinders, and bricks 

which were covered with cuneiform writing. The cuneiform 

writing averaged siX lines to an inch. A library recently 

discovered contained over 30,000 tablets of the date 2700 B.C. 

all neatly arranged in order. Each tablet corresponds to a 

chapter. Each tablet had a library number stamped on it and 

was catalogued. The tablets were copied by scribes. Some 

of them contain a blank space once in a while. When the 

scribe could not'm~e out a word when he was copying a tab

let, he would leave out the word entirely and leave a blank 

in its place. For this reason many of the tablets are in

complete.~5 

93 Willis Mason west, The ~)rl of the w~rldrs ~~o~res~ 
(New York: Allyn and Bacon;-I9 , p~3~ 

94 Ibid.} p. 37 

95 Willis Mason west, 11he Ancien_~_ World (New York: 
Allyn and Bacon, 1913), p. 62. 
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The Babylonia numbers as found on the ta.blets are very
 

interesting. The fOllowing is a list of the f arms used by
 

the Babylonians for the numbers from one to ten:
 
vvv Y'IY' 'r v Y' 

yyy ,",yy VYl"" V v 7 Y ..,,.. y y Y 
y ~v VYV y ,. yyy "I' 

,..", l""v ~y 

" 
" 

I iJ., 3 ~ 6" 7 1 9 It) 

In writingthefr numerals the Babylonians made a slight use 

of the s1Abtraction method such a.s it is found in the Roman 

riume1'a1 s • When the Romans wrote XIX it was the same as wr it 

:tngXX.... I. The same principle was used by the Babylonians 

about two thousand years before. They wrote 19 -<. -< "< 'r"f 

the symbol y~ meaning minus _ Many people have wondered 

Why it was written as 20 - 1 rather than 10+ 9. It was 

mudh easier to think of ninteen as being one less than twenty 

than a~ being nine more than ten. Ninteen was considered 

asa.n unlucky number by the Babylonians s.ndthey never used 

it in any of their numbers.96 

Very few·· of the ~abylonians could read and write. 

There was no attempt made to standardize their system of num

bers for that reason. A few of their numbers will show some 

Gftheir general characteristics. The illustrations are from 

numbers which were used about 2400 B. C. 

It' 3600
 

r-1 36,000, that jg, 3600 x 10
 

96 David Eugene Srnith, History of Mathenlatics (Boston: 
• Ginn and Company, 1923), Vol. II, p. 37. . 
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"ff 72,000 ; that is ,3600 x (10 10) 

Y ~ y l' yo( Y<2400 

• 10 

• .))) 36 .. n ' 
•. t~ll. that i~, 20 - 1
 

... Y,~ 1e; that 1 s, 20 - 2
 

) >.. ~ 30 1/2; ithat is, 2 x 60 :x: 10 2/4 97
 

Wha Babylonians did some work in geometry. Just hOW 

nl.uch.is not known. Among the figures that they used are par

allellinE':!s,a square, a figure with a. re ..entrant angle, and 

an ineOlllplete figure, believed to represent three concentric 

triangles with their sides respectively pa.rallel. rfhe word 

"tim ll was used by the Babylonians. The word means I'line'! 

but originally meant "rope". Since the Babylonians used the .. ~ 

word, the conclusion might be that they, like the Egyptians, 

used a rope in measuring distances and in the measuring of 

angles. It is quite evident that the Babylonians knew how to 

divide the circumference of a circle into six equal parts by 

the use of the radius. That this division was knows in Baby

lonia follows from the inspection of the six spmkes in the 

wheel o£a royal carriage represented in a. drawing fc>und in 

tne remains a.t Ninevah. 98 The Babylonians knew how to divide 

97 Ibid., p. 38 

98 Florian Caj ori, ! H1stor~ of Elementa.r~ Mathema.tios 
( New York: Macmillan Company, 1,29T, pp. 43-4 • 
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the circunlference of a circle J.nto 360 degrees. 99 They used 

pi equal to three which is shown by the problem which gave 

the circumference of a circle as sixty and the di~eter of 

the circle as twenty.IOO 

It is interesting to note that the mathematical liter

ature of BabYlon{a seemed to be especially rich in algebra. 

They seem to have had a formula which was equivalent to the 

modern formula 'for the solution of a quadratic equation. IOl 

It is nOt known just what the form of their formula wa.s. 

The Babylonians considered the two roots of a quadratic, 

equation when both of 'them were positive roots. 102 

99 G. A. Miller, "Babylonian Mathematics lt • Science" 
72: 601-2 (December 12, 1930) 

100 R. c. Archibald, flBabylonian Mathemetics. If Science, 
70: 66-67 (JUly 19, 1929) 

101 Loe. cit.

102 G. A. Miller, "Oldest Extant Mathematics." School 
and Society, 35: 833-34 (June 18, 1932) 



CHAPTER IV 

THE GOLDEN PERIOD OF GREEK MATHEMATICS 

INTRODUCTION 

Mathematics, like all the finer products of the mind, 

develops best in peaceful surroundings. Greece, the Grecian 

towns on the Italian peninsula and in Asia Minor, and the 

small islands of the Aegean Sea were all ideal spots for 

such developments from the sixth century B. C. until the 

sixth century A. D. In all these places invasion was dif

ficult. Even in case of invasion the rewards to the invader 

were few. 103 

About the seventh century B. C. a lively commercial 

trade arose between Greece, Babylonia, Egypt, and the other 

countries surrounding the Mediterranean. An intellectual 

interest followed the commercial trade. The first Greeks 

to show interest in mathematics were the Ionian Greeks who 

lived in the sheltered islands of the Aegean Sea and in the 

Greek cities of Asia Minor. To this group belonged Thales 

of Milatus. The Ionian Greeks possessed a lively curiosity. 

rfhey visited the land of the pyramids just as American schol

ars in our time go to European schools to study. Therofore, 

103 David Eugene Smith, A HistO$! S!.f Mathema.tics (Boston.: 
Ginn and Oompa.ny, 1925), Vol. I, p. .' 

' ... 
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even though the Greek cUlture was not pri:rnitive, it co:rnma.nds 

our admiration. It was under the Ionianechool that geometry 

became a logical and abstract science instead of a practical 

science as it was in Egypt. It was under their influence 

tha:ctthe first map of the WCl! rId was made .104 

Th~' Pythagorean; school followed· the Iom.ian school. 

Pythagoras, the founder of thi s school, was a. scholar of 

Thales who influences him in his study of mathematics. This 

school was founded in the southern par.t of Italy. The school 

grewt'a]9idly and had considera.ble pOlitical power for a num

beror years. This school was not only for the study of 

mathematics, natural science, and philosophy, but also a 

brotherhood. Which in some ways might approach the Masonic 

l?octlge. f:rlfis school was the first to believe that the world 

was round insteaCl. of a. flat disk. 105 

The ELeans were a group of philosophers who revolted 

from the Pythagorean school. The home of this school was 

Elea, a GI'eekcity in Italy. The outstanding man in the 

Elean school was Zeno who 1s remembered for his paradoxes. 

Other members of the school were interested in such prob

lems as trisecting an angle and the construction of a cube 

whose volume is twice as large as a given cube .106 

104 Vera Sanford., A Short Eistor;¥: of Mathematics 
(Boston: Houghton MiffIn Company, 19301: p. 5. 

105 Florian Cajori 1 A Histol?1 of Mathematics (New 
York: Macmillan Company,-19§4), pp:-17-20. 

106 Vera Sanford., .£J2.- cit., p. 8 
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107 P10rian Ca.j ori, .2E' 01 t., pp. 25-6. 
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all the mathema. tica.l knowle dge before his time, Erato sthene s, 

a 1ibraria.n at the University of Alexandria, and Archimedes, 

who was the f.irst to a.pply ma,.t;h(:,lnlJ.tl(~s to l'v;)chnnlc S.108 

The seoond Alexa.ndrian School may be said to COlnmence 

with: theOh:rifjltian Era. Egypt had been absorbed into the 

Roman +l;mpire. Alexandria was still the center of commercial 

trade and intellectual learning. Scholars from allover the 

world still met at the Alexandrian Un+versity. Even though 

geometrY was still one of the most importatn studies, the 

theory of nU111pers had become the .favorite one. The Romans 

weFe not intere sted in Greek mathematic s. Cicero on one oc

casion COl18Sratul<9ted the Romans because they were concerned 

only in th(a mathematics. which they needed in measuring and 

reckoning. The Romans knew so little mathematics that they 

were re~~ired to employ mathematicians from Alexandria to do 

their surveying. Diophantus wa.s the last great mathemati

cia.nof the Second Alexandria.n School. Boethius, a Roman, 

lived just following the fall of the Roman Empire. To him 

goes the credit for transmitting the knowledge of the Greek 

mathematics from the Roma.nstothe Middle Ages .109 

The Neo-ll~thagorean School, a division of the second 

Alexandrian School, wa.s made up of philosophers who tried 

to revive the teachings of Pytha.goras. '1'hey flolJrished in 

--~ 

/ 
(	 108 Ibid., p. 29
 

169
 Ibid., p. 46 
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Alexandria. Nichomaches was in this group.110 

Although the works of many of the early Greek mathe

maticians have been lost, their influence upon present 

ma.thematics is very great. If it had not been for such men 

as Thal,es, Pytl:;l.!.~.goras, and Euclid it is hard to tell just 

what oult!:' present "day mat:Q,.ematios might contain. 

12. THALES 

Trle first nronewhich is of importance in the history 

of Greek: mathematics is that of Thales of Miletus. Thales 

was born in Miletus., in 640 B.O • and died in 546 B. 0., 

ninety-four yers later. Thales studied science as well as 

mathematics. He spent a great deal of time trying to find 

a.n explanation of the universe. After many years of stUdy, 

he decided that the earth was a large flat disk floating 

in a 'large body of water. He also believed that water was 

the first thing in the universe and from it all other things 

were made. lll 

During his early life Tha.les was actively engaged in 

commerce and also devoted some time to public affairs. 

Thales was regarded as one of the wisest men of his time. 

A great many stories are told of his shrewdness and resource

fulness. 

110 Ibid., p. 58 

III Henry Jre.ckson, t1Thale s of Mill tUB. 1\ Encyclopedia 
Britannica, 14th edition, 1929. Vol. 22, p. 12. ~ 
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MAP 2" 

PROFILE MAP FOE 1:f.lHE GOLDEN pgRIOD OF GRm~K M!\THEM/\TICS 

The map shows the location of the cities which are men

tioned in the next section. The following is a list of the 

mathematicians, their Chronological age, and the cities with 

which they were associated: 

Thales 600 B. c. Miletus 

Pythagoras 540 B. G. Crotona. 

Pythagoras 540 B. G. Samos 

Plato 380 B. C. Athens 

Euclid 300 B. c. Alexandria 

Archimedes 225 B. c. SyrAcuse 

Nicomachus 1 00 A. D. Gerasa 

D1.ophantus 275 A. D. Alexandria 

Boethiu8 510 A. D. Home 

;<,... .• 
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It seems tha,t rJ,lhales owned a l~.ll.I'ge grove of olive I.x'ees. 

Olive oil at that time Was used in the place of soap, for 

fuel in lamps, and in the place of animal fat in cooking. 

One yea~61ivee were very plentiful and Thales was afraid he 

would. not be able to sell his crop for any great amount of 

money.. The oil was extrac:bed from the olives by means of 

presses. Thales realized that the only way to raise the 

price of olive oil was to control the amount of oil put on 

the market for sale. It is not known whether he bought or 

rented ~he presses but by some manner he obtained control 

over all of them in the country which surrounded Miletuso 

Thales was then able to control the price of olives, the 

amount of oil to be placed on the marke'c at one time, and 

the price of the 011. 112 

Among the many stories, which have been built around 

the legendary wisdom of Thales, is the salt 8.l1d donkey story. 

The salt which was used in Asia Minor around Miletus was 

brought in from other parts of the country. At one time 

Thales had charge of the pack train which transported the 

salt. The pack train was made up of mules, one of which 

seemed to be very stubborn. Once when the pack train was 

fording a stream of water, the stubborn mUle decided to lie 

down and rollover. Of course the salt on the mule's back 

112 W. W. Rouse BallI.£. Short AOc~un~, of the I~1st0':.'1. £.f 
M:atb;ema.t1cs (London: Macmillan ~and Oompany;;'7JI15) I p. 14 
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became wet a.nd part of it dissolved. The mule !'ealized that 

the load was much lighter and after that, whenever fording a 

s'tream, he would lie down and rollover. Thales decided to 

break the mule of the habit. One day when he was placing 

the packs on the backs of the mules, instead of putting salt 

ihthe Ps.ckOfthis one mUle, he filled it with rags and 

sponges. The animal discovered when his pack became wet that 

it was heavier than before. Thalesleft the same pack on 
~, 

the mule foI' some time and finally cured him of the undesir

a.ble halDit. 115 

Thales must hwe had one quality of a good scholar~~ 

that of being able to concentrate on different subjects. 

Traditibn'te1ls that one evening while walking down the 

street gazing at the stars and studying them, he was paying 

no atterl'tloh to where he was going and suddenly found him

self falling lnto a well. Afterwa.rd he wa.s taunted about 

being so el1ger to know what was occuring in the heavens that 

he did not know what lay at his feet .114 

This an~cdote has been told in a little different way. 

One evening Thale s stumbled into a ditch whiie stUdying the 

stars. An old woman passed by before he had had time to get 

up and said, "How can you tell what is going on in the sky 

.,. 

113 
Loc. oit • 
.....-.-., ---

114 Vera Sanford, A Short Hista~ at Mathematio! (Boston: 
Houghton··Mifflin Company, 1950), p •.:; 
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if you can't see what is lying at your own feet. !I This an

ecdote is often quoted to illustrate one of the impractical 

characteristics of philosophers and the absent mindedness of 

teachers.115 

Egypt Wa.~ a very important country at that time and was 

the center of trade for all the surrounding countries. Thales 

probably went to Egypt as a merchant and while there studied 

geometry and astronomy in his leisure time. He was middle 

aged when he returned to Miletus and, having become quite 

wealthy, he abandoned public and business life. He devoted 

the rest of his life to the study of philosophy and science. 

He lived in Miletus until his death.116 

The Value of the work of Thales canna'!;; be measured by 

the number of theorems that have been attributed to him. 

The value of his work re sts on the supposition that he used 

logical reasoning in the proofs of the theorems rather than 

experimentation. Thales made geometry abstract rather than 

limiting himself to practical applications such as the Egyp

tians had been doing before this time. ll7 The credit for 

the following list of theorems has been given to Thales: 

1. Any circle is bisected by its diameter. (This was 

115 Florian Cajori, A History of Elementary Mathematics
 
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1924~ p. 48.
 

116 w. W. Rouse Ball, .£E.. .£..!!., p. 15 

117 George Johnson Allman, Greek Geometry from Thales 
to Euclid (Dublin: University Press, 1889J, p.~ 
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known before probably but had never been stated 

as such.) 

2.	 The base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal. 

3.	 When two lines intersect, the vertical angles are 

equal. 

4.	 An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle. 

5.	 The sides of similiar triangles are proportional. 

6.	 Two triangles are congruent if they have two angles 

and a side respectiv.ely equal. lIB 

It is interesting to note the kind of symbols used for 

numbers by Thales. These numerals are the s~e as the char

acters of the Greek (Herodian) alphabet of that time. Some 

of these were: 

M X H D.
 
10,000 1,000 100 10 

He	 used four straight lines III J to repre sent four and b b. A f:, 

to	 represent forty. The symbol for five, " , was combined 

with s,mbol for ten, ~ , to give the symbol for fifty, ~ 

or fJ .119 

In the Metropolitan Museum in New York at the present 

time is a vase of the period in which Thales lived. This 

Cypriote vase bears the inscription of the name of the owner. 

lIB 
Vera Sanford, "ThaIs s, The First of the Seven Wi se
 

Men of Greece", Mathematics ~'eacher8, 23:85-86 (February,
 
1930)
 

119 Louis Cha.rles Karpenski, The ?~~to~ £! Arithmetio 
(Chicago: Rand, McNeely a.nd Company, 1925), p. 12. 
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TA LE SE 

Thales 

It is not at all impossible that the vase belonged to Th~les 

of Miletus. However, since there were many men by the s~ae 

nruue, there is a chance that the vase might have belonged to 
120 some one else. 

13. PYTHAGORAS 

pythagpras probably ranks first among the interesting 

figures in the history of ancient mathematics. No doubt this 

is due to four things, namely: 

1. The mystery surrounding his life. 

2. His mysticism. 

3. The brotherhood he established. 

4. His mathematical ability. 

The exact time and place of the birth of Pythagoras is 

not known. The majority of authors, however, have used the 

date 580 B. C. although some have used 568 B. C. Most auth

orities have given the Island of Samos as the birthplace of 

Pythagoras. Some say that he was born in Italy and migrated 

to SaIl10S with his father when but a child. In the Bl'it1sh 

Museum in London are a numbar of CO:L11S wh:i.ch have been found 

120 David Eugene Srn:1.th, Histp~ of Mathenta~.1c,a, (BostotU 
Ginn and Company, 1925), p. 65, VoT; I": 
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on the Samian Island. These aoins; which were mad.e sljvE!3:"s,l 

centuries after the birth of' Pythagoras, bear his name Qnd 

figure. This would not likQly have been the case had he been 

born elsewhere. His father was probably 8. merchant by trade 

and an engraver of seals as a side oocupation. 121 

Regardless of his birthplace, time, and parentage, . 

Pythagoras lived in stirring times and was one of the great 

makers of civilization of his period. At this time Samoa 

was the cen~er of Greek art and oUlture, while 00n1'uo1u.8w8.8 

teaohing in China, and Buddha was spreading his doctrine in 

India. 

Little is known about the life of Pythagoras. It is 

known that he was a pupil of' Thales for several years. 

Tha1es persuaded him to visit Egypt where he studied Egyp

tian mathematics and religion. Nothing is definitely known 

about his life after this for severe,l yearl;l but it is thought 

on his return from Egypt, he was aptured by the Persians and 

studied with the Magi, the wise men of Persia. Probably he 

spent some time in traveling there and studying the religi

ous doctrines of that country. He may have traveled in 

Babylon, India, and China before his return to Greece. 122 

After returning from his travels, Pythagoras rttrliurned to 

121 Ibid., p. 70
 

122 Ib:l,d., p. 71
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Samos where he started giving lectures to the young people 

of the Island. They seemed to have taken his lectures as a 

joke. The government was opposed to his teacllings, 80 he 

$oon went to Sicily with his mother and finally located in 

orotona, a town on the southeastern coast of Italy. Crotona 

w~s a wealthy seaport. This part of the country had a dem

ocratic form of government. The aristocrats were looking 

for a leader. Pythagora.s soon took this place and before 

long had gathered al~ound him three hundred of the noble and 

wealthy men. They established a brotherhood which has been 

an ex~ple for all secret organizations since that time. 

His school was crowded with enthusiastic audiences. Women 

at that time were forbidden by law to attend any public 

meetings; nevertheless, they brake the law and flocked with 

the men to hear Pythagoras.123 

Among the most attentive listeners at the Pythagorean 

school was Theano, the young and beautiful daughter of Milo, 

at whose home Pythagoras stayed. In I:p i te of a probable 

forty years difference in their ages, they were married. 

Thea.no wrote a biography of Pythagoras but unfO!' tunely it has 

been lost.124 

The Pythagorean school was divided into two parts, the 

123 w. W. Rou se Ball, A Short Account of the His tor'~ of 
M~thematics (London: Macmi1'lan a.nd Company-;-HnJ5), p. 1. 

124 ~., pp. 19 ..20 



probationers (ot' listeners) and the Pythlil.@;o!'iQI'lS (or math.. 

ens. tlcians), the latter forming the brotherhoOd. 1215 The 

members of the brotherhood had all things in. comrn.on; that ie, 

they had the same philosophical and pOlitical beliefs, 

bound by oath to the secrets of the brotherh.ood, ate simple 

food, he,d strict discipline, and their method of living en

couraged self-co:rl1mand, temperance, purity, and obedience. 1SS 

The Pythagorean brotherhood was a mystio cirole and each mam

ber was purified from some imaginary gUilt" 'rhey were sUper

,stitious a.s i,8 shown by the following rules which they 

believed would bring great harm to them if disobeyed: 

1. Not to sit on a. quart measure. 

2. Not to eat be~s or the hea.rts of anima.ls. 

3. Not to stir fire with an iron rod. 

4. Not to look in a mirror which was nea.r a light. 

5. Not to step across the beam of a balance. 127 

, The belief tal! the tra.nsmigra.tion of souls which is pre

valent in India to-da.y is practically the same belief which 

Pythagoras held t,.enty-five hundred years ago. Hl8 Pythagoras 

, t 125 Vera. Sanford, "Pythagoras. II MatheQItl~j.~.~ Te oo.fl.l1;\ r, 
23: 186, (March, 19:;0) 

126 w. W. Rouse Ball, Primer of the FristOE;! of Matheln&l
tics (London: Macmillan ana Company,~g7), p. eI; 

It 127 Nef, Internationa~ En9l~1.9.t2(!ldia, 2n<3.Elld1t1on, 
Pythagoras, Va!. X!X, p. 4Q~. . 

128 Thomas 1ittle Heath, ltpythe.gorQs. 11 ImQlolopecli~ 
Britannica., 14th edition, Vol. XVII, p. 803. 
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Thou almost mak ' st me waver in my faith, 
" To hold bp1nion with Pythagoras, 

That souls of animals infu~e themselves 
Into the trunkes of men. 1i5.L 

The symbol of the brotherhood was five pointed star, 

the pentagram, which was probably discovered by Pyth.agoras. 

It was .EJ.. symbol of health 'and gymnastics, both of which were 

t~ught in the school. 132 

129 

p. 38. 
Ohamber'~ Encyclopedia, "Pythagoras.", Vol. VIII, 

130 Thomas Little Heath, ~. cit., p. 803. 

131 William Shakespeare, Merohe.nt of Venice (Ch:1.cago: 
Soott, Fo~esman and Oompany, 1919), edi':£ed by Robert Morss 
Lovett, p. 188 

132 Florian Oa.,iori, Histsn"l of ~~athematics (New ¥orii: 
Macmillan'COmpany , 1924), p. 'm. 
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All members of the brotherhood were bound by oath tio 

secrecy. The only secrets which were revealed were told 

by Pythagoras, himself. It has been told that one member 

becrone disgusted with the brotherhood and. left the school. 

After he had gone he told many things concerning the school. 

The man was instantly captured by the pythagoreans and was 

thrown into the sea where he was drowned.133 

Pythagoras would allow none on his teachings to be put 
" 

into writing. This may have been because the papyrus which 

was used in Egypt was not readily available in Crotona~ 

pa.rchment had not been invented as yet, and the wax and clay 

tablets, although pythagoras may have learned about them in 

his travels, were hardly usable for such things. The teach

ings of the bro therhood were, therefore, handed down from 

mouth to mouth. The first book containing any of the teach

ings Was written by philolous in 385 ,8. C. As far as it is 

known this book is not in existence at the, pl'esent time. 

The library in Alexandria which was burned in 47 B. C. con

tained many of the books written by the early writers and it 

is possible that the book written by Philolous was destroyed 

at that t:lme.134 

Many things about ma'bllema.tics which were not known 

133'
W. W. Rouse Bal'l, A Shor.!.Ac~unt of ·the, !i!..~.t~25 2! 

Mathematic! (London; Macminan anduompany;J.m:), p. '" • 

134 Loc. cit.
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prior to this tJ:me were added by Pythagoras. Among the se 

were: 

1.	 The Pythagorean Theorem which states, liThe square 

on the hypotenuse of a right triangle 1s equal to 

the Isumofthe squares on the other two sides." 

was narnedfor Pythagora.s. There is no doubt but 

what Pythagoras was the first to discover the proof 

for this theorem even though it is commonly believed 

that he received the idea while traveling in Egypt .135 

2 •. The theorem 'IThe sum of the angles of a. triangle is 

equal to two .right angle s or 180 degrees. 11136 

3.	 The five regular solids--the cube, tetra.hedron, oot

ahedron, ioosahedron, and dodeoa.hedron. l37 

4.	 ~he construction of a reotilinear figure equal and 

similar to another figure.138 

5.	 The definitions of many geometric terms. Some of 

the definitions used by Pythagoras are still in USe 

135JasperO. Hassler .. -Boland R. Smith, The T~~C??,!E.& .2! 
Secondary Mathematics (New York: Macmillan :::Company, .' 
1930 ), p. 68. 

136 Thomas Little Heath, "Pythagoras. 1l Enc¥clopedia 
Britannica, 14th edition, Vol. XVIII, p. 803. 

13'7 David Eugene Smith, Histor;l of Ma.thema.tics (Boston: 
Ginn and Oompany, 1925), p. 75, Vol. 1: 

138 Thomas Little Heath, £E.. cit., p. 804. 
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to_day.139 

6.	 The division of integers into such group's as odd 

and even, prime and composites, etc. 140 

Either Pythagoras or his school knew that s. plane space 

about. a point ll1ay ie filled by six equilateral triangles, 

four squa.res, or three regUlar hexagons.. This fact doubt .. 

les8 was l~erred as a result of the observa.tion of mosaic 

pavements long before this time. Pythagoras, no doubt, was 

the first to be able to prove that this was true. 141 

Pytnagoras was the first :man of whom any record has 

been found who believed the world to be round. It is not 

~nown why he came to this conclusion but no doubt there were 

few people who accepted the belief at that time. 142 

There are several stories about the death of Pythagoras. 

About 500 B. C. his brotherhood became more powerful and 

the government of the country more democratic. The leaders 

of the gpvernment decided to do away with the brotherhood. 

Meeting houses of the brotherhood were sacked and burned. 

The house of Milo was among those burned. Fifty followers 

of Pythagoras were killed or burned to death at the same 

139 ~, p. 803.
 

140 Loc. oit.


141 Flor:tan 09..101'i, A Histor! .2f Mathf4lme.tics (New York:
 
Macmillan: Company ,19~4), p. g. 

142 Thomas Little Heath, 2£. cit, p. 804. 
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time. Some authorities say that Pythagoras was wmonj those 

killQd.143 

other authori tie s say that Theano, the wife of Pythag

oras, was killed in the sacking and that Pythagoras spent 

the rest of his life traveling. One day he beowme ill and, 

although nurse.d by a kind hearted innkeeper, did not recover. 

Before his death he insoribed the pentagram of his brother

h00d and the motto "A figure and a step forward; not a ;;;ig

ure to gain through oboli" upon the board. Oboli were Greek 

coins worth about three cents each in United states money. 

~he innkeeper hung the board on the outside of his home 

where it was discovered several years afterwards by a member 

or the school of Pythagoras.144 

Two centuries later, 343 B. 0., the Senate erected the 

statue of Pythagoras in Rome. On the statue were carved the 

following words: ltTo the wise st and brave at of all Greeks". 

The statue was still to be seen in Rome at the beginning of 

145the. Christian era.

14. PLATO 

Never in all the early history of Greece was there more
 

143 Ibi~, p. 802
 

144 Vera Sanford! "Pythagoras. I' Mathematics ':Peacher,
 
23:	 186 (Maroh, 1930 ) 

145 David Eugene 8mi th, .2E.. cit., p. 76. 
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need of a leader in education than during the time in which 

Plate lived. Plato was born 1n Athens in 430 B. C. Both 

his father and mother were descendents of the most distin

guished f~ilies of Athens. 146 Little is known about the 

early life of Plato. This is due to the fact that so many 

of the early records have been lost or destroyed. 

Plato's real name was Aristocles. He was surnamed 

Plate because of his broad shoulders. 147 It is possible 

that he made his home with a wealthy uncle, his father hav

ing died when Plato was but a lad. He was well educated for 

a youth of that period. From his writings a person might 

judge that music and gymnastics were the two branches which 

were hi s specialitie s. No doubt he was well versed in po

etry, art, and all the culture of his age.148 Tradition 

tells us that at the age of twenty Plato burned all the po

ems which he had written. 149 

For a youth of Plato's birth and endowments, it seems 

as though politics would have been the natural career. 

Plato, however, is said to have witnessed the murder of his 

teacher, Socrates, by some government officials which turned 

146 Ibid., p. 87. 

147 William A. Hammond, "Plato. tl New Americana Enc:¥: ... 
clopedia, 2nd edition, Vol. XXII, P. 233. 

148 Alfred Edward Taylor, lIPlato.1I EncIcloJ2sdia. 
Britannica., 14th edition, Vol. XV!limm, p. 48 

149 Chamber'! Encyclopedia, "Plato." Vol. VII, p. 587. 
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him against leading the life of a politioian. Plato left 

Athens soon after the death of Socrates and traveled exten

sively in Greece, Southern Italy, Sicily, and even in Egypt 

and northern Africa. Although one of the pUl'pdlses of the 

visits to these countries ma.y have been commercial policies, 

probably the chief reason was that he might obtain that 

knowledge which was available in other countries and expec

ially the learning of the Egypti~ priests. Plato no doubt 

studied with some of the followers of pythagoras in Italy, 

and it was from them that he learned to appreciate the value 

of geometry. Plato returned to Athens when he was about 

forty years old. 150 

According to one story, Plato visited the king of 

syracuse during his travels. This rUler, Dionysius, was a 

very cruel man and by many considered a tyrant. Dionysius, 

while eonversing with Plato, became very much offended by the 

freedom of Plato's speech. Not wanting to murder him be

cause of the dise.sterous results which might come to him~ 

Dionysius planned to have Plato captured while on his home

ward journey. plato was then sold into slavery; his friends 

in Athens soon heard of the plight of Plato and sent ransom 

money to have him released. 151 

150 New International Enclclopedia, "Plato. 'I, 2ndeditlon 
Vol. XVIIr;-p. '713:" . . , 

151 William A. Haxul'nond, "Plato". ~erlca;na. Enclol£l2edi,a., 
2nd edition, Vol. Y~II, p. 23~. 
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Soon after his return to Athens, Plato established a. 

school in a. gymnasium about a mile from Athens. 'rhe school 

was called the l1Academyll. The name was derived from the 

q.reek hero, Academus, whose home was surrounded by beautiful 

gardens and trees. l52 This place adjoined the small estate 

which Plato dedicated to the use of the school. When Plato 

d.ied he left his gardens and other property including the 

school to a group of his followers, organized into a club. 

The Athenian law did not recognize the right of a club to 

own property. The club, not wishing to see the work of 

Plato and his school cease, claimed to be organized for the 

worship of the Muses, the patrons of literature and learn~ 

ing. The nmme Museum was given to the academy.153 This was 

the first endowed academy or university. This university 

was in existence for eight centuries or until about fourteen 

154hundred years ago.

The Academy was the first school to have an entrance 

requirement. This requirement was carved in a slab of stone 

152 New International Enc~clo£ed~, OPt cit., p. 713. 

153 Willis Mason West, The Ancient World (New York: 
Allyn and Bacon, 1913) pp. 21rr=9~~ . 

154 ~ International ~nclc~~~_~, .~. cit., p. 713. 

155 Vera Sanford, "Plato, One of the Three Greatest 
Athenian Names. 1I Mathematics Teacher, 23: 268 (April, 1930)--_._._ ........
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Although Plato was not primarily a mathematician, he 

added a great deal to the study of mathematics. His theo;vy 

s,~emed to be that everyone should learn the fundamental parts 

o;f'.m~th.e~atics the sarne as they should learn the alphabet. 

p~ato insisted upon very accurate definitions in geometry.156 

p~ato died in 349 B. C' I while at the marriage feast 

of. a;fpiend l on his eightieth birthday.157 His name has 
l" ...,,, ~,.':' 

gone down. in history as one of the most noted scholars of 

hi,s day and one of' .the most influential men of all times. 

15. EUCLID 

T4e most Bucce ssfu.l textbook writer ·tihe world has ever 

known was Eu.clid. This is shown by the fact that over one 

thousand editions of his geometry have been printed since 

1482 and hls work dominated the teaching of the subj ect for 

eighteen hundred years before that time. 15e The geometry 

which is used as a textbook in the state of Kansas at the 

p:t:'esent time .is only one of a great many geometries which 

are in use ,all of them based upon Euclid I s work. It is in

teresting to compare one of these late geometry textbooks with 

156 Vera. sanford, A ,Short Histor~,of' Mathematic~1 
(Boston: Houghton MiffIln Company, "l dj'T p.g. 

157 William A. Hammand, "Plato. n Amer~.ca.na. ~cloJ2ed.i,a. 
2nd edition, Vol. XXII, p. 200. 

158 David Eugene smitih, Historl of Mathematics I (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), pp. I03-2I;- - _ow. - 
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an English translation of Euclid, such as the Tedhunder ed

ition. 

Euclid, sometimes called the father of mathematics, was 

born about 300 B. C. Almost nothing is known about the life 

of Euclid--not even his birthplace, the date of his birth, 

the date of his death, or even his nationality. He was 

either a Greek or an Egyptian who studied at the University 

of Alexandria and later taught" there. 159 

Euclid's teaohing was distinguished by fairness, kind

ness, gentleness, and modesty. One incident in his teaching 

experience is frequently related. In one of his classes 

Euclid had a lad who had just begun the study of geometry. 

After he had studied the first theorem he asked Euclid what 

he would gain by learning all that stuff. Euclid insisted 

that the knowledge was worth acquiring for its own sake but 

the youth was not sa.tisfied. Finally Euolid called his 

slave and had the slave give the boy some coppers since the 

lad could not learn unless he made aprofit from it. l60 One 

day a student asked Euclid if there was not an easier way to 

learn geometry and Euolid replied, "There is no royal road to 

geometry.ul6l He went on in the explanation that the only 

159 Ibi~ p. 105. 

160 R. R. Vivia.n, "Mathematics: A Great Inhari tance." 
Educational Review, 53: 34 (JUly, 1917) 

161 Thlbmas Li ttle Heath, "Euclid. II Enclc,loEadia.!?!!.... 
tannica, 14th edition, Vol. VIII, p. 802. 
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way to m~ster the subject was by hard work. 

All treatises at the time of Euclid were wI'itten on 

long strips of' parchment or papyrus •. Each long stx'ip 01' pax·t 

of the. treatiseW~s rolJ.ed separately and called a "'Volume tt , 

a word which came from the Latin word meaning lito roll". It 

was difficu.lt tio handle these long stl'ips even when rolled. 

Soon they were diVided into parts or smaller rolls known as 

l1biblia", derived from "biblos", a Greek word meaning tlbooks U , 

originally meaning tlpapyrus". Because of this we have booket 

of the Bible, the books of geometry, the books of Horner, and. 

162so on.

Although he is the author of several books on mathema

tics and physics, the fame of Euclid at all times has rested 

mainly upon his books on geometry, called the Elements. 

The E.1ement.s were made up of thirteen books, bvt no':; ".11 of 

them dealt with geometry. Some of the books dealt with the 

theory of numbers, and some with algebra. In fact, the ~

ements might be called a llGenE-Jral Mathematics ll • The books 

relating to geometry were a collection of all the nwterial 

relating to the subject before the time of Euclicl. Man.y of 

the propos1t:lons and theorems werE) original with Euclid, but 

it 1::1 not lmown how many. In a report of a. OOUl.lJli ttge of the 

Bl~itish Associution for the Ac'lvancerrl<mt of' science (co.mp!'is

ing some of England!s ablest mathematicians) in 1887, a 

162 David Eugene Sm:L th, ££. ~., p. 105 
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statement was given which seems to evaluate the worle of 

Euclid. It was as follows: tlNo textbook that has yet been 

produced is fit to succeed Euclid in the position of auth

ori ty. ,,163 It may be well to admit that Euclid's Elements 

were written in the first place for mature philosophers. It 

was soon afterwards used by boys of fourteen. But in those 

days it took a mature philosopher to work what some of the 

modern high school students would consider ea.sy problems .164 

In the Elements were found assumptions with some ex

planation Of each, three postulates, a.nd twelve a.xioms. 

Although the word "axiom" had been used by Procius before 

the time of Euclid, Euclid did not use it. He used instead 

"common-notions"--common either to a.ll men or to all sci.. 

ences. The proofs for the theorems found in the Elements 

were very systematically arranged. These proofs have been 

the standard formation for all geometric proofs to this 

time. The fact that until recent yea.rs the English trans

lation of the Elements was used as a textbook, show how 

165complete the works of Euclid were.

163 Florian Oajori, A History of Elementa7: ~athematics 
(New York: Macmillan r· Company, 1~4J, pp. 6 -9. 

164 George W. Evans, IIHere sy and Arthodoxy in GElometry. II 
Mathematic's rreacher, 19: 195, (April, 1926) 

165 W. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of the HistorY: of 
M.a.thematics (London: MacmfIlan and (Jolllpany-,-UIT5)7P;-54.
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16. ERATOSTHENES
 

Eratosthenes was born in 275 B. C. and died in 194 B. C. 

He was the librarian at the University of Alexandria. It was 

Eratosthenes who first suggested the calendar which is now 

known as the Julian oalendar and the one which is in use to

day. He suggested that every fourth year should contain 

three hundred. si.:xty-six days. Erato.athene s was also inter

Elsted in geography. He was the first to measure the circum

ference of the earth. He measured one degree as nearly 

seventy-nine miles on the earth's surface. Using his mea

su:r-ements the circumference of the earth would be about 3925 

miles. 166 

Eratosthenes was especially intere sted in prime numbers. 

He constructed a table, called a II sieve, II for the construc

tion of' prime numbers. The rule was: 

Write d.own ali the numbers from 1 upward; then 
every second number from 2 is a multiple of 2, and 
may be c~celled; every third number from 3 is a 
multiple of 3 and may be cancelled; every fifth num
ber is a multiple of five, and may be cancelled; 
and so on. It has been estimated that it would in
volve working for about 300 hours to find all ig.~ 
primes between 1 and lJOOO,OOO by this method. 

Upon catching an eye disease which was very common a

long the Nile River, Eratosthenes committed suicide rather 

166 w. w. Rouse Ball, Primer of the History of Mathema
tics ( London: Macmillan and aompany ,-rn2'7), p. 2"5: 

167 Ibid., p. 26. 
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tha.n live a sightl.a 8S lif6. l68 

17. ARCHINCEDES 

;Archimedes,'who was the first great mathematieian to 

apply mathematics to mechanics, was born in Syracuse, Sicily, 

in 278 B. C. and died in 212 B. C. Some biogra.phiC-:ls of 

Archimedes say that he was a relative, or certa.inly a friend" 

of King Hiero. If he held a public office, which no doubt 

would have been true had he been a relative of the ki.ne, it 

is not lmown to-day .169 Cicero" Vll'! ting about Archimede s, 

said that he was of low birth.170 Archimedes studied at the 

University of Alexandria. After his return to Sicily he 

became a close friend of King Riera who waS his great ad

mirer.l?l 

There is no doubt but that Archimedes did some work in 

the Library of Alexandria, and he may have helped collect 

the rolls for the library. This library, which contained 

an unusual collection of rolls and was the largest library 

of the encient world, was founded by ptolemy I about 

168 vera sanford, A Short Histor~ of Mathematics, 
(Bos'bon: Houghton MiffIin Oompany, 1 3'OT, p.ll. 

169 Enoyclopedia Americana, 2nd edition, Archimedes. 1lII 

Vol. II, p. 168 

1'10 Floz:ian Oa.1or1, A Histor~ of' Mathem8.ti~s (New York: 
Macmillan ~"Jc'om:pany ',i J 19'E"4 j, p. 4. 

171 W. E. Rouse Ball, A ShOl't Account of' the HiS'borf 2! 
Mathematics (London: Macmillan and 'Oompany71m) I p. a-. 
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300 B. C. It grew quiokly, and it is thought to have con

tained f!'om 490,000 to 700,000 volumes. The greater part of 

the library, Whioh contained oollections f:rom Greece, India., 

Rome, a.nd Egypt, Was located in a museum. However, part of 

the Iibrarywas in the temple of Serapls. 1"'be library was 

at the disposal of all the scholars of the world. '1'he rna.. 

terial in thelibra.:ry- was catalogued accor'ding to the prin

cipal theme, suohas history, literature, mathematics, etc., 

'With a biographical sketch ·of each author. 

When Julius Caesar laid seige to Alexandria in 47 B. C., 

the part of the library located in the museum was destroyed 

by fire which spread from a burning fleet of ships. The Ii.. 

brary was replaced by the part of the original libra.ry in 

the Temple of Serapis and by the collection of rolls given 

to Cleopatra by Mark Antony. The new library W~) s placed in 

the Temple ot S~tr:'apis. The fa.te of this part of the library 

is not known. Some say that when the heathen temples in the 

Rmman Empire were destroyed in 391 A. D. the Temple of Ser

apis was not spared in spite of its great value. Others say 

that it was destroyed by the Are.bs when they captured and 

burned a par~ of the city of Alexandria. This later story 

has been discredited by most author:tties who believe the li

brary was not in existence at that time,172 

172 Chamber's Encyclopedia, "Alexandria, Library Ofll, 
Vol. I, p. 131. 
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If the Alexandrian. Library were in existence today, so 

many things which are uncertainities could easily be settled. 

The translations of the rolls and tablets would extend our 

knowledge of ancient works in 1itSl'ature I mathematics, Bci

ence, and other sUbjects. No doubt some of the lost arts of 

the older days might be recovered. 

Archimedes discovered the principle, "that a body im

mersed in a fluid loses as mu.ch in weight as the weight of 

an equa.l volume of 'fluid, II whioh is one of the fundamental 

principles in physic s to-day. King Riero had ha.d a crown of 

gold made. The crown was to be used as a sacrifica1 offer

ing to the Gods. The king had ordered th at the crown be 

made of pure gold. When it was brought to him, the king 

suspected that perhaps the goldsmith had fraudulently added 

too much alloy or cheaper metal to the gold. The king asked 

Archimedes to find out whether or not his suspicions were 

true. Archimedes was somewhat troubled about it. It was an 

entirely new problem about which to think and naturally he 

was anxious to please the king by solving it. One day while 

bathing in one of the public baths in Syracuse, he suddenly 

jumped from the pool and hastened home, still undressed. As 

he ran through the streets he cl~ied out ItEurekat Eurel!al I 

have found it 1 I have found itt"173 No doubt it gave 

173 R. R. Vivian, "Mathemati(~s: A Gree,t Inheritance." 
Educational Reviewl 53: 34 (JUly, 1917). 
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Archj~edes great joy to solve suoh problems, 

King Riero had a ship built for oommercia.l purposes. 

After it Was finished they discovered it was so large that 

they coUld not la~nch it in the sea from the frame in which 

it Was built • Archimede s was called to the king and asked 

if he could contrive some means by which the ship could be 

launched. Archimedes built a machine which was used in the 

la:unching of the ship but no description of the ma.chine is 

available to-day. When being congratUlated upon his inven

tion, Archimedes made the well known remark, tlgiven the place 

to stand, he could move the earth".174 This is sometimes 

quoted as ~giveme a fulcrum and I will move the worldn .175 

While Archimedes was studying in Egypt he spent some of 

his leisure time alorlg the Nile River watching the Egyptian 

slaves trying to drain soMa of the low land. In other sec

tions the sla.yes were carrying water from the river to irri

gate some of the fertile land which needed only water to 

make it produce large crops. All the draining and irrigating 

was done With such difficulty that Archimedes started to work 

on something which would be of benefit to them. The result 

of his labors was the Archimedes' Screw, It is still used 

to-day, especially in Holland, for the dre.ining a.nd irriga.ting 

174 Thomas Litt~le Heath, "Archimetles. 1iI Enclclppe eli a 
Britannica, 14th edition, Vol. II, p. 269. 

175 
E. W. Brown, "History of Mat:hemat:1.cs." scient~fiC 

~?nth11' 12: 392 (May, 1921). 
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Many legends are told about the diff~rent inventions of 

but the valid.i ty of some of them has never been 

In fact some of them are almost fantastic. 

these is a legend Which tells that a fleet of 1lar ves

in the harbor of Syracuse With the plan to capture 

Archimedes with the use of mirrors and sun glasses 

to the ships. r17 Another story tells that Archi

medes invented a w~r engine which was used during the time 

the Romans were trying to capture Syracuse. The engine could 

hurl rocks and other sharp missiles a very great distance 

arid to any location desirable terrifying the Romans to such 

178an extent that they soon left the harbor of syracuse.

This is of c6urse very possible and it is known that the 

Romans used a. similar machine later in their warfare. 

There are tlweestories about the death of Archimedes. 

All of them are simil8.l" end no doubt started from one story. 

one of the three storie s relate s tha.t Archimedes Was on the 

seashore working with some of his diagrams. He WaS so in

tent on his work that he didnot notice tha.t the Romans had 

entered tm oity. A soldier approached Archimedes and asked 

176 New Interne.tiona.l Encyc1oEsdia" nArchimede s' Screw. U 

2nd edition1 Vol. iI, p. 66. 

177 W • W. Rouse Ball, A ~?:~ ACcoun! ot the Historz ££ 
Mathema.tios (London: MacrnilIan end Company,~g!"5T, p. ers. . 

1'18 Vera Se..nf'ord 1 A Short Htsto1 of Mathematios (Boston: 
Houghton Miffl in Comp any, I9~)O) ',; p. 1 •-- . " 
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him to ~eport to Maroellus, the ~oman general who had taken 

oharge of Syracuse. Archimedes refused to 'do 80 until he 

ha.d finished the problem on which he was working. The sol

cHer then dfew his sword and killed Archimedes. 179 

A second story tel~s that as Archimedes was sitting by 

the seashore drawing pictures in the sand, a soldier came and 

stood by him for a'til116 unnoticed by Archimedes. After some 

time the soldier, probably because he was a.ttracting no atten.. 

tion, began to destroy the figures with his foot. Archime

des remonstrated and asked the soldier not to destroy his 

work. llhe soldier was an independent fellow and, when asked 

riot to' destroy the figures, beoame very angry and killed 

Arohimedes,ISO 

According to the third version of the story, the 801

dier,after watcning Arohimede:B work with some of his instru

ments, asked him to take them to Marcellus Who was much in

terested in such things. Archimedes loaded his arms with 

spheres, angles, dials, and other instruments and started 

down the road toward the Roman encampment whereMarc~llus 

had his headquarters. Archimedes was proud of his instru

ments and always kept them polished. Some of the soldiers, 

who were on guard" saw Archimedes a.pproaching. As the sun 

179 
T. L. Heath, The Works of Archimedes (Cambridge: 

University Press, 1897r;-p. xvIiI: 

180 Enc 010p eCl.iaAmericana, 2nd edition, "Archimedes. ll 
Vol. II, p. 169. 
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shone ~~ the instruments which he was carrying, they appeared 

as if they were made of gold. The soldiex's, tempted by the 

opportunity to obtain sO much gOld, killed Archimedes. As 

thesold1~rs started to leave, they were caught and t alcen to 

Marcellus .}Ell 

VVhether or no13 any of these legends a.re":true, it is 

known that Ma~celltts was greatly grieved when he learned of 

the deatih o'tf'Ar&hinledes and had a tombstone erected to his 

memory. On the tombstone was placed a cylinder with a 

sphere inscribed in it. This was symbolic of the relation

ship Archimedes had found to exist between the two figures. 

The people of Sicily soon forgot tha.t such a man as Archi

medea ever existed. Soon brush and weeds were allowed to 

grow around the tombstone, which was eventually hidden from 

sight. About one hundred fifty years later Oicero, while 

ruler of Sicily; wandering about the c1 ty one day, noticed 

the thicket and wondered what it might hide. Thus he found 

the tomb of Archimedes and he had it restored to good condi

tion.182 

Arohimedes wrote several books. The most important 

among these were three on plane geometry, three on solid geo

metry, and one on arithmetic, and three on mechanic8. l83 In 

181 T.L. Heath, QE.. cit., p. xviii 

182 Thomaa Little Heath, "Archimedes. 11 Enci':0lopedia 
Britannica, 14th edition, Vol. II, p. 269. 

183 Florian Oawor1 ! A History of Mathematios (~ew York: 
Macmillan Company, 1924) ,-POI 54. -
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1906 Pr9fessor Heiberg found in a museum in Oonstantinople 

a manuscript written'Py Archimedes on some geometric solu

tiona. Upon e:x;amining the work and having it translated, it 

was unq.6rstood why fit problem with its solution was too deep 

for tp.e ordinary mind to solve .184 One of the important 

rules which Archimedes used in the solution of his problems 

was that pi was Ie ss that 3 1/7 and grea.ter than 3 10/71.185 

:t:n his ~rithmetic known by its Latin name, Arenarius (sand

reckoner), Arcqimedes tried to express the amount of sand 

whr.\qh i t,would take to fill the un!verse. This work has 

given rise to the idea. that Archimec1e s invented a new and 

powerful system of notation, all knowledge of which perished 

w~th the work itself.186 

lB. NICOMACHUS 

Nicoma.chus, a Jew, was born a.t Garasa about 100 A. D. 

Geras.a was probably located where now is found the modern 

town Jerash, fifty-six miles north east of Jerusalem. Nico

machus was a member of the N€lopythagoreans, an organiza.tion 

of prominent men who lived in Alexandria and who were trying 

to revive the teaChings of Pythagoras. He probably lived in 

184 Ibig" p. 55 

185 W. W. Rouse Ball, Primer of H~atory of Mathematios 
(London: Macmillan and Company, !9l5) , p. 2~ 

186 Florian Cajori, ~. cit., p. 29 
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Alexand~ia. for some time working with the organization and 

studying their beliefs. 187 

The period in which Nicomachus lived was a period of 

decayf'olJ the intel1e.ctual world. If it had not been for 

the facttbatNicomaohus, did something which had not been 

done before , his name would no doubt have been forgotten. 

Several men beforethia time had don.e much work in arithme

tic, but noneoftbem had paid much attention to what had 

been worked out before them. Nicomachus wrate a book on 

ar1 tbmet ic in which he summa.rized all the ex! sting knowledge 

of the subject. He. :must have spent a long time in collecting 

it and organizing it in a systematic order. Because it was 

the best book in arithmetic at that time, it was adopted as 

a textbook ina fewrema.iningschools. Boethius translated 

the book from the Greek, in which it was written, into La.

tin. The s~e book was used in the European schools, es

pecially the church schools, until near the close of the 

seventeenth century and was the only book on arithmetic until 

the e10 s's of thetwelEth century .188 

One of the things of interest which Nicomachus had in 

his arithmetic book was his method for finding cubes or num

bers. According to his method the cube of any nlwber is 

equal to the sum of successive odd numbers. For example the 

187 David Eugene Smith, ! Hi sto!'! of :Mathematics (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), Vol. I, pp. 2i7'=2S. 

188 Ibid., p. 128..29. 
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following cUbes might be given: 

8 .B3 
III 3 +- 5
 

2"'7 ::33 = 7+ g..j.. 11
 

64 ::' 0\1:3 :: 13 '+ 15 +- 17 + 19
 

125 :: 53 :: 21 + 23 + 25 + 27 + 29 189 

If the students in arithmetic today we:r8 to study the 

book writteh''bY !Nib amachu S , there would be little doubt that 

they wQuldfind it very difficult to read 0 This may be 

jUdged by the following quotation: 

Iir cOmes about that even as fair and. excellent 
things are few and easily enumerated, while uGly and 
evil ones are wide spread, 80 also the superabundant 
and deficient numbers are found in great multitude 
and irreg'&larly placed-- -----but the perfect num
bers are easily enumerated and arranged in suitable 

. o:rdeF;f@rionly one is found among the units, 6, 
only one among the tens, 28, and a third in the 
ra.n..lts of' the hundred s, 496, alone, and a fourth 
within the limits Of 8he thousands, that is below 
ten thousand, 8126. 9 

The above quotation is a bout one-tenth of the discus

sion on perfect !llnn.bers. By reading and sU1l11l1arizing the 

quota.tion, thedefini tion of a perfect number is one which is 

equal to the sum of its aliquot parts. The first perfect 

number is six because it is the sum of its aliquot pa~ts; 

namely, one, two, and three. Numbers, whose aliquot parts 

when added exoeeded the numbe r itself, were called abundant 

189 Plo:t'ian Cajox'i, £l2ocit., p. 32 

190 Louis Charles Karpenski, The H~storz of Arithmetic 
(Chica.go: Rand McNa.lly and Compan.Y;-19 5) 1 pp:-l€~"P? 
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or excessive numbers. Take for example the number twelve. 

The aliquot parts are one, three, two, four, and six. These 

aliquot pa.rts addlfHd. togltlther make sixteen which is larger 

than the original number twelve. 19l 

19. DIOPHANTUS 

In spite of the :fact that Diophantus was one of the 

greatestbfall Greek mathematicians, the only things which 

are known about his life are found in B. ourious problem 

found in the Greek Anthology which elates back to the fourth 

century. According to this problem Diophantus I boyhood 

lasted one.:..s:1.xth of his life, his beard grew after one-

twelfth more, after one-seventh more he married, five years 

later'his son Was born, the son lived to be half of his 

father's age, and the father died four years after his sonl92 

If the problem is authentic, the algebra student can easily 

find that Diopnantus lived to be eighty-four years old. It 

is not known Where he went to school. If he went at all, 

it is not known who his teachers were, what interested him 

in mathematics in the first place, or what books he had a 

chance toread. 

Although Dioph'tmtu8 wrote three different works, the 

191 G. A. Miller, "Widespread Error Relating to Greek 
Mathematics. /I School and Soc iet;y 18: 621 (November 24, 1923) 

192 Thomas L. Heath, Dio!hantus of Alexandria (Cam.
bridge: University Press, !§5);p:"3: 
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most important one was Arithmetica. The ~thmetica con

sisted of thirteen books. All of these have been lost with 

the e:x:eeption of six. 193 In these books Diophantus brought 

together all of the knowledge which the Greeks had of alge

bra. 194 Although he had many sources from which to draw his 

materi a1" the1>e is no doubt but that Diophantus made many 

contritsutions himself. The people who had written about 

algebi-a before had used words instead of symbols. Diophan

tus could see no Value in this practice so in his books he 

used the first symbols of which there is any record. 195 

It\ wa.s the symbol he used for sUbtractionl~Bd L the symbol 

he used for "equals I'. :1.97 

Di'ophantus was the first to use coefficients and expon

X3 as k i7 
ants in an abbreviat ed form. He wrote X2 as vc:::"l1' ", .... , 

X4 as S j ~ , X5 as 0 J< Ii , and X6 as I{ /{ il .198 

The following pa.ragraphs are the paragrllphs used by 

Diophantu.s in the front of his Arithmetica for the dedication 

193, Thomas Little Heath, "Diophantus." Encyclopedia. 
Britannica, 14th edition, Vol. VII, p. 400. 

194 W. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of the Histott of 
Mathematics (London: Macmillan and Company--,l~), p.4:

195 Vera Se.nf'ord~ A Short RistOl'! of Mathematics (Boeton: 
Houghton Mifflin 6ompany, 1930), p. I 3:

196 Ibid., p. 149 

19'7 ~., p. 153 

198 Karl Fink A Brief History 2f Math~matics (Ohicago: 
Open Court publishIng (Jompan;y', 19CY3), p. 65. 
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Knowing my esteemed friend, Diophantus, that 
you are anxious to learn how to investigate pro
blema in nu:mbers, I have tried, beginning from the 
foundations on which the soience is built up, to 
smt forth to you the nature and power sUbsisting 
in numbers. 

Perhaps the sUbject will appear rather dif
fioult., ;tnasmuch.as it is not yet familiar (be
ginners are, as a rUle, too ready to despair of 
suocess); but you, with the impulse of your en
thusiasm and the benefits of my teaching, will 
find it easy to master; for eagerness to learn, 
;~:~s~~ssnded by instruotion, insures rapid pro

20. BOE'l'HIUS 

Anioius Manlius Severinus Boethius was born in Rome 

about 475 and died in 526. Boethius belonged to a family 

whioh for the two preceding generations had been esteemed 

one of the most illustrious in Rome. He may have been edu

oated in Athens as he seemed to be familiar with Greek 

literature and science. 200 

Although BoethiuSl liked to write ,he realized that if 

he followed the oareer of a writer he probably would not be

come prominent in the affairs of Rome. He became a politi

cian and was soon a favorite of King Theodoric. Boethius 

took advantage of his position to reform the coinage system 

199 Thomas Little Heath, Di§ygantus of Alexandria. 
(Cambridge: University Press,. r;-p:' ~9. 

200 Ohamber I! Enclolopedia, "I;3oethiua. 11 Vol. II, 
p. 185. 
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o£ Rome and he introduced SUll dials and water clocks for 

public use. 201 

During the time in which Boethius lived, the public 

officials(ofRome Were in the habit of plundering the homes 

and land of the people for whatever they might want. Boe

thius wasvery:mu6h opposed to this custom and fought 

against it. This·· brought the hatred of the court upon him, 

and one time when he was absent from Rome, he wa.s sentenced 

to death. He was found in a church in Ticinum and was cap

tured.. His captors placed him in the baptistry of the church 

and tortured ...him by drawing a rope around his head until his 

eyes were foroed out of their sockets and then they beat him 

to death withclubs. 202 

After his death the church said that Boethiu8 was a 

martyr and consequently his works were considered authentic. 

The pUblic recognized his worth and later· the state erected 

statues in his honor. 203 

The Romans generally, unlike the Greeks, were not in

terested in abstract mathematics. They were matter-of-fact 

people, interested only in enough mathematics to satisfy 

their few immediate needs. In philosophy, poetry, and art, 

201 W. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of the Histoq of 
Mathematics (London: Macmillan and Company--;-lm)'~·'p. 32.

202 Ibid., p. 132 

203 Vera. SantoX'd, ! Short IU8tor~ of Mathem~~,ic8 
(Boston: Roughton Mifflin Company, 1 3UT, p. 13. 
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the Romans were imitators. But in mathematics they did not 

even rise to the desire of imitation. As a consequence, not 

only the geometries of Archimedes and Apollonius, but even the 

Elements of Euclid were neglected. What little mathematics 

the Romans possessed did not come althgether from the Greeks, 

but came in part from more ancient sources. Exactly where 

and how some of it originated is a matter of doubt. It 

seems as though the IIRoman notation ll and the early practical 

geometry of the Romans may have come from the old Etruscans, 

who inhabited the district between the Arno and Tiber Rivers. 

It has been said that the Etruscans kept track of the years 

by driVing a nail into a statue of Minerva whenever a year 

elapsed and that the Romans continued this practice. 204 

At one time during his reign,'Julius Caesar desired to 

have the Roman Empire surveyed in order to secure a better 

division of the taxes. Their own people in Rome could not 

make the survey. Mathematicians were called from Alexandria 

to do the work. Caesar reformed the Roman/c alendar, but, to , 

do so, he secured the services of the Alexandrian astronomer, 

sasigenes. 205 

Boethius was a.lm.ost alone in experiencing any gre at in

terest in mathemnticsin Rome. He must ha.ve studied the 

204 Florian Ca.Jori, A Histor~ of MathemHtios (New Yot>lr: 
Macmilla.ncoffi:p8,ny , 19~4), p.3: 

205 Ibid~ pp. 90-91. 
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works of the Greek mathematicians quite thoroughly. rrhe 

grea~est work of Boethius, Consolation of ~hilosophl' was 

written while he was in prison. He wrote Institutis Arith

metic, which was essentially a Roman translation of the 

work of NicomachuB. Boethius also wrote a Geometr~> which 

was made. up of several books. 'l'he· first book, being based 

on Euclid's Elements contained definitions, postulates, and 

axioms as well as the theorems of the first three books of 

Euclid. The proofs for the theorems were not given. The 

second book ta'!l,ght by numerical examples the mensuration of 

plane figure~.206 

A part of~, the Geometry of Boethius was given to the 

abacus, which he attributed to the Pythagoreans. Boethius 

introduced a gre,at improvement to the old abacus. He dis

carded pebbles and "ap icis lt (probably small conesY were used •. 
Boethius did not mention the symbol, 0, in his works. 207 

Another of Boethius' works was a book on music. Music 

at that time was ranked as a part of mathematics. This hook 

was used as a te,xtbook by Oxford until the present century. 

The other boolts of Boethiu8 remained standard textbooks for 

several centuries. 20B 

206 David Eugene Smith, .A HistO!'il of Mathematics (Boston: 
Ginn and Oompany, 1925), pp. 178...9. 

207 Florian Cajorl, Opt cit., pp. 67-8. 

208 Enc'tTclo!leCl.j.a Britannica.. "E1oetl!.1us.", 14th ed:tt,:lon, 
......_Jl-iL",;,n",~/i:._- --_.•

Vol. III, p. 777. 



CHAPTER V 

HINDU ARABIC MA'.mEMATICS 

INTRODUC11ION 

Soon after the .decadence of the Greek mathematical re

search, theH:t,.ndus began to display 'brilliant mathematical 

powers. In geometry the Hindus were even weaker than the 

Greeks had been in algebra and arithmetic. However, it was 

in the field of algebra and arithmetic that the Hindus 

seemed to do their greatest work. It is certain that part 

of the Hindu mathematics was influenced by the Greek mathe

matics, but just how much is hard to say. The Chinese in

f'luence ma.y ha.ve been f el t at a la. tel' period. India. had 

several great mathematioians. Am.ong the most important 

ones are Aryabhata, Mahavfra, Brahmagupta, and Bhaskara. 

The se Hindu writers created a rhetorical algebra and applied 

it to the solution of equations. 'l'hey made trigonometry an 

adjunct to astronomy.209 They seem to. have invented numerals 

which developed into the Hindu-Arabic system and the Zero 

which made the place value possible. Like other thi.ngs, the 

Hindus probably did not realize the value of their number 

system.. 'llhe symbol for zero , itself, wa.s not invented until 

after the idea of a zero had become common ihroperty. The 

--_.__._._.---
209 W. W. ROUSEl Ball, Primer to the 11isto,!1 of 'Ma.thema

t 10 S (London: Macmillan ana ~omp'a:ny,-nJ2'7J, p. 4Y:'·... .
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names of the men who first started using symbols are not 

known. It wasn't until after the numerals had been in use 

several centuries that the history of mathematics in India 

reached such a st age that the name s of the rna st important 

contributors to the field of mathema.tics were found. 210 

The Arabs ca):'l:"+J~d on a commercial trade with India.. 

The introduction of tJ;),e Hindu science into Arabia probably 

took place nea.r the close· of the eighth century. IJ}hey 

adopted the Hindu decima.l system of numeration. The sci~ 

entifie works of the Grsaks were accessible to the Ara.bs and 
'It> 

before the end of the niJlj!~h century the works of Eucl ic1, 

Archimedes, and other Ale.x·afidfian writer's wel'e being· trans~ 

lated under the allthor:l..ty6f the caliphs. Al Kh.owarizmi 

was one of the Arabs whose works has come down taus at the 

pre sent time. 211 

21. ARYBAHATA 

.
The first of the great Hindu mathematicians, Aryabhata, 

was born at Kusumapura about 475 and died about 550. Kusu

mapura is not far from the present town of Patna on the upper 

Gange s River. 

It is quite evident that Aryabhata did his writ1.ng near 

210 Vera Sanford, A Short His~or:y" of Mathem~l.tios 

( Boston: Houghton MiffIin Company,1.1r3UT, p. 14. 

211 w. W. Rouse Ball, 2£. ci~., p. 41. 
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Aryabhata 510 Patna. 
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the citS of Patna, for at the beginning of one of his works 

these words are found, 

:era.Ving pa:tdhomage to Bra.hma., to Earth, t;o the 
moon, i~9 Mercu:r'Y, to Venus, to the Sun, to Mar's, to 
Jupiter, to Sa.turn, and to the constellations, 
Aryabb.atfi,;inthe 01 ty of Flowers, sets for' the 
science venerable • 

The City of Flowers is one name which has been given to the 

town, Patns...2iJJ2 

The cht~r work of Aryabhata 1s Aryabhatiya which is writ

ten entirely ih verse. The book has never been entirely 

transll:1ted. iJ1hele.nguage used in it is not e aeily undsl"stood, 

and it isab different from the Hindu language used to-day 

tha t nb'> oha 1fa.s15een: a.ble to translate 1t. The book is d1.v ... 

ided into fouir ptlrts, the first three being devoted to as

tronomy-and trigbnoznetl'Y ahd the last to algebra, geometry, 

and arithmeti~.213 

lryabhata.' s work shows that he understood quadratic 

equatiohs .21~ , In the part given to arithmetic, when one 

number was to be added to another, the first number was 

placed after the second without any particular sign. The 

same thing was true of subtraction except that the number 

212 Dav'1d.Eugene Smith, H1storI of Me.thematics (Boston: 
Ginn. and Company, 1925), Vol. I, pp. I'54-55. (Olting, 
t1Lecons de Cs..bcu1 d'Arya.bhata'~ Journal Asiatig,ue, 13: :396) 

. 213 w. W. Rouse Ba.ll, A Short Account of tho IIiBtor~ of 
Mathematics (London: MacmiIls.n and-Company-;-Hr.(5), p. l,±rr:

214 Loc. c it •- --....
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to be atibtracted had e. .dot placed above it. rr'he POWEH'S of 

numbe!'salso received special attention. 215 

seoond pow,e.r 1s varga or va 

third power is ghana or gha 

fourth power is va-va 

fifth power if va gha ghata 

sixth power is va gha 

e,eventh power is va, va gha ghata 

(ghatameant addition)216 

Severale'lsometric rules were given by Aryabhata, most 

of which were imperfect as far as statement was conoerned. 

The rulE! which he ga:ve for finding the area of an isosceles 

triangle was correct. His rule was liThe area produced by a. 

trilateral'is the product of the perpendicUlar that bisects 

the base and half the base. n2l? The rule which Aryabhata 

used for finding the value of pi gives the value correct to 

a number of places. This may have been accidental, however, 

as in other parts of his works he used the value of pi as 

three or the square root of ten. To find the value of pi, 

Aryabhata added four to one hundred, multiplied the result 

215 Flo~ian Cajori, A Histo~ £f Mathem8tic~ (New York: 
Macmillan nr:' , ", 19'24), p. :3. 

216 Karl Fink, ! Brief History .2! lVlathe~ati.9~ (Cbioago: 
Open Court Publishing Company, ~03), p. ~~ 

217 Da.vid :mugene 8m!th, HistoEI of MEl thf~mat1cJ! (Boaton: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), Vol. X, p. 156. 
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by eight" and aq.ded 62,000 to this product, giving as a 

result the apprQximat~ value of the circumference of a circle 

whose dilW).eter 1,s 20,000. 218 

22. BRAHMAGUP1J.:'A 

BraWnag;lltpta, WhCil was born ln 598 and died in 660, lived 

at UJj ain, th~ site of the 'great astronomical observatory in 
, ···1 

Central India .At the age of thirty J..,e wrote a book on as

tronomy, Brahmasidhanta, (meaning Brahma Co~rect System), 

which con~~1nedtwenty-one chapters. The pr·'rt of 1t devoted 

to algebra was called Kutakhadyaka, which means pUlverizer~19 

Some 6ft:q.emore important things ~ found in his works 

are: 

1.	 x in the equation x2 +- px - q = 0 is found by the 

formu1a	 X =.JP 2 + 49. - P 220
 
2
 

2.	 The area of a quadr11ateralis found by the formula 

A =.,)( s-e.) (s-b) (s-c) (a-d)' where the sides are 

a, b, c, and 0. and the perimeter of the quadrilateral 

divided by 2 is s. This formula holds true only if 

the quadrilateral can be inscribed in a circle. 221 

3.	 He found the v~lue of pi correct to several places 

218 Loc. cit.
 
219
 Ib:l.d., p. 158. 

220 Ib1q,., p. 159. 

(Chicago:'221 Karl Fink A Brief IIi st0f* of Me. themEdic s 
Open Oourt Publishing Oompany, H) )-,-p. ~J.~. 
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but never u.sed it. 222 

The Hindu math~matician8 were noted for their imprac

tical, fatlc.i.ful p;r-oblems stated in the most flowery phrEtses. 

In this re'.spect Brab:magupta was like the other Hindu mathe

maticia:m.s.. 'J2ke ,j'ollowing are two of the problems which have 

been attributed to him: 

On:t:olfof a. certain hill live two ascetics. 
One of them being a wizard, travels through the air. 
Springing.from. the sununi t of the mountain he as
cer-ds to a certain elevation and proceeds by an 
oblique descent diagonally to a neighboring town. 
Their journeys are equal. I desire to know the 
distance Gllf· the town from the hill, and how high 
the wizard rose. 223 

A cat 8itting on a wall 4 cubit s high, saw a 
ratpr:0'wling8 cubits. from the foot of the wall. 
The rat too perceived the puss and hastened toward 
its abodlie;1atthe foot of the wall: but it was 
caught by the cat proceeding diagonally an equal 
distance.. In what point within the 8 cubits was 
the rat caught?224 

23. AL-KHOWARIZMI 

AI-Khow~rizmf, whose full name was AbU Abdallfth Moham

med ibn Musft Ai-Khowtlrizmf (meaning Mohammed, the son of 

Musa--of Moses--from Khowarizm, a locality south of the Black 

Sea) was the first notable author of mathematical books. 

222 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of the RistO!! of 
~athematics (London: MacmiIlan and CompBny-;-1~"I5), p .9

223 David Eugene Smith, .2£. cit., p. 159 

224 Vera santord, HiSf0X'I and Sisnifioenoe of Problems 
in Algebra (Boston: Hougn on Mml:tn=Oompany, 1~5), p. 76.reiting: "Bre.hrnagupta. 11 Colebrooks tI'e.nal ation, p. 310) 
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Very little is known of the life of AI-Khow~rizm~. He was a 

native of Khwarezm, the country in which is now located the 

oity of Khiva. He was also engaged as librarian by the ca

liph, Ai-Mamun. Part of his duties were to revise the tables 

of Ptolemy, to take observations at Bagdad and Damascus, and 

to work on the measuring of a degree on a meridian of the 

earth. Al-Khow~rizmi accompanied a mission to Afghanistan 

and possibly returned to his native country by the way of 

India. 225 

Although an astronomer and the author of several as

tronomical tables, and works on sun dials and chronology, 

AI-Khowarizmi is best known for having written the first book 

bearing the name Il al gebra ll , a treatise based upon Greek mod

els, and in which the Hindu numerals were used. 226 The 
, ,

titIe of the algebra was I 11m al".J abr wal muqabalah, meaning 

the "science of reduction and cancellation" or referring to 

the fact that the same magnitude may be added or subtracted 

:from both sides of an equation without changing its value. 

In the book of AI-Khow$rizmf, the unknown quantity is termed 

either as lithe thingll or lithe root of a plant". It was from 

the latter term that our use of the word root, as applied to 

the solution of an equation, is used. 227 

226 w. W. Rouse Ball, £E. ~., pp. 155-66. 

226 Charla s Fornery Sherman, "ThG Origin of Our Numerals. 1/ 

Mathematics Teaoher, 16: 398-401 (November, 1923) 

227 w. W. Rouse Ball, £E. cit., p. 167. 
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The work of AI-Khowarizm1 is divided into five parts. 

In the first part he gives rules for the solution of the 

quadratic equation. Although Al~Khowarizm1 considered only 

real and positive ro,ots, he recognized the existence of two 

roots, which as far as is known was never done by the Greeks. 

In one part of his hook Al"K.howarizm't solved some problems J 

such, for example ,as to find two numbers whose sum is ten 
S. 

and the difference of whose squares i' forty.228 

One of the interesting things given by AI-Kworarizmt 

was the geometric proof for an equation such as x2 + lOx = 39, 

or any equation of the form x2 .,. px = q. To do this he let 

AB represent the -va.lue of :x and constructed the sque.re ABeD 

dn it. (see the figure below). Then he extended the line 

DC to F and the line AD to H, ma.king Ali :: CF • 5 or 1/2 p. 

The figure was then completed as drawn below. Then the areas 

of ABOD, AHKB, and CBOF represent respectively the mam-ni 

tudes x 2 , 5x,and 5x. Thus the left side of the equation is 

represented :bythesum of the areas of ABCD, HKBA, and BOFG. 

To both sides of the equation the area of the square KWB, 

the a!'ea. of' which is 25 or 1/4 p2 was added. The nell square 

has the area of 39 -+ 25; that is, to 64 or q .,. 1/4 p2. ! 

side of the new square is ther'efore 8. The aide of the aquar'a 

DR will exceedAH, which is equal to 5, by the va.lue or the 

unknown requirsd, whioh is therefore ~$ )229 

228 Ibi~, pp. 151-158, 
~ 

229 W. W. Rouse Ball, .! Prime~ £!. the H1l3_~.2!I of ~~~~th'.. 
ffiHtics (London: Maomillan aoo Comp9.ny,"l]"2~ pp, i2...~ 

-,40 "\ ~ 
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24. MAHAVIRA 

Mahavlracarya, Mahav!ra the Learned, was the third of 

the great Hindu writers. He probably lived in t he court of 

the monarchs or kings who ruled over what is now the native 

state of Mysore. The king' s name is given as Amoghavarsha 

Nirapunga. It may oe that Maha.v1ra knew of the works of the 

other two Hindu writers, Brahmagupta. and Aryabhata, and 

tried to improve upon their works. 

The work of Mahs.vira, Ganita-Sara-Sangrs.ha, begins with 

a salutation of a religious nature. This was not unusual 

with Oriental treatises. In this case the words are addres

ses to the authors patron saint, the founder of the religi

ous sect of J.ainis (Jinas), a epntemporary of Buddha. Thus: 

Salutation of Mahav!ra, the Lord of the Jinas, 
the protector (of the faithful), whose four infin
ite attributes, worthy to be esteemed in (all) the 
three worlds are unsurpassable (in excellence). 

I bow to that highly glorious Lord of Jinas, 
by whom, 13.8 forming the shining lamp of knowledge 
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of number~~othe whole of the univel'se has been made
 
to shine.
 

The work consists ·of nine chapters. Some of the inter


esting fea.tures of his book a.re: 

1.	 The law relating to zero--~A number mUltiplied by 

zero, a:p.dthat. (number) remains unchanged when it is 

CLivide¢i by, combined with, (or) diminished by zero.t123l 

2. The rule for the inverting of the divisor in division 

of fra.ctions-

After making the denominator of the fraction 
. its numerator (and visa versa), the opera
tion to be conducted then :T.s

3
as in the mul

tipli.cation (of fractions) 9:C :c 

3. The use of 10 for the value of pi. 233 

Some of the problems taken from Mahavira.' s work are very 

fanciful and interesting. The following are some of the pro

blems which have been found and attributed to him: 

A powerful unvanqUished excellent black snake 
which is 32 hastas in length, enters into a hole 
(a.t the ra.te of) 7 1/2 angulas in 5/14 of a. day; 
and in the course of 1/4 of a day, it's tail grows 
by2 3/4 of an angula. 9 .ornament of. aritbemti
cians, tell me by what tinie the serpent enters 

230 David Eugene Smith, Ristorl 0.£ Mathematics. (Boston: 
and Company, 1925), p. 161. (C .t:I:ng: Ratlgacarya, 
Gauita.-se.:sa-sangre.ka of Mahavlracarya") 

232 Loc. cit.

233 Loc. cit.
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fUlly into the hole. 234 

One fourth of a herd of camels was seen l.n the 
forest; twice the square root (of that herd) had 
gone on to the mountain slopes; 9,nd three times 
five camels (were) however, (founc:'l) to remain on the 
bank of the river. What is the (numerical) mea
sure of that herd of crumels?23b 

Of a collection of mango fruits, the kind (took) 
1/6; the queen 1/5 of the remainder, and the three 
chief princes took 1/4, 1/3, and 1/2 (of that same 
remainder); and the youngest child took the remain
ing three mangoes • 0 you who are clever in mis
cellaneous problems of fractions, give out the 
measure of that (collection of mangoes) .G36 

In the course of 3/7 of a day, a ship goes over 
1/5 of a kros'a in the· ocean; being opposed by the 
wind she goes back (during the same time) 1/9 of a 
kros' a. Give out, 0 you who have powerful arms in 
crossing over the ocean of numbers well, in what 
time that ship will have gone over yojanas. 237 

In to the bright and refreshing outskirts of 
a forest, which were full of numerous trees with 
their branche s bent down with the weight of flowers 
andfru.it, trees such as jambu trees, lime trees, 
plantains, areca palms, jack trees, date palms, 
hintala trees palmyras, punnage trees, and mango 
trees (into the outskirts) the various quarters 
whereof were filled with many sounds of crowds or 
parrots and cuckoos found near springs containing 
lotuses with bees roaming about them (into such 
forest outskirts) a number of weary travelers en
tered with joy. (There were) sixty-three (nw:nEll"
ical1y equal) heaps of plantain fruits put to
gether and combined with seven (more) of these 

234 Vera Sanford, A Short Histo;rt of Mathematics (:NliiIw 
York: Houghton Mifflin-Company, 193b , p. 17. rCiting: 
Rangacarya, translation ~ Gan1ta-~-Sa~raka o~ 
MahavIr~carla, p. 89) 

235 David Eugene Smith, ££. ~., p. 162 

236 Vera Sa.nford, ~. cit., p. 211 

237 Ibid., p. 211-
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same fruits, and these were equalJ.:y distributed a.
mong'twenty ... three travelers so as to have no re
mainder. You tell me 2sgw the numerical neasure of 
the heap of plantains. 

If the stUdents of a.lgebra today were to find a few pro

btlams slXch as those in the· preceeding paragraphs in their 

textboQks they,ntlght appreciate the simplicity which modern 

textno'Qk wri'bers atrive to achieve. 

There are a fsw. problems to-day which are similar to 

the preceeding problems of Mahavira t s. One of them is known 

as the ,118ai10r's Riddle ". It was used to initiate a. group 

of new sailors who were crossing the equator for the first 

time. Those who solved the riddle in an hour escaped any 

further hazing. 

Three men, A, B, and 0, and a I11110nkey were stranded on 

a de sert island. Their only fQod was coconuts. A, B, and 

C decided that they would gather all the coconuts and then 

g i v e each man his share. By do ing thi s no man would he.ve 
r 

more food thal'ill. any other. 'rhey gathered the coconuts one 

day. They had just finished when evening came, sa they 

piled them in one stack and went to bed, planning to divide 

them the next morning. During the night A awoke. He decided 

that he would go to the stack of coconuts and divide them 

while the others were asleep. By doing this he would be SlJr9 

238 David Eugene Smith, Historz of Nlathem~aics (Boston: 
Ginn and Oompany, 1923), p. 1~3. ( effIng: Rang Ie Arya. , 
translation The Gan1ta.sara~~ang~~a ot Mahavlr[carya) 
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to get Jilis share. A divided the nuts into three stacks 

and had one left over. He put his pile behind sante bushes 

near by and finally decided it wouldn't do to take all the 

nuts from the monkey, so gave him the one that was left. 

The other two piles he stacked together and then went back 

to bed. During the night B and C did the same thing that A 

had done. Each man had one coconut left for the monkey. 

The next morning each man realized that the pile of nuts was 

smaller than it had been the night before, but, thinking he 

waS responsible for it, said nothing. They gathered aroun~ 

the pile and upon dividing it found that it was exactly di

visable by three. How many coconuts were in the pile at the 

beginning? 

The problem may be worked by the following method: 

Let X =number of coconuts 

If' Y - first man's share-
3y + 1 : X
 

If' z • second man's share
 

3z +1 • 2y
 

If' W • third man' 8 share
 

3w of1 .. 2z
 

2w/3 - each man's portion in the morning
-
2w/3 = (8X - 38)/81 = (integer)
 

X = (81n of 38 )/8
 

:: (80N+32)/S-t (N t 6)/8 
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N = 2 f 8k when k may be sny of the values of 0 1 1, 
2 1 3, •• t' •••••• 

N = 2 or 10, etc. 

X - 25 or 106, etc. 

proof: 

J.25 ~ -... 8"''7"1 left over· 
16 '7· 3 0--1 left over= 
10 ..I• 3 - 3... -1 left over
 

6 •
• 3 :: 2
 

25. BHASKAR! 

Bhaskaracarya 1 commonly known as Bhaskara the Leal'nod, 

the last of the gre at Hindu writ;e:t'[J LtVElil n~HJ" Uj j a:i.:n about 

400 years after, BrahmaguptEl.(}had worked in the SI8!llG 10c9.11 ty. 

He was born in 1114 and died in 1185. Bhaskara is ellpeci

ally noted tor his treatment of the negative numbel's whlch 

he regarded as debts ~d 1088e8. 
239 

Bhaskara had a daughter who was to be married. BeillS all 

astrologer as well as a mathematician, Bhaskara 11a.d dis

covered the proper day and right hour for the ceremony to 

take place. Any other time was snid to bring mlsf'ortllne to 

the girl. When the daughter, L11fivati, was dressed for the 

ceremony, she placed on her head ab fJ!lutii'u1 C.I'C)Wn. widell 

contained a ntl!1lber of pearls. ':J:1}:lIH'eIiHU'l a btHIUUful 
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surrounding the home of Bhtskara. There were several pools 

of water in the garden. When Lilavati left her room, she 

took an hour cup and placed it on the water in one of the 

pools. The hour cup was made with a small hole in the bot

tom of it. Enough water would trinkle in the hole in. an 

hour's time to sink the cup. Bhaskal'a had told his daughter 

that when the hour cup sank into the water the marriage cer

emony was to take place. Lilavati was an inquisitive girl 

and. decided to watch the water run into the cup. As she 

was leaning over the pool watching the water rise into the 

cup, a pearl fell unnoticed from her crown into the cup. 

Not realiZing that the hole in the cup had been stopped up, 

when the cup didn't sink, the girl took it to be an ill omen 

for her marriage. 240 For many days the father thought that 

the girl might lose her mind over the affair. To console 

her, Bhaskara wrote a book in her honor, saying: 

I will write a book of your name which shall 
remain to the latest times; for a good name is a 
second life and the groundwork of eternal exiatence. 24l 

The Lilavati began, as was the custom in the East, with 

an address to a Diety. The salutation that Bhaskara used 

was as follows: 

Salutation to the elephant headed Being who in
fuses joy into the minds of his worshipers, who 

240 Loo. cit. 

241 David Eugene Smith, ~98t.,\?'t of Mf.~·l:;he1!:::~ics (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), p. 2 , 0 .~. 
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delivC?PS from every difficulty those who oall on 
him, and whose feet are reverenced by the Gods. 242 

The whole book is written in verse. The arithmetic part in... 

eluded notations, ed.ght operations with integers, operations 

with fractiont3and mixed numbers, systems of weights and 

measures,d'eCin1al numeration briefly described, and the rules 

relatin.g to zero. Hfs rule s for the use of ze:t'o were: 

a ±0 = 0, 'powers of ° are 0, any root of ° is 0, a.nd a. • 0:0. 

The statE9mettt that a f ° ::: 0 (corrected by his comments. tors) 

was eVidently not clear to Bhaskara, for his statement is "a. 

definite quantity devided by cipher is the submultiple of 

nought. II For illustrations Bha.skara used 10 + 0 = 10/0 and 

3 + ° = 3/0. These examples were accompanied by the state

ment that "this fraction, of which the denominator is ci 

pher, is termed a.n infinite quantity.1I For the value of pi, 

Bhaskara used 3.il255. 243 

The Bij a Galli ta. is the name of the algebra boolt Viri tten 

by Bhaskara; He did not use imaginaries, saying that there 

was not a square root of a negative number for it is not a. 

perfect square. Colors were used for unlmowns when there 

were more than one. Bhaskara discussed simple and quadratio 

equa.tions. 244. In speaktng of the so-eEl.lled negative nmnbel's 

242 Loo. cit.


243 ~., pp. 2rl7-78
 

244 Loo. cit •
 ......-...- ........-.
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Bhaskara said, -Most people approved them not. n245 

It is not known if the work of Bhaska:r'a waS original or 

if it WaS a complilation of what was known in India at that 

time. He probably lmew of the work of the Arabs, and they 

probably lmew of hi s work, as soon a.s it was written, and it 

influenced their subsequent writing. However, they failed to 

make use or extend some of the discoveries which were con

tained in it. The works Of Bhaskara, thus, became indirectly 

known in Europe before the end of the twelfth century. The 

text itself was not introduced into Europe until more recent 

time. 246 

The word used for addition by Bhaskara was yuta, or yu, 

the word for "equa.ls 11 was phalam which was usually abbrevi.. 

a.ted to pha. The problem 5 ~ 7 ; 12 would have been written 

pha 12 [5/1 7/lJ yu by Bhaskara. 247_ 

'11he following arG some of the problems found in the 

works of Bhaskara: 

The son of prit Iha l , exasperated in combat, 
shot a quiver of arrows to slay Carnal. With half 

-his a~rows he parried those of his antagonist; 
wi th four time s the square root of tl:;l.e quiverful 
he killed his horse; with six arrows he slew Salya; 
with three he demolished the umbrella, standard, 
and bow; and with one he cut off the head of the 

245 R. R. Vivian, QMathematics: A Great Inheritance •
8 

Ed~~~~~ona~ Revie!, 53: 35 (JulYI 1917) 

246 W. W. Rouse BallI A ~hor..t Account of .t1:le flist;OI'1 of 
Mathem8.~i~ (London: MacmilIe.n corapa.rlY~'5T" pp. !W..5 • 

247 Florian Cajori, A History' 2.!. Mat!.~ematlic!J, (New York: 
Macmillan CompallYI 1924),-p. 91. 
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foe. How many were the a:r'rows wb.ich Arjuna let 
fly.248 

A trader paying 10 coins upon entrance to 8 town 
doubled his remaining capital, consumed 10 (during 
the stay) and paid 10 on his dep al'tuI·e. Tbus in thr'en 
towns (1Ti.lili ted by him) his orhl'inal cap i tal was doub
led- Say what was the amount?~49 

A person gave a medicant a couple of cowry shells 
first; and. ppom+ljIed ,8. twofold intH'ease of the alms 
daily. How many nishcas does he give in a month?250 

The square root of half the number of bee s in a 
swarrnhas flown out upon a jessamine-bush, 8/9 of the. 
whole swarm has remained behind; one female bee flies 
about a male that is buzzing wi tbin a lotus-flower 
into which he was allured in the night by its sweet 
o<i}or, but is now imprisonedlin it. Tell me the num
ber of bees. (Answer 72)25 

On an exposition to seize his enemies elephants, 
a king marched 2 yoj anas the first day. Say intel 
ligent calculator, with what increased rate of daily 
march did he proceed, since he reachsd his foe's 
city, a distance of eighty yojanas in a week. 252 

A snake's hole is at the foot of a pilla.r, and 
a peacock is perched on its summit. Seeing the snDke, 

248 David Eugene Smith, ! Histor~ of Mathematics (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1923), Vol. I, p. 2 o. 

249 Vera Sanford, A Short Histor, of Mathematics (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1930), p. 1 6--. (Citing: H. T. 
Colebrooke, Bhaskara, p. 54) 

250 David Eugene Smith, Histo~ of Mathe~j;ics (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), Vol. II, opTeaJ. Su.rvey, p. 501. 
(Citing:" H. T. Colebrook, Blla.skar,£, p. 55) 

251 Florian Ca:10r1, ! Histolt of Elemental: Mat}~l:~ 
(Lonc.1on: Macmillan and Company, I. 2-g"f, p. • ccrrt1ng: 
Herman Hankel, Die Entwicke1u.E-£ der l\Ifu thematik 1.n den lliltzten 
Jahr~pdert~J1, TUbingen, U'iS4, p:-'191) - - 

252 Vera Sanford, The HiElto~ .9:Ed fU.~...illcance 5?! Cer

tain Problem,.! j.n Algell1,nNew '101'0 'Teao leI'S m,!!ige, tr"o":
 
lumbia Univ01'sTIy, BUreeltl of publioat:l.oDs, 1927), p,71
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at the distance of thrice the pillar, gliding towB.rds
 
his hole, he pounces obliquely upon h:i.m. Say quickly
 
at how much cubits from the snake's hole do they both
 
meet, both preqe;~(Ung an equal distance?253
 

How many are the variants in the form. of God 
Sambu (Siva) by the exchange of hj.s ten 8.ttributes 
held rec:i.proca1ly in his several hands; name17{ the 
rope, the elephants hook, the serphent, the tabor, the 
skull" the t~idE1nt, the bedstead, the dagger, the ar
row, the bow: as those of Hari by the 2S~hange of the 
mace, the discus, the lotus, 8Jnd conch. 

Five dove f:l are to be ha.d for three drammas;
 
seven cranes for five drammas; nine geese for seven
 
dre..mrnas; and three pea.cock for nine dranunas; bring
 
a hundred of these birds f025~ hundred drammas for
 
the prince's grat1fica~ion.
 

Lovely and dear Lils.vati, whose eyes are like 
afawnts, tell me what are the numbers resulting from 
135 mUltipli~d by 12•. If thou be skilled in multipli 
cation, whether by whole or by parts, whether by di· 
vision or separation of digits, tell me, auspicious 
demsel, wha.t is the quotient of $ge produot when

2divided by the same mUltiplier. 

253 Ibid., p. 71 

254 Ibid., p.9tJ 

255 Ibid o)p.'1,z 

256 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of t;he HistoPl E!. 
Matherne.tic.! (London: Macmi'Ilin'a'nd'""cfompany-;-lm) I 13 .. 1"52 .. 



CHAPTER VI 

PERIOD OF rfRANSMISSION 

INTRODUOTION \ 

While the Hindus and ,Arabs were making progress in the 

field of ma.thematics, Europe was going through the dal'k ages. 

The barbaric nations from the swamps and forests of the North 

, . and from t:b,e Ural Moun'bains swept down into Europe and. de.. 

stroyed the Rom~ Empire in 455. These people were very 

slowly civilized., Tl:}ey had little regard for the :tntelleo
257 

tu.a.l trea.sures of tine countries which they had captul:'ed. 

From the s:j,xthoentury until the ,eighth oentury the only 

places of study in western Europe were the Benedictine mon" 

astaries. Some ,literature was taught in these schools. The 

science which was 'taught seemed to be limited to methods of 

keeping accounts end the rules by which the date of East\3J:' 

might be determined. The monks had renounced the world and 

. \ . 1
they apparently sa.w no necessity for learn:Lng more se enc€! 

than was required for the services of the church and monas

258
taries. 

The traclition of the G:reE~k and Alexanclx'ittll IfHirnlng soon 

-
257 Ploria.n oajori, AHhtor~¥ of. ElemfJr!..!;;tU'Y M!.~~11:"~1~1~:2.!!. 

(New York~ Macrnil1e.n:aomptiny '".'~" 'lV24'J71T. '11l:' 

258 w. W. Rouse Ball" Prj,rner P..£ thG .. H1.!ftor' ",ot' !L~~!~~ 
tics (Londo:o.: Macmillan $.TIn cromp-allY"~2 "p. ",1!r: . 
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died awa.y. It is po ssible that in a few places the works of 

the Greek mathematicians were available" but not readily so. 

There were rle students and because of this the earlier worlts 

259had ne e. ttraction end soon became scarce.

In the latter half of the eighth oentury, Charle s the 

C'lreatcommanded tha.t schools be opened in connection with 

the monast:aries and cathedrals in his kit'i~doIl1. The ma.thema

tics in these schools probably did not go beyond the geome

try and arithmetic of Boethius. After the death of Charles 

the Great· the schools neglect~d the teacbing of science. 

The subj ects taught were limited to Latin, music, end theo

logy. The fact that the schools continued gave the oppor

tunity, for those desiring it, to get enough ma.thematics to 

keep their' accounts, enough geometry for land surveying, end 

astronomy sufficient to enable them to calculate the feasts 

and fasts of the church. 260 

At the end of the eleventh century or the beginning of 

the twelfth century'a revival of learning took place. There 

was a tendency for teachers to settle in the vicinity of some 

school, and, with the qonsent of the authorities, give lec

tures on theology ,:Logie, and civil laws. This custom led 

to the forma.tion of guilds or tra.de unions, a.nd wan the i'irat 

stage in the history of the medievm.l univers:tty. If t.11~ 

259 I'b 1(1. .p,. 37. 
~, 

260 Ib1~, pp. 37-8. 
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school was successful and its msmbers wanted it to be per

feet, they asked the state for legal privileges and they wax'a 

usually given. The last step in the evolution WEtS !'ecogni

26ltion by the pope or emperor. 

It ~as from. Spain that a knowledge of eastern mathema

tics first oame into western Europe. The Moors had captured 

Spain in 747 and by the beginning of the tenth or' eleventh 

century had attained a high degree of civi1:tzation. !lthough 

the Moors were not friendly with the Arabian. government, tJ1ey 

gave great mathematicians a hearty welcome in their schools. 

In this way the Ara.bic translations of the works of the 

Greek wri tel's as well as the works of the Arab algebraists 

were read in the Spanish schools of Granda, Cordova, and 

Seville.26~ 

Frederick II did much or more than any other single man 

of the thi:rteenth century to introduce the Arab mathematics 

into western Europe. At th.at time Jewish physicans were tol

erated in Spain because of their scientific knowledge and 

their medical skill. Frederick II made use of this fact and 

engaged astaf£' of educated Jews to obtain for him copies of 

Arab works and Greek editions which wer(~ in circulation in 

Arabia. These works were translated a.nd placed in th0 1. Hn'll

ry at the University of' Naples. From this time on it ght 

261 Ibid." p. :;9. 
~ 

262 l:bid" p. 45. 
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he said that the development of science in Europe was inde

.. pendent of the aido! Arabscholars. 263 

When the refugees escaped from Constantinople after 

the fall of the ea.stern empire in 1453, many of them crone to 

~Europe. With them they brought many copies of Gre~k books 

~,and editions. lJ.Jhis gave an added stimulus for the study of 

';mathematic s. 264 

MAP 4 

PROFILE MAP FOR TRANSMISSION PERIOD 

The map shows the mathe~atica.l routes during the trana

,mission period as numberedahd listed below, also the location 

:of cities mentioned in the following section: 

(1)	 Hindu Astronomers to Ba,gdad--773 
, 1\ ''\

(2) Al-I(howarlzmi-Hlndu Numerals taught to Arab .Mathe

rnaticia.n.s--825 

(3) A,ra,1:)ic lea~p.ing follows conquests into Northern 

Africa 

(4) Arab learn;tng introduced into Spanish Universities 

during tenth century 

(5)	 Adalard pf Bath studies in syria. and takes manu

scripts; back to England with him--twelfth century 

263	 Ibid., p. 47-	 of'
264 W. E. Rouse Ball A Shc)rt Acoount ot'tllfi! !i!::~toJ:' 

Mathematics (London: Mac~irra:n"and''OoniPiiir0roJ)'} I p. 
0-;
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(6)	 .Christian Soholars study in Spa.in during thel:;enth, 

eleventh, and twelfth centuries. 

(7 )	 Gerbert studies in Spain during tenth century 

(8)	 Arabic learn.ing d;ntroduced into Sicily 

(9)	 FIbonacci takes Arabic learning to Piea--twelfth 

century 

(10)	 Frederick returns manuscripts to Sicily and Rome-

thirteenth century 

(11)	 Nemorarius studies in Spain in thirteenth century 

(12)	 With the fall of Constantinople manuscripts were 

sent to Bagdad and Italy 

The following is a Ii st of the ma:lilhematicians mentioned, 

their chronological a.ge, end the cities which they are con

nected: 

Gerbert 1000 Rome 

Adelard of Bath 1120 Ba.th 

Fibonacci 1200 Pisa 

Nemorarius 1200 Paris 

26.	 GERBERT 

Gerbert, like many men who have become famous during 

their life, was born of ve!"Y humble parents at Aurillac in 

Auvergne early in the tenth century. At an early age his 

parents 'as well as many other people in the Village !'eal1zed 

th at he was naturally a very brilliant ohild. He was sent to 

a :m.onastary of his native villfl.ge where he began his eduoa

tion. rn967 he went to Barcelona" Spain, which WEU3 uncleX' 
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the Christian rule at that time, to study mathematics. In 

971 he went to Rome where his proficiency in music and as

tronomy excited much interest. His interests were not con

fined to these two subjects, however. In fact he mastered 

every course in the curriculum with the exception of logic. 

The emperor requested that he would also study this, so in 

972 he went to Rheims where he also studied philosophy and 

helped make Rheims an educational center. 265 In 983 Gerbert 

was appointed abbot of the monastary of Bobbio, where he 

266taught with much distinction and success. After this he 

held various offices in the church, QSl.ch being a step for-

Ward, until in 999 he 'Was elected to the papa.cy. He was 

Called Pope sylvester II. 

During the time he was lecturing, Gerbert, in hi8~pare 

moments, made some interesting terrestail rund celestial 

globes which he used to illustrate his lectures. These 

globes were admired by many people, several of whom offered 

to bUy them. However, Gerbert, instead of sellin~tJJ.em, of

fered to exchange them for copies of Latin classics which were 

already becoming scarce. He appointed agents in the chief 

towns of Europe to carryon the trade of globes fo~ classics. 

It w8.sthrough his ef'forts that several of' the important La.

t1.n works were pre served. 267 

266 Ibid., p. ~37-
266 pl:uiU1lbe:rf.~. Enc'l.cl?:ee.c'~~" "Sylvester, n Vol. IX, p.252 

267 
Lo~. 01 t. 
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All of the things that Gerbert invented were not for 

the betterment of mathematics. Among his inventions was a 

large clock which was.. 2used and preserved for many years at 

Ma.dgeburg. He made a.n organ which was worked by steam. 

This organ was used at Rheims for two centuries after the 

death of Gerbert. 268 

Many of the contemporaries of Gerbert said that he had 

Old himself to the devil when a young man. Their theory 

was that it was only through the help of the devil that Ger
;'; 

'bert was able to make the clock and organ, to become Pope, 

and to write the mathema.tical works in which he gave the pub

many things fo.r the advancement of the sUbject. As 19. te 

s 1522 in a biography of Gerbert pUblished in Venice, it 

was related that he obtained the papacy by black art, haVing 

given himself to tbs devil. Others tell of his effort to 

escape from his bargain when he was on his death bed. 269 

It was through the work of Gerbert that the Hindu-

Arabic numerals were brought to Europe. His works do not 

show that he had a,sympol which he used for zero. His other 
'li 

nine symbols looked like this and were called by these 

-names. 270 

268 Ibid., p. 138"
 

269 Loc.
--cit.

270 David Eugene Smith, Histo~ of Mathematics (Boston: 
Ginn and Conrpany, 1925); p. 75, Vo~ TI. 
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The Geometry written by Gerbert was based on a copy of 

the geometry written by Boethius. Although it did not con

tain much original material, it does indicate that Gerbert 

had a great ability. His O'i'ID contributions were some appli 

cations of land surveying, and the determination of the 

height of' inaccessible objects. For this he used the Pyth

agorean theorem. 271 The condition in which the geometry of 

that time found i ts;elf may be judged by the f'act that Ger

bert used the same inaccurate rule for the finding of the 

area of a trapezoid as was used by Ahmes. His expression 

for the area of an equilateral triangle of side a was 

1/2 a (a - 1/7 a), which was eqUivalent to using 1.714 fa!' 

272the square root of three.

Gerbert w~s able to solve a problem which was very 
, 

troublesome in those days. The problem Was to find the 

side s of a :bight triangle when the area and the hypotenuse 

were given, using h2 
80S the area, his formulae were 

2?1 W. W. Rouse Bell, ~. ?i.t., p. F18 

2'/2 ( t- vera Senfo!'d" ! t3hor,t ~is.to~ of ~heln~.t;tos. Bos 'on: 
Hou.gl'l'l.:;on Miffl:tn: Oompany, :L9uO), p. 9 • 
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Man:v pupils of France, Germany, and Italy gathered at 

Rheims and any other place where Gerbert wes loceted to en

joy his instructfdn. 274 

27. ADELARD OP BNrH 

During the twelfth century most of the scholars of note 

studied in Spain. Some of them went to Syria.. Adelard of 

Bath, an Englishmonk,ws'S a scholar who traveled very wide

ly, visiting Egypt,Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, and Arabia 98 

well as Spa.in and France. His education in Europe was 

received at:monastaries which were located at Toledo, rrours, 

and Leon. This education gave him a good foundation for his 

work in the East. 275 

The Moh~edans in the East would not allow foreigners 

to attend their lectures. Adela.rd, after stUdying the lan

guage and ,customs of the Ara.bs for sometime, di s,<2;uised 

himself as a Mohammedan student and attended some of their 

lectures at Cordova. While attending these lectures he ob

tained a copy of Euclid' 8 Element~. This Adalard brought 

back to England with him. together with other- mathematical 

273 w. W. House Ball, .££. cit., p. 5. 

274 Ohambe;:'! Enc:rclcpea1s.:, "Sylvester. tI Vol. IX, 
p. 252. 

276 David E'ugene 3mi th, Histo~ .2! Ma~h~.n.2a,!~"tc.! (Boston: 
Ginn and Comp~ny, 1926), p. 203. 
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works. He translated the Elements into Latin and this 

t J:'s.nslation became the foundation of all editions known in 

Europe till 1533 when the Greek text was recovered. The 

kn.owledge of Euclid IS Elements. spread rapidly, and by the 

9~d of the thirteenth century Roger Bacon was fa.miliar with 

::t t. By the close of the fourteenth century the first five 

books formed a part of the curriculum of many of the uni

versities .276 

After Adalard returned to England f~om his travels in 

the East, b.e was granted a pension by Henry I. He then 

$pent most of his time writing. Some of his writings are 

still preserved. 

28. FIBONAOCI 

Leonardo Pisano, or Fibonacci as he is generally called, 

was born at Piss. in 1170 and died in 1250. The name Fibo

nacci, means the son of Bonaccio. Bonaccio was a nickname 

meaning "e. good stupid fellow". Later Fibonacci was called 

Leonardo Bigollone. This was a nickname which was no doubt 

Biven him by some of his fellow townsmen. This nickname 

meant a !l stupid 101tarer II or "blockheadU as it is usually 

translated. 277 

276 W B 11 itt:W. • Rouse a.., A Short Account of the IT s 0El 0 

:Math~matics, (Boston: Ginn ana Oompany, 192'5T,P:" 203, Vol-:-I 

277 Moitiz Oantor, lILeonardo Pisano." Enc:':lclo:e~
 
..... 9th ed:1. tion, Vol. XIX, p. 540.
B_x'_i_t~I\l3.tca, 
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P1sare.nked. with Venice and Genoa. as one of the gI'IlHil.teit 

co~ercial centers of Italy. These towns had large ware

houses where goods could be stored a.nd where duty was paid on 

all goods imported from other sections of the Madi terr:mean. 

These.cretary of such an establishment wns a. man of consid

erable importance. :J:t was such a position that the father 

of Fibonac,ci held at Bugia on the north coast of Africa. It 

was at Bugia that Fibonacci received his early education 

from. a Moorish school master. While yet a young man he via

ited Egypt, Syria, Greece, Sicily, and Southern France, 

meeting, with schola.rs and becoming acqua.inted with the aI'

i thmetical ~ystems used by the merchants of the various 

countries. .Fibonacci was convinced that the 'Hindu. system 

was superio~ to all others. 2?8 

Fibonacc~'B fame was spread over Europe very rapidly. 

At one time he was summoned to the court of Frederiok II to 

engage in a mathematical duel with the court mathematician, 

John of Paler.mo. Frederick had heard about the skill of 

Fibonacci in solving mathematical problems and desired to 

find out if all the marvelous accounts were true. This was 

the first mathematioal duel held. In the sixteonth end sev

enteenth century they became more COml'JlOn. l'he competitors 

wELt'e informed before the time ofth€l contest the typa of 

questions to DEl. as'L\(i)d. Non(J) of Fibonaooi IS complllti,torl':! wlire 

278 David Eugene Smith, ££. oi~., p. 1925. 
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a.ble to answer any of the questions a.sked.. Fibonacci solved 

the problems with little difficulty. One of the problems 

was a cUbic equa.tion. aubic equations had not been solved 

by the use of algebra before this time. Fibonacci discov

ered that the problem given him could not have rationa.l 

~oots. For his a.nswer he gave a very close a.pproximation. 279 

The chief work of Fibonacci was his book, tiber Abaci. 

The first part of the book contained a de tailed aoe ount of 

the HindU-Arabic numerals and their used. Fibonacci urged 

tha.t the Hindu-Arabic numeral system be adopted. He at

tempted to show its superiority over the Roma.n system. 

Europe did not aocept the new system very qUickly. A few of· 

the merchants, especia.lly those trading with the countries 

in the East, made some use of it. Nearly a hundred years 

after Liber Abaci was ~~itten, the Florentine bankers were 

forbidden to use the Hindu-Ara.bic numera.l s. No doubt this 

was due to the fact that there was a large variety of forms 

being used and the lack of standardization of the digits. 

The Ramah numerals were used in France and England in com

mercial and governmental accounts as late as the sixteenth 

centu.ry.2S0 

Probably the only reason that the Roman numerals have 

279 Florian Oajori, A Histo~ of Mathematics (New York: 
Macmillan and Company, 191d4) 1 .pp. 1~... fd4. 

980 Ibi~, p. 193. 
~ 
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survi"VEld to th1 s time is because they w~:re in suoh popular 

USe before the Rindu...Arabio system came into use. An in.. 

teresting' incident happened a few years ago. It was noticed 

that a store keeper in Plsa was using the Roman numerals to 

mark the prioe s on all his goods. When asked why be was 

still us:Lng thiit system when it was out of date, he replied, 

tlpeople from allover the world can read them regardless of 

tifueir own numerals, Turks, Italians, French, and even Amer.. 

icans •.~'28l 

Fibonacci introduced new rules for multiplication and 

division'. Such words as capital and percent were introdlJCed 

by him. He was the f irat to use the "borrow and pay" method 

of subtraction. According· to this method, when twenty-four 

is subtraoted from fifty .. two, four is taken from twelve and 

the one which was borrowed from the four is paid back to the 

two and then three is subtracted from five. He used 3.J.418 

for the value of pi. 282 

Fibonacci used the word !tresH to designate unknown 

quanti tie s. The English word "cipher It came from the Arabic 

word sifr or sifra which means empty. Fibonacci called the 

word zero, zepherum. 283 

281 Vera Sanford, "Roman Numerals. II 'Mathematics 
Teacher, 24: 23 (January, 1931) 

282 Karl Fink, A Brief H1$to3 of Mathematios (Chicago: 
Open Oourt Publishing Company, i§ );-p. era. 

283 .Fle>r1an Oaj ori, .2.E.' ill., p. 121. 
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Among the other books written by Fibonacci were 

PracticE\; Geometriae and Flos. The first book presented the 

subject of geometry in a systematic form. It treated such 

topics as the finding of areas a.nd volumes, squa.re roots a.nd 

cube roots, and dealt with a surveying instrument called the 

quadrans .284 In the second book, Floa, Fibonacci discussed 

the cubic equation which ha.d been given him by Frederick II 

in the ma.thematical duel. The cubic equation was 

x:3	 + 2X2 -I- lOX = 20 0

285 

Many of the problems found in Fibonacci's books al'e 

similar to those used todaY. 

There 1s a lion in a well whose depth is 50 
palms. He climbs 1/7 of a palm daily and slips ba.ck 
1/9 of. a Dalm. In how many days will he get out of 
the well,?286 

The problem might be worked by the following method: 

if the lion climbs 1 palm in seven days and falls back 1 

palm	 in nine days, it would take him sixty-three days to 

climb 2 palm. If the lion worked constantly, it would take 

him	 sixty-three times fifty divided by two Or 1575 days to 

climb	 from the well. , 

A certain king sent 30 men into his orchard to 
plant trees. If they planted 1000 trees in 9 days, 

284 Vera Sanford, A Short Jl1st02t of Mnthemntics (Bo~t::on: 
Houghton Mifflin oompany, !§3cr), p. . 

285	 Florian Cajori, £Eo £!!-, p. 124. 

286	 Vera Sanford, The H1sto~ and S15n1~~cnnoEl 21. Pro
A1sebra (New YOI'k: Teao~r~o!Iep,e, ~oIumb!n YfnI.blems in 
Bureau of Publ1ofltionl3, 192'7), p. 6:5.varsItY; 
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in how. many day~. WQuld 36 men plant 4400 trEHH3'i' 
(Answer 33 days)2e7 

A man went into an orohard in which there were 
seven gates, and there took a certain number of 
apples. When he left the orchard, he gave the 
first guard half the apples that he had and one 
more apple. To the second, he gave half the re
maining apples and one apple more. He did the 
same in the case of each of the remaining five 
~~ards and left the orchard with one appl~~ How 
many apples did he gather in the orchard?~~8 

A man who was approaching his end, called his 
eldest Bon to him and said, "divide my estate among 
yourselves in this way: You are to have one be~
ant and one seventh of the rest of my property. " 
He said to the second son, Ilyou are to have two 
bezant s and a seventh of what then remains." To 
the next one he gave three bezants and one seventh 
of what was left. And thus he called all of his 
sons in order, giVing to each one bezant more than 
the one before, and a seventh of hi s property fimd 
and the last one had all that was left. It hap
:p~med, moreover, that each ha.d an equal share in 
the estate according to these conditions. The 
question is how many ~ges there were, and how 
large was the estate. 

A certain man says that he can weigh any 
amount from 1 to 40 pounds using only 4 weigh~~6 
What size must they be? (Answer 1, 3, 9, 27) 

29. J ORDANUS NEWlORARIUS 

Jordanus Nemorarius was the first German 'n.athematici.an, 

especially algebraist, of any note. His works have only 

287 Vera Sanford, The Histo~ a.nd s:t~nificanc~ of Pr'c
b:l:E!.~ 1!l Algebra; (New 'Y'OrIi:: TeaC:e~B Col~ege, Colul1l'EiIu.Uni
versity, Bureau of publioations, 19.,.7), p. 63. (Cj.ting. 
Fibonacci, Libel' ,Abaci, Bon Compngni ecHtlon, p .. 134) 

288 lbic1, p. 58. 

289 Ibid., p. 61.-
290 ,l.b id., p. 90. 
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~~centlJ7' been discovered. Nothing is known of his life 

~ :;.coept that he was a monk who studied in Pari s. Later he 

b ~ca111e general of the Dominican order and died in 1236. 291 

The first book written by Jordanus was De Trie.ngulus, 

a.. geometry written in four books whi ch contained deflni tions, 

E!eventy-six theorems and, propositions on triangle s, all of 

~X1ich were based on Euclid's Elements, propositions on the 

~a.tlo of straight lines, compa.rison of areas of triangles, 

arcs and chords of a circle, regular polygons, the duplic

~tion of a CUbe, and the trisection of an angle. 292 

Algorismus Demonatratus was the n~e of an arithmetic 

book written by Jordanus. In this book he gives the rules 

:eor the four fundamental processes used in arithmetic. In 

1Ghe writing of the book he used the Hindu-Arabic numerals. 293 

De Numeris Da.tis contained 115 problems in linear 

~quations with their solutions. These problems were much 

ike the one s which are used in the algebra books today. 

Jordanus used more than one unknown in some problems .294 

The historical importance of Jordanus lies in the fact 

that he was the first to make regular use of letters to 

291 W. W. Ball Rouse, A Short Account in the Histo~ of 
~athematics (Boston: Ginn ana Company, 1925T,:P: 171. 

292 Ibi~, pp. 171-72. 

293 11?!9:, p. 172. 

294; Loc. c1t • 
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represent algebraic magnitudes. 



CHAPTER VII 

MATHEMATICAL PEnIOD FOLLOWING RENAISSANCE 

INTRODucr:nON 

The:invention of the pI'iuting press marks the beginE:i"ng 

of the mode:t~n:i9:ra. Pollowing t}ils lnvent lon came an out

burst of;a.cYiVit! in a.ll branches of learni.ng. Before this 

time it WE:j,~ orily a select few who had 8coeSB to the copies 

of the books which had. been wl':ttten. After the introduction 

of the printing press, booI-: stores were opened Ilnd the 

trin.gs whi,.ch had been available to a few became the I}l'Operty 

of the publ.1c .•.. 

Slong with the modern pex-iod came a rapid development 

in the mathematical sciences and the development of symbolism. 

During the end of the transmission period the universities 

had become firmly established and, with the aid of the 

printing presses, they became the centers of matbematical 

sciences. No longer was all th.e wor'k in me thematics oon

fined to Italy and Greece. Important discoveries were being 

made allover the contj.nent of Europe. 295 

30. GIROLANIO CARDANO 

Girolanio Cardano, B celebrated mathematician, 

295 w. W. House Ball, !::. I):r1mer.£f the Hlatol'I of I\1at~he
rnatic, s (London: Ma.cndllan and Comp any ,J.1l2"), pp. 07-13-;-
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The map shows th~ location of the cities which are NBn

tioned in the ne.xt section. The folJ.oViin~: is a Jist of Hie 

mathematicians men.tioned, their c!lx'onolou:icDl flge, onel tbe 

cities with which they were associated: 

Ce:rdan 1545 Milan 

Tartaglia 1545 Venice 

Ferrari 1545 Mile.n 

Galileo 1600 Florence 

Pascal 

16BO Gambrld~BNewton 

1690-lEl60 Bn:3O 1.Bernou11is 

Euler 

GStUSS 1109 



natural?-st, physician, B.ucl philosophel', was born at Pavia in. 

1501. Girohmio Cal~dano is cOlwTlonly l'eferJ~ecl ·~o 8.}) CElY'lh:U1 

by English wr:U:;ers. HO'iiever, his name a.lso appears as 

Hieronymus Cardanus and J81'01l19 Carcian. 296 Cardon Was the 

i1legi ti.mate son of a physician and lawyer. The firBt Pal:'t 

of h:is education Cardan received at home, later attend.lng 

the univel'slties at Pavia. and Padua to complete his stUdies. 

He c01111,lOn(;ed life as a physic:i.a.n after he had received his 

degree. It Was while Cardan Was following this profession 

that he begnn the stUdy of mathematics. 297 Cardan met his 

wife at Sarco soon after he started practicIng l11edic:tne. 

She evidently was a wam.an of wealth a8 Cardan is sHid to 

have squandered her wea.lth in garnblj.ng. 298 

By 1546 Cardan I s reputation as a doctor had spread oval' 

Europe. At this time the King of Denrn9,rk asked Cardan to 

accept a chair as profeaso!' of medicine at·· t:tLe Universlty of 

Copenhagen, but C~1d~1 turned down the invitation. He spent 

a year or so Visiting France, Scotland, and England. l'lhile 

in Scotland he Visited the primate of that country. The 

pri1nate had been troubled years with asthma. All the 

296 Vera Sanford, "Cardan. tI ~jta.thernat~~~.s. Teac]1~, 23: 258 
(Novembel~, 19;;0). 

29'1 W. W. Rouse Ba.ll, A !?l":ort Accou;:t! of. tho Ifi.flt?f;~ of 
Mathematics (London: Maoml1Ian an.CL 15ompany,""T9I'5j, p. %., 

298 ':che NeV; Interne,vion~.~ EncYClol,e.dla;, 2nd edHlon, 
"Oal'danlf • vor;-rv, p. 506. 
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noted physicians of the country hud tried to affect s, cure, 

but one after another had f!:1:1.1ed. Cal'da.n by chnnce clJ:t>ed 

the primate and was paid a Inree fee for his services. 

Cardan returned to Milan where he lived a short time befol's 

accepting a professorship of medicine at Pavia in 1558. 299 

Cardan had two sons. In 1560 the elder of the two 

sons poisoned his wife and was executed for the crime. A 

short time afterwards Cardan found that his younger son had 

committed some crime. In a f:1.t of a.nger Oardan cut off the 

ears of this son with a large knife. The Pope Gregory XII 

granted him protection so that he would receive no punish

ment for the offense. 300 

In 1562 Cardan moved to Bologna. The stOI'y of his 

crime followed him and the Univers:1.ty took steps to keep 

him from lecturing. The pope :1.nterferred again and Cardan 

was allowed to continue his lectures. Cardan had never been 

able to live within his income. In 1570 he became so heavily 

in debt that he was thrown in prison. About the time he left 

prison he published a horoscope of Christ. Because this 

brought so much hatred on him, snd because of his indebted

ness, Cardan fled to Rome for protection. Here he was pen

\Sioned by the P01Je a.nd became astrologer at the papal court. 

Zg9 Ohamber'.!l Encyclo12edia , "Oa.1'cJa.n. II Vol. II, p. e07. 

300 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account. of the H1f:jt07st £! 
Mathemfltics (London: Macrn:l.llan and Company-;-'l?J11J)), p. ,.." ..,2. 
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Oardan died in 1516, a few weeks after he had published his 

autobiography. Some writers assert, without sufficient 

authority, that11 0ardan had predicted that he would dill on 

september 2, 1516. v¥.hen the day arrived and he Was in per

fect health yet at the end of the day, he committed. sUicide 

in order tha,t his predictions would be fulfilled. 30l 

Cardan was very much interested in a contest between 

Tartaglia and Fior. 'l'he contest was of a mathematical na

ture and WaS concerned with the solution of the cubic 

equation. ca.rdan had begun the writing of his monumental 

work on algebra, ~ Magna. When he found that Tartaglia 

had been able to solve a general cubic in the contest with. 

Fior, Cardan asked Tartaglia to tell him the method he used 

in the solution in order that he might publish it in the 

;.rs Magna. Cardan Was very angry when Tartaglia refUsed. 

Shortly afterwards Qardan wrote to 'rartaglia saying that an 

Italian nobleman of great fame had heard of 'I'artag1ia t 
8 

success in solving the cubic equations and was anxious to 

meet him. Cardan begged him to come to Milan at once. 

Tartaglia went to Milan but no nobleman,was waiti~g for him. 

Cardan had used the fictitious noblom~ as a decoy to 

bring Tartaglia. to him. C8rdan used all of his powers of 

persuasion and must have been quite plausible, for Tartaglia 

fina11y gave Carden the formula und~n' oath of' secrecy •.:J 
"'02 

~ 

301 Loc. oit.



When the ~ Nagn,a Was published in 1545, 'l'!)i\1.t~81l£l. 

was one of the f'iJ:'st people to study it. Imag1,ne 1l1a W'tU!l.Jt,~ ... 

ment when he found his formula in the book. Natur(;1.111 he 

Was very angry and finally decidec1 to challenge Cordan to iB. 

mathelll~tic~ duel. In a mathematical duel each contl:H'ltant 

made out ,8. list Qf problems for the other contestHnt to 

work. The preliminaries were settled and the place whel'a 

the duel was to take place was a certain church in Milan. 

When the day came Cardan failed to appear but in 111s place 

sent 'Ferrari who had been living in his home as on errand 

boy. Botb. sides Claimed Victory but roost historians agl'~Ell 

that Tartaglia deemed himself lUCky in escaping alive. 303 

AI'S Magna WaS far superior to any algebra published 

before thj.s time. Before the algebra books had contl:l1n@(i 

only eq1ll.ations in which the roots were positive. CardiUt 

included negative and complex roots in his book. He d1s

./	 covered that complex roots were always found in pairs. 

Many authorities believe that part of the analysis of the 

cubic equlltion which Car(lan published in his 'book migh't havlii) 

been original with him. 304 

Many of the problems which al'8 found in Cardan's alg(JbrQ. 

are very intere sting. The following pl'oblenls h~lVtil bfcJJi!m 

attributed to Cardan: 

303 Ibid., p. 223.-
304 Ibid., pp. 223-24.-
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A dog is chasing a hare. The hare is 60 leaps 
ahead of the dog and 3 leaps of the dog equB1 5 t1:1ose 
of the hare. The dog takes three leaps in twenty
seconds. and the hare 5 in tWfmty-one seconds, a.nd 
three leaps of the dog are gr'EHlter than 7 of the 
hare by 1/20 of a le~u of tl;o dog. When does the 
dog catch the hare?30TI 

A certatn slave fled from Milan to Naples go
ing 1/10 of the whole journey in one day. .At the 
beginning of the third day the master sent a slave 
after him and the slave sent 1/7 of the whole .iour
ney in one day. I do not know how far it is from 
Milan to Nap1~86but I wish to know when the lattAr 
overtook him. 

If Saturn moves once around the earth in 30 
years, and if Jupiter goes around it once in 12 
years, how many years wil~ ~here be in the interval 
between two conjunctions? 0 

Cardan at one time tried to figure on the number of 

days actually spent if a ship sailed westward on the !Calends 

of January 1517 and went three times a:r'otmd the earth re

turning on the seventh of May, 1526.308 

Cardan was a man of rema!'kable contrasts. He was !l. 

heretic, yet frequently was befriended by the Pope. On the 

one hand he was a gambler, the father of e. mU!'derer, an 

inmate of an almshouse, and a failure as a citizen; on the 

305 Vera Sanford, The Histor~ and Si~nificance of Pro
blems ~ Algebra (New York: Teac ers-Col ege, ColumDIa.trni
versity, Bureau of Publications, 1927), p. 72. (Citin.g. 
Oardan, Practice. Arithmetica) 

306 ~., p. 73. 

30'7 Ibid., p. 75. 

308 Vera. Sanford A Short }[j,8tOI'~ of Mutllcmlotioa 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin company, ! 3OT, p. ~4. 
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other hancl he was e. phy'siclst, one of the finest algl,b:J:'fi'l." 

1sts of his time , a. university profe B sor, !lln.d n. physichn. 

He pretended to· tell fortunes by the star's, WE\S dishonest, 

dehept i ve, and u:nrellabl's in many of hi s affairs; yet hEl 

W!l.iS a keen atudent of philosophy, and was wholly reliiable in 

his scientific work. 3Q9 

31. NICHOLAS TARTAGLIA 

Nicolo Fontana, generally known as Tartaglia or Nich

ol$.s the stammerer, was born at Brescia in 1500. NichOlas 

was twelve years old when the Frenoh captured Breeds.. "'hen 

the people of the 01 ty learned that the .Frenoh were corning a 

and would capture the town they took refuge in the c~th~

drs;l, thinking this would be the one pla.ce where they would 

be safe. It p~zzled the French, upon entering the town, to 

find the houses empty and searched until they located the 

people itl the cathedral. The battered down the doors and 

massacred those in the church. Nicholas' father, who was a 

postal messenger in the town, wes among those killed. N1ch.. 

ola.s' skull, jaw, and palate were cut open by the sword of 

some soldier a.nd he was left as dea.d when the soldiers 

vacated the oathedral.310 

309 David Eugene Smith, HistOl'l of Mf~t;lIEHI!!l..!:":1..9,! (BO£ltol'H 
Ginn and Oompany, 1925), Vol. ,I., p. Ne. 

310 W. W. Rouse Ball, A.. Short .t:0c~~ of' t;bli'l ~J;.2..r1: .2! 
Mathematics (London, ~Iacmil!A.nIUi2rComp~\ny, Wl'5''); p.1TT; 
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Nicholas' mother had not been able to go to the oath

edral with her husband and son. When she found that she 

had been left behind she hid in her home. After the French 

311 L00. 0 it •------ --.--... 
14tl'1 edition,312:sno'Yolo~ed1a Bri tannioa., l1Te.rtHglb.• " 

Vol. XXII, p. 82 • 
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several years he worked on mathematics alone and soon be .. 

came known for his slrill along this line. He entered upon 

his public work by giving lectures at Verona. but he wa~~ soon 

appointed to the chair of mathematics at Venice, which he 

occupied until his death.3l3 

In 1535 Antonio Fiori discovered the solution for a 

certain type ofa cubic equa,tion. '{men Tartaglia heard of 

this he made the statement that he had a formula by which he 

could work any cubic equation. Fiori, who believed that 

Tartaglia must be an imposter, challenged. him to a contest. 

According to the challenge, each contestant was to make a 

list of thrity problems. On the day that the contest was to 

begin, each was to take his problems and a certain amount of 

money to a notary •. Each was to deposit the money with the 

notary and the one who vJOrked the large st number of problems 

out of the thirty given him in thirty days time was to 

receive the money. 

Tartaglia had an idea as to the kind of a cubic which 

Fiori could. work. IUs problems were made so that they could 

not be worked by any method. but by th.e use of the formula 

for working the general cubic equation. On the day of the 

contest Tartaglia worked the thirty problems given him in 

two hours while Fiori failed to work a single one of the 

)14problems given him by Tartaglia.' 

313 w. w. Rouse Ba.ll, £E. cit., p. 218.
 

314 ~~ pp. 218-19.
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Tartaglia had many problems which are inters sting. '1111e 

following are three taken from Tartaglia's works. 

A man went to a draper and bought a length of 
cloth 35 bra.ccia long to make a suit of clothe s. 
The draper told him when it Was shrunk and 
clipped, every seven braccia would shrink in one 
braccia. The man took him at his word, but instead 
for every six braccia the cloth shrunk one. How 
much cloth did he lack?315 

A man had a cer"l:;8.in amount of capital but fell 
to gambling and made as many denarii as he had to 
start with. He then spent 20 dUCats on a horse, 
he l~ode away on the horse to an inn where he gamb
led with the inn keepe!.> and redoubled his money. 
He spent 20 ducats on a beautiful robe. He'then 
left the inn and went to the gate of the city where 
he found some people gambling. There he doubled 
what he had left, and bought a ring for 2Q ducats 
and found th,~t he had nothin§l~eft. How much money 
did he have when he started? 

A man has 3 pheasant.s which he wishes to give 
to two fathers and two son~17giving each one phea
sant. How can it be done? 

A man gives a shepherd 720 sheep to pasture 
for five years on the agreement that at the end of 
this time they will div:i.d.e the flock evenly. It 
happened tha.t the she~erd died at the end of tl~ee 
yea.rs and eight months;tand his widow who ha.d no 
trustworthy person to tive the care of the sheep 
was forced to break the agreement thoubh in truth 
she ha.d a son by the shepherd, b'lltt he had not been 
brought up in that trade. .There a~~8then 1060 
sheep. How sha.ll they be divided? 

315 Vera sanford, H,istory. and Sigr:-ificanee 2£. Pl'Obl~~J1S". l' 
in Algebra (New York: TeachersCOllege, colum'6ia. Univer.lltn 
BUreaU of publications, 192rl), p. 13. (Cit:tng: Ta!·tagl:1.~, 
Nicolo, General Trattato, Vol. I, fol. 169).,;,..-.___ I' 

316 ~., p. 253 

317 r)
D,~Ibid. , p. ~. 

-
/.",

318 l.bid. , p. 8 1::1
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32. GALILEO GALILEI
 

It seems a coincidence that such a great man as Galileo 

should be born on the very day of Michelangelo's death and 

should die in the smne year as Newton's birth. It seems as 

though he must ha.ve been born to fill the gap between the 

lives of the other two great leaders, Newton and Michel

angelo. 319 

Galileo's father, who was a mathematician and musician 

of some renown, was an Ita.lian nobleman living in Florence. 

At one time his ancestors ha.d been quite w6.al thy, hut before 

young Galileo was born the family fortune had dwindled to 

practically nothing. 320 

Galileo was born in Pisa on February 18, 1564. He 

died in 16~2.321 His tomb is in the church of Santa Crose, 

clo se to that of his foul"teenth century anae star named 

Galileo. This ancestor 1s said to have excelled in mathe

matics and science. When he was appointed to an important 

office in the city government, he chamr,ed his former surname 

to that of Galilei. 322 

319 David Eugene Smith, uistor!' of Mathematics (Boston: 
Ginn and Conwany, 1925), p. 363, Vo .-r. 

320 J. G. Edgar, The BO!hOOd of Great Men (New York: 
Harper Brothers, 1853)~p. 47-48:

321 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Accou.nt £f. the H1st(.,')~",2.! 
Mathematics (London: Maomilla.n and Company, 1m), p, r,,·',7. 

322 J. G. Edgar, 2£. cit., p. 145. 
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Galileo was the eldest child of the family. At the 

time of his birth his father was determined that he should 

become a cloth merchant in hopes that he mi..ght restore the 

family fortune. 323 When he was but a lad his chief pastime 

seemed to be collecting the broken toys of the children of 

the neighborhood and mending them. Many times to the delight 

of the owner he would add some mech.anical device. 324 Althougb 

money was mighty scarce, the fa~ily managed to send Galileo 

to the convent at Vallombrosa. Here his literary ability 

and mechanical ingenuity attracted a great deal of atten

tion. The monks of the monastary persuaded young Galileo 

that he should join their ranks and it was only by pereu8"slon 

and almost force that his father removed him from the mon

aste.ry.325 

It was while in Pisa that Galileo attended the church 

services in Pisa's great cathedral. In the cathedral was a 

beautiful bronze lmnp hanging from the ceiling. The lamp 

had just been lighted and returned to its place. Galileo 

happened to notice it swing to and fro. Finally he discovered 

that each oscillion was made in the same length of time. 

Soon after this he made known his laws of the pendulum. He 

323 David Eugene Smith, Hist0:£I of Ma.t~~emnticE!. (Boston: 
Ginn and Comp any, 1915), Vo1. I, PP. ~3::m;-. 

324 J. G. Edge.r, .2..E. • .£!!., p. 144. 

325 w. w. House Ball, A Short Account 9£ th~ Fi.stor~ of 
Mathema.tics (London: Macmillan a.nd Company, 1m), pp • •A'i:'8. 
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had timed the swinging with the boating of his pulse. He 

conferred with some of the doctors of the university and 

sugcested that the first thing that should be done in evory 

medical diagnosis was the counting of the pUlse beat to see 

whetl1el'" or not it was normal. 326 

Galileo had never been allowed. to study mathematics. 

One day, unknown to his father, he attained a.dmittance to a 

lecture on geometry. He found it immensely interesting and 

soon began to study it. Galileo' s father finally gave his 

consent to Galileo's plan of dropping the study of medicine 

and devoting hi s entire time to the study of mathemutics. 

By 1589 his reputation as a mathematician was so great he 

was granted the professorship of mathematics at the Univer"", 

s1ty of Pisa. Mathematics waS not considered a very neeas

sary or important subject at that time. This is indicBted 

by the fact that a professor of medicine at that time 

received the salary of :~2l50 a year while the professor of 

327
luathematics received a salary of only $65. During the 

next three years Galileo carried on experiments in physics. 

Galileo I s experiments 'brought him much criticism and he.,did 

not hesitate to ridicule people who made unwelcome remarks 

8bout them. Galileo1s Career in pisa ended when he 

Vol. IX 

p. 410. 

327 i (Boston.lDavid EUgGU0 Sm:t.th, Hintor'x of Ma.l;ll,em~t, CS,I 

Ginn and Oompany, 1985), Vol. !, p. ~~. 
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taotlessly condemned an invention of a relative of the 

Medici family who had been very influential in securing the 

position at Pisa for him. 328 

Because of his influence with the Venitian senate, 

Galileo was appointed professor of mathematics at Padua. 

Here he had sufficient time to carryon his experiments • 

It was here that he made the first ther~ometer and stated 

the law of falling bodies. This law states tha.t towo bodies 

of different weights will fall at the arome speed through 

the air if they are dropped from a high place. He had car.. 

ried on experiments testing this law by draping bodies of 

different weights from the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 329 

In 1602 Galileo heard that a tUbe containing a lens 

which magnified objects had been mfide by Hans Lippershey. 

This gave Galileo an idea, and. he immediately set to work 

on what became the first telescope. This is the reason that 

some of the telescopes bear the name of Galileo to-day. In 

a few months he had made instruments which would magnify 

objects thirty-two times. The invention brought honors as 

well as a small fortune to Galileo. He gave up his position 

at Padua.330 

Galileo published a book by the nwme Dialogo ~o~ra del 

328 w. W. Rouse Ball, £E. cit., p. 248.
 

329 ~, pp. 248-49.
 

330 Ibid, p. 249.
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~ ~assini sistemi del momdo Tolegt8;.~~.~. ~ Co~e~.n_i.c.ro::o. ':LIlle 

book was written in the form of conversation between three 
""1 men. The book Was published in l632. vV Soon afterwards he 

was called to Rome to defend his book which had been con

demned as being heretical. Gallleo pleaded ill health but 

was obliged to make the journey. He was tried for heresy on 

the charge that he had said that the earth moved around the 

sun. Galileo was compellod to renounce, in the presence of 

a gre at as sembly. of cardinals, monks, and mathema.tic.ians, 

kneeling before them with his hand 1J.pon a gospel, the 

great truth he had maintained. Tradition tells us that he 

recanted to save his life, but under his breath he murmured, 

"But nevertheless it (the earth) does move just the same." 332 

Some people have told the pitiful story of how Galileo 

was taken to prison and there tortured for the rest of his 

life. However, it is generally agreed that he returned to 

Florence. Here he carried on his work in spite of the fact 

that he lost his eyesight. His blindness may have been due 

to the imperfections of the telescope which he worked with 

almost constantly. Some of his students helped him with his 

work until his death. Blindness, deafness, want of sleep, 

and pain in his limbs helped imbitter the last years of 

3'51 Vera sanford, "Galileo. lI !~the~~~~ !~(::?!l~!." 
Vol XXIV, p. 119, (FebruarY1 1931) 

332 Encyclopedia Americana" 2nd edition" Vol. XXII, 
p. 238. 
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the life of Galileo. 333 After Galileo had lost his aye" 

sight he was Visited by the poet Milton. Milton m9nt1on~d 

this visit in his great epic, i1para.dise Lost".334 

I 
33. RENE DESCARTES 

I 

Rene Descartes was born near Toura, France on the 

thirty-first of March, 1596. His father was a man of wealth 

and a member of one of the best families of France. Half of 

the year, during which time the French Parliament was in 

seesion, he spent in Rennes. The rest of the time he spent 

on the family estate, Des Cartes, at La Haye. 
I 

Rene was the second child of a f~i~y of two sons and 

one daughter. At the age of eight he was sent to a Jesuit 

school at La Fleche. In his later years Descartes r~mcm-
t"

bared and praised highly the fine education and ~iscipline 

of the school. Rene
I 

was not strong, and because of his 

delicate health he was permitted to lie in his bed until 

late in the mornings. He followed this custom the rest of 

his life. lJ"Vh:l.le Visiting Pasca.~ during the year of 1647, 

Rene told him that the only way to do good work in mathema

tics and. at the same time preserve one l s health was to lie 

in bed in the mornings until he felt inclined to get up,535 

333 b 2 9 .I id" p. 3. 

334 Vera Sanford, £E' £1!', p. 120 

335 W. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of' th@ H1,8tO:r~ ot 
Mathematics (London: Macmillan and Company~19~), p. ~8:g. 
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When Descartes left school in 1612, he went to Pe.ris to 

be introduced into the world of fashion. At th is t~lme 'Che 

men of rank usually entered the army or the Church. De SO 8,1'''' 

tes chose the former and joined the army of Prince Maurice 

of Orange. 336 One day when walking through the streets of 

Breda he saw a placard written in Dutch. 'rrhe placard tu'oused 

his curiosity. Descartes stopped the first man who passed 

by and asked him to translate the works on the ple..caI'd into 

ei ther Latin or French. The stranger happened to be Isaac 

Beechman, the head of the Dutch college at Dart and one of 

the best known educators at that time. He told Descartes 

that on the placard was written a geometric problem which 

had been given a.s a challenrj9 for anyone to solve. At tbat 

time no one had succeeded in obtaining the answer. Be9chman 

told Descartes that he would translate the problem for him 

if he would solve it. Descartes worked on the problem only 

a few hours and then greatly surprised Beechman with. its 

solution. 337 

The solving of the geometric problem made army life 11101'e 

distastful than ever to Descartes. However, because of the 

tradition and influence of hts family, he remained 1nthe 

arnw. All of his lo1811re time was now spent in the study of 

mathomat ic 8. Do sea.rto s I ic1of:1s for hls Rnalyi;icgeoYrHi try Viere 

336 ~, p. 269. 

337 Abrs,ham Wolf, "Descartes." 12.£r:~1.clOI)O('lj;! ~?~!:!.~d,~, 
14th edition, Vol. VII, p. 245. 
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received while yet a soldisl'. According to one stO!OYI ha 

received his first ideas in a dream. Anothel' story tells 

th,at his first idea came whilo watcbing a fly crawl:l.ng e.long 

the ceiling of his room. r,Phe fly was near the eorner and 

his first problem was to express the motion of the fly in 

terms of its distance from the walls. The third account 

states that he developed the SUbject while la~ily lying abed 

ona cold day when the army was laying seige to a city.338 

Descartes resigned from the army in 1621 and spent the 

next five years traveling. He settled in Paris in 1626,339 

and there he has been described 83 tl a little well built 

figure, mode 8tly clad in green taffety, and only wear~.ng a 

sword and feather in token of 111.8 CllJal1.ty as a contlCf:ill!" 11340 

In 1628 he movHl to Hollant where he spent the next 

twenty years, giving his time entirely to philosopby and 

mathematic,s. He disregarded all social functions and lived 

what might be called an unsocial life. l~scartes wes sum

moned to Ule court of l~ueen Christine of Sweden in 1649.341 

He had never been strong. The rigor of the northern winter 

338 Vera Sanford,. ! Short Histo]7 of Mathem~~~}cE. (Bos
ton: Houghton Mifflin COl11:!')uny,-nr3Or, p. 43. 

339 David EUge,ne Smith, m,5.-~~~.!:¥. of 1iIathem~1tic8 (Boston: 
Ginn end Company, 1925), Vol. I, p. 374. 

;:')40 w. 'IV. House Bnll, A .§!:..2!,t; h-c.count~ 91 the ~.£!. 
Il1atb.emotics (London: Mecm:JIlnTI DUe] C'ompony, Itrr'5), p. ".;0. 

341 Vera. Sanfol~d, .££. ,oi t., p. 43. 
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combined with the long hOD r8 which f.le WHS expeeti"d to work 

caused his death fl'om in.;.'J.a:ri:,!ntion of the I1J.n.gs a few months 

after he reached stockholm. Sixteen years later' h1.s body VJI1S 

brought to Paris ancl buried in the ChUl'ch of st. G"mev1.evf} 

de Mont. 

Descar-tes was a small mHn with an unusually Itng€~ hend, 

a pl·oj ecting brow, prominent nose, and black hair coming down 

to hi s eyebrows. His voice was very feeble. His two chief 

charactol'istics were his selfishness and his coolness toward 

othel' people. He was not as widely read as might bf~ eXJH'H:lted 

of one of his genius. He des})ised both learning and a,rt 1.1n

leGfl it could be used directly in one 1$; work. Descartf)S 

never mal']"ied so left no descendants altrough he had one 

illegitimate daughter who died quite young.342 

The most important contribution of Descartes but by no 

means the only important one, was his invention of analytice.l 

geometry whicb is the basis of near'ly all modsrn mathematics. 

This invention on geometry was given to the world in his 

book La Ge01l1etrie, which appeared in 1637. 34:3 In a.nalytica.l 

geometry the position of a point is described by two nu.mbeT'8 

which represent the distances of the point from two p~l!'pen

aicular Iinef..l of refor(:mce .P,y this device it proves to be 

possible to solve geometric problem8 by the meeDs of elgebra. 

342 , t 271W. W. Rouse BalI, £E • .£!..:.., p., • 

343 Loc. e it. 
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CPhis was a most significant step .for it broke down bnrrieI'!il 

which had prevented geometry from making advancement, and 

was a stepping stone to the invention of calculus. 

34. BLAISE PASOAL 

Blaise Pascal was born in Olermont, Franoe, June 19,
 

1623 and died in Paris August 19, 1662. He was 'che son 01'
 

Etienne Pascal who wa.s a jUdge and educator in Auvergne.
 

pascal's mother died when he was four years old. soon
 

afterwards his father, who was a skilled mathematician, X'e

signed his position in Olermont and moved With his son to
 

Paris where he personally supervised the training of nis
 
344 

young son. Pascal J s father insisted that his education 

should include nothing but Latin and Greek. He hid all the 

mathematics books,as he did not want his young son to 

study or even see a book whioh related in any way to mathe

matics. One day while reading, Pascal ran across the word 

tlmathematics l1 • He asked his father what the word meant. He 

Was told that it was a subjeot to be studied such as Greek 

and Latin. Pascal then asked what the subject treated. His 

father replied that it inoluded the methods of making figures 

With exgctness and the finding out what proportion they rel 

atively had one to another. At the Satnc:) tirne he forbade 

344 Enoyclopedia Bri tanni'?,u, II Pasoal." Vol XVII, 
p. ;:)50' . 
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young pascal to talk or even to think about it.345 

pascalI s genius could not thus be confined. He thought 

about the definition which his father had given him. Soon 

he began slipping from his room with a piece of charcoal and 

began drawing figures on the tile pavement which ran in 

front of the house in which they lived. He gave names of his 

own to all his figures, made his own set of axioms, and soon 

began making perfect demonstrations. In this way he arrived 

at the theorem, II The sum of the angles of a triangle equaJl;:s 

two bight angles." His father found him studying over tl:l.El 

theorem one day and was so surprised at the genius of his 

son that he wept for joy.~46 When Pascal1s father asked him 

What some of his figures were called, Pascal pointed to a. 

circle and told him that it was a round. He also called a 

straight line a bar. pascal explained to his father that it 

had been with great difficulty that he had discovered how to 

draw a perfect circle, equilateral triangles, and other fi

gures which he had used in his work. 347 

Pascal's father was still afraid to let his young son 

go ahead wi th the study of mathematics. Among the elder 

Pascal's friends were several scientists of renovm. He went 

345 w. W. Rouse Ball, ~. ~., p. 282. 

34f) Florian Caj ori, .A Hi~to,rt~ of,Matholtlatica, (NeVI York: 
Macmillan ,company·, 1924) 1 pp. 64="65" 

347 J. G. Ec~ar, ~ ~~OO~ £! Great ~ (New York, 
Harper Brothers, 1853), pp. ~-E. 
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to consult them at once and the scientists advised him to 

let young Pascal pursue the study of methem~ltics in whatever 

way he desired. Lmagine young Pascal's joy when he was told 

that he could. continue his studies and might even be allow13d 

to have books to aid him in his work. No doubt he had been 

0' hiafraid that his father would deprive him of some f . '. s 

pl'ivileges because of his disobedience .348 

Many historians believe that it would have been impos

sible for a boy of twelve years old to have rediscovered 80 

much of Euclid IS Elements. However, Pascal's sister, rj~ad9nla 

IPerier, in hfJr biogra.phy of Pascal, gave the above account. 

In the biography she also made the statement that the IfAd a.t 

the age of fourteen was admitted to the weekly meetings of 

the Geometry Circles. The Geometry Circles weI'S composed of 

some of the best known mathematicians at that time. It was 

very unusual for a boy of fourteen to be e.dmi tted into the 

group .349 

Pascal was still forced to spend most of his time in the 

study of ls,nguages. His sister said that geometry was bis 

recreation and corros were his toys. At the ageof'sixteen 

Pascal wrote a treatise on conics which was said to have 

been the best thing of its kind to be written sines t'he tiMe 

of Arehimede s. When De scarte s f181-lrd about the trElutif:le be 

348 Ibid, p~. 202-3. 

349 w. W. Rouse Ball, 
maties (London: Macmillan 
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refused to believe that it could have been written by any

one so young. as Pascal and thought that surely it had been 

written by his father. Leibniz saw the treatise when he was 

in paris. After he had reported on its contents, he sugges

ted that it should be published. However it never was and 

is now 10st. 350 

About the srona time Pascal discovered the famous theo

rem known as llpascal l s Theorem". The theorem states liThe 

three points determined by producing the opposite sides of 

a. hexagon inscribed in a conic are collinear. 11 He deduced 

more than four hundred corollaries from this theorem. 351 

Pascal's father returned to work in an importer1s office 

when Pascal was eighteen. One day Pascal visited the 

office and watched his father labor for hours over long 

colwnns of figures. He made up his mind that it was foolish 

to spend so much time working over such 'columns of figures. 

He immediately set about to make a calCUlating machine which 

he finished at the age of nineteen. The king of France 

heard about the machine which could add such long columns of 

numbers and commanded Pascal to bring it to court. After 

exhibiting the machine Pascal was given the right to manu

fac ture it. I.rhe modern adding and calculatin;,:; ;i1acl.l.lnes al'8 
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aJ,.l developments of .this invention by Pascal.:352 

At the. age of twenty-seven Pascal's health was vsry 

much impaired. H.e gave up the study of mathematics lmd 

went to ~ monastarY9:t Bovsu where he began the study of 

relig:Lon., Tp.;rli3e years later his fa.~her died and Pasoal went 

to Paris to take car's of his father's estate. He tempol'ar

ily returned to his study of mathematics and science. 353 

In 1657 while riding one day in a carriage drawn by fOUl' 

horses, the horses ran a.way and dashed over the parapet of 

the bridge. The only thing that saved th.e life of Pascal 

was, the fact that the tra~es broke. fllhis' event caused I~li.u:l'" 

cal to believe that he hadn't been leading the ri~ht kind 

of' a life.' He moved to the monastar;y at Port Royal where 
f 354his sister was a nun. Although he did.not become a mem-

I 

-ber of the Jesuit 'Order, he spent his time in prayer and 
\, 

practices of mortification. One author quoted from a letter
 

of Pasc~l's in which he sp~e of a sinful tbought he had had
 

and afterwards for sonie time wore an iron girdle studded
 

wi th sharp pieces of iron with which 'he would pierce him


self. 355 It is said that one night Pascal was suffering
 

wi th s.. tObth~che. He was unable to sle~p a.nd some time dur
.. 

ing the night he discovered certain important properties of 

.352 Vera Sanford, A Short }Usto~ of l'~8.themHti(ls (ECHl
ton: Houghton Mifflin TIompe..ny, 1950~ p-: 46. .~_.-

353 W. W. Rouse Ball, 22- cit., p. 283.
 

354 Loe. cit.


355 ~bid~ ~.·284.
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the cyc101d.Th1s is the curve which is traced by a point 

on the rim of a wheel rolJ_tng on a straigbt line. 11111s work 

with the cycloid helped to prepare ,the way for Newton's in

vention of the calculus .356 

The following group of figures is known as the "Pascal's 

Triangle II : 

1 
1 1 

1 2 1 
1 3 3 1
 

14641 
1 5 10 10 5 1 

1 6 15 20 15 6 1 
1 7 21 35 35 21 7 1 

1 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1 
1 9 36 84 126 126 84 36 9 1 

Each number, excepting the border one, is the sum of the two 

nearest numbers in the row immediately above. 11he numbers in 

the Nth row are the coefficients in the expansion of 

(a ~ b)n. Thus, (a. l' b)4,a4 + 4a.3b + 6a.2b 2 + 4ab3+ b 4 •357 

PascalI s utter disregard of the rules of healthful liv

ing hastened his death which occured at the early age of 

thirty-nine. 

35 .. SIR ISAAC NEVVrON 

Le1bniz gave a very generous tribute to Sir Isaac Newton 

356 Florian ca1or,.i, A Histoq of Mathematics (New York: 
Macmillan .c~in)Ja,ny, , 191!4), p. 6'5": 

357 11New International Encyelopedia, 2nd edition, Pascal 
Triang1e.~Vol. XVIII, pp. 136-3'. 
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when he said that if one were to consider all the mathema

ticia.ns from. the beginning of the wOl'ld to the time of 

Newton, that part of mathematics which was due to Newton 

would be by far the most valuable. 358 

Isaac Newton was born in Lincolnshire, near Gl'antham, 

England, on December 25, 1642. Be wa.s so weak and feeble at 

his birth that there was very Iittle hope of 'hi s surviving 

more than a few hours at the most. Two women were sent for 

medicine to strengthen him and were greatly surprised to 

find the boy still alive on.their return. Isaac's father 

died a short time before his birth. His mother later mar

ried the village rector. 359 

Isaac's mother sent him to a village scb~ol at Skil1

ington when he was quite young. At the age of twelve he 

entered the public schools of Grantham. Newton was very 

inattentive to his schoolwork, W9S a general nuisance to his 

te achers because of his indifference, and always ranked the 

lowest in his classe s. One day while Isaac was pI aying with 

some of his school mates, e. boy who always ranked high in 

his class gave Isaac a kick in the stomach. The boy was 

la.rger and stronger than Isaac, and foX' several days Isaac 

could think of no way in which he cou.ld get even with the 

358 David Eugene Smith, Histoll of MathematicfJ (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1925), p. 464, Va • I. 

35g J G. Edgar, The B01hood of Great ~ (New York: 
Harp er Brotha1"8, 1853r;-P • ?1. 
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boy. One da.y while sitting in the class room he h/il.d a 

happy thought. There was one way in which he could get evan 

wi th the boy who had kioked him. He would study hard anc1 

show the boy that someone could rank above him. From that 

time on Isaac continued to rise until he held the place of 

highest rank in his cla8s.360 

Although Isaac was' considered a sober, silent, thinking 

la.d who was somewhat fond of retirement, he was alwa.ys very 

observant. One day fJ.e noticed that a wind.mill was being 

constructed near his home. Isaac went every day to watch 

the progress in its construction, and several men remarked 

that he seemed unusually interested in. its design. Soon af .. 

terwards on the roof of the Newton home was found a minia

ture windmill modeled after the one whose erection had 

interested young Isaac. It was so perfect that many people 

praised him for his work. To their surprise he seemed to 

think nothing of the perfection of his model but was very 

happy to think that the wind would actually turn the wheel. 361 

Isaac introduced abou.t this time the flying of paper 

kites. This past time had never been introduced in England 

before. Another of Isaac's inventions was the water alock. 

Long after his depHrtu.:t·o from Grantham, tbe clock IlHlfl used 

by the surgeon with wl10m IsaHc had made h:t ~3 1'1011'1(\ ttl 

360 Ibid~ p. 172.
 

361 ~~ p. 173.
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school. Another thing in whicb. Newton ~:HH;)rn€!d to f1,.nd EHl,' oy

ment W8.[J adding mechanical device s to the toy s belollging \;0 

the neighbor children. 362 

Isa.ac r S family had planned that he should be a fa:l:'mHl' 

and carl'Y on the work of his father. At the age of fifte('m 

he was taken from school to assist his mother in tb,e rnanai:~e

ment of the farm. However, he was of no assistance. Instead 

of helping with the wor~ he spent his time mak:tng experi

ment s , solving problems, or working with some 1'100118.n10a1 

device. One time Isa,ac 1 8 mother sent him to town to m9.rk~3t 

some pir;s. Isaac stnbled his horses at the inn a.nd immedi

ately went to the room which he had used when attendin,g 

school. lNhen a sel'vant found him he was poring over a. vollnne 

which had been covered with dust. Iris mother soon realized 

that it would be iropo ssible to intere st Isaac in farm 'work 
. 363 

and he vms allowed to return to school at GI'antharn. 

Isaac r s uncle had recei.ved his education at Cambridge 

and it was through his recolYunendation that Newton was sent 

there to finish his education. He entered Ca.mbridge in 16EH 

and. for the first time in his life found himself a.mong 8ur

roundinc s which werta to develop his character and powers of 

g€H1ius. 364 

362 Ibid" p. 173.
 

363 Ibid 175.
_"1 p. 

364 w. W. Rouse Ball., !:. Short AccoL.~~ o~ thfJ E.:!:.~.~:£;~ 2.£ 
Mathematics (London: Ma.cm:l.l1~tn l::mdcompany, 1m) 1 p ••.)1':,,0. 
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Newton kept a diary in which he mentioned t;h(~faot that 

he had never studied mathem.'\tics before th1.s timtj. It i!ll 

possible that he might have read a book on logic by flQnder'" 

son which was taught in the elementary schools as a rounda~ 

tioD. for the study of mathematics. In October during his 

first year at Cambridge, Newton walked to Stouridge where 

a county f~ir was being held. Here he picked up a book on 

astrology and upon examining it found that he could not 

understand the book because of his lack of knowledge of 

geometry and trigonometry. Newton bought a copy of 1~e 

Elements of Euclid and upon examining it decided thet the 

theorems wel'e too easy a.nd trivial for him to waste his time 

studying. He then bought De scarte' s GeoInstrie which hel:OO.s" 

tered with some difficulty. It is said that Newton ltlQd.e the 

statement later in his life that he had always been lorry 

that he ha.d not mastered Euclid's geometry and made a thor

ough study of his, other works before beginning the rest of 

hiB mathematical work. 365 

During the year of 1665 a great plague swept over Eng

land. 'llhe schools and all public buildings in thecountI'J'~ 

were closed. Newton spent several months during this time 

at his home in Woolsthrope and hel'e discoverecl the binomi,al 

theorem which is so important in algebr'a. 366 

365 Ibid., pp. 320-21.
 

366 Ib1.d :p. ':l°l •
. .., .,u.. 
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Newton was given a. Bachelor of Arts de8ree from Cam

bridge in 1665. By the time he received h.ls Mar.:;ter of Arts 

degree in 1668 he wa.s considered the greAtest and rHost 

promis.ing mathematician and physicist in England and one of 

the greatest if not the greatest in the wor1d. 367 

In 1669' Newton was given the Lucasian professorship at 

Cambridge. His duties as a professor were not he avy. Once 

a week he would don his black robe and powdered wig and 

lecture to his class for a half hour. His lectures were 

given as fast as the students could take notes on them. 

The following week he would. set aside four hours during which 

time the students who wished to come to his room to discuss 

the previous lecture might do so. Newton gave lectures dur

one term each year and never repeated a lecture. Each course 

consistec1 of nine or ten lectures and usually the lectures 

of one course began where the lectures of the previous one 

ended .368 

There are several stories told about Newton during the 

time he was lecturing at Oambridge. One of them relates that 

Newton had placed his notes for the lectures he had given 

for several years on the table one evening, planning to start 

organizing them for a book he intisnded to wr·ite. ~·~hile 

367 David Eugene Smtth, Histol:X of Mathenlflt:l.c.,p (Boston: 
Ginn and Oompany, 1925), Vol. I, p. 400. 

368 W. W. Rouse Ball, ~. E1!" p. 324. 
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Newton was busy doing something else, his pet doS j llmped 

upon the table upsetting a burning candle. The notes wet'e 

ablaze and before the flames could be put out the notes were 

destroyed. Newton looked at the dog, Diamond, and with a 

sad note in his voice said, "Diamond, Diamond, you little 

know what damage you have wrought. 11369 

Another story tells that Newton had a pet cat and a pet 

ki tten. These two pets stayed in his room most of the time. 

Newton didn't like to leave his work long enough to open the 

door for them whenever they wanted to leave the house. Af

tel' some thought and deliberation Newton cut two holes in 

the door of his room, a large one for the cat and a s'Cnall 

one for the kitten. 370 

In spite of the persistence of such stories it is dub· 

ious if few or any of them are true. Newton had B..n aversion 

for pets or any kind and probably neither cat nor dog wer'e 

ever in his possession. 371 

While sitting in the garden one day, so the story goes, 

an apple fell from a near-by tree to the ground. Newton had 

spent a great deal of time studying gravitation and why it 

was that people and obj ects here on the earth could remain 

369 Vera Sanford, ! ~ort History £f Mathematics (Bos
ton: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1930), p. 50. 

370 Loc. cit. 

371 ~? p. 51. 
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on the earth while it was rots.ting on its s.xis a.t such a 

rapid rate. The falling of the apple gave Newton a.n idem 

from which he was able to work out the law of gray! tt:ltton. 

This law states that every particle of matter in the uniw 

verse attracts every other particle with a force directly 

proportiona.l to the mass of. the attracting particle, and in

versely to the squa.re of the distance between them. 372 

In 1672 Newton was elected a member of the Royal Soci

ety, which was made up of men who had done important things 

in the field of science or mathematics. A year after his 

election he sent his resignation to the secretary. He lived 

too far from London to attend the meetings, was the reason 

he gave for his resignation. The secretary l'ealhed that 

the true reason that Newton desired to leave the society was 

because he could not afford to PSW the dues which w~re one 

shilling a week. The secretary immediately oorresponded 

with several members of the society and at the next meeting 

it was voted to excuse Newton from the payment of dues. 373 

Newton's position as a professor at Oambridge did not 

give him an income which was sufficient for his living ex

penses; therefore, in 1696 he resigned the Luoasian chair 

and aocepted a position as '!Varden of the Mint of EnGland. 

372 J. G. Edgar, 'rhe 12.2Y~ of (}I'ear. ~ Orew York: 
Harper Brothers, 1853), p.-r7g--;--

373 Vera Sanford, £E. £!!., p. 53. 
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Some authorities say that Newton resigned his ohair becatue 

he realized the time during which he could do the most for 

science and mathematics was over. Others believe that he 

re signed because he wanted to experiment with alcherrty j whicll 

is the professed art of transmitting the baser m~tals into 

gold. 374 

Because of his work in science Newton was elected pres

ident of the Royal Society in 1703. He held this office 

for twenty-five years or until his death. Two years later 

375he was knighted by Queen Anne.

One evening while giving a dinner forsorne of his 

friends, Newton left the table to p:et a botth of wine. On 

the way to the c;ellar he became interested in something elllle 

and forgot about his guests. When 'Newton did not return his 

guests began to wonder what had happened to him. After 

searching for some time they found that Newton had gone to 

his room, put on his surplice, and had gone to the chapel for 

some religious service. 376 

One day when Newton was riding horseback he noticed 

something by the side of the road which was of interest to 

him and which he wished to inspect. He dismounted and, hold

374 l£!£., p. 54.
 

375
 Ibid., p. 55. 

376 David Eugene SmHh, :rI1.stOl"~ of' Ms:tQ!'~rnal2111! (Bo~rt;on: 
Glnn and Oompany, 1925), Vol. f;' p. 4'()l. 
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ing the reins of the bridle in one hand, inspected the ob-

j ect. Newton then. started to walk up the road and when he 

reached the top of a nea:ro-by hill turned to remount his 

horse. Imagine his surp:roise when he found that his horse 

was at the bottom of the hill grazing by the roadside and in 

his hand was the horses'· bridle which he had dragged UD the 

hill behind him. 377 

Newton was of average height and was somewhat stout in 

his old age. He had long wavy hair which became a silvery 

white when he was about thirty. After his hair became white 

378he was never known to wear his wig. From the time he was 

an inf'ant, when he was not occupied with his studies, he 

preferred the company of the women in the household to that 

of his thoughtless scl":loolmates. Among these was a young 

lady, clever and attractive, for whom Isaac formed a deep 

friendship. However, the friendship or affection faded be

cause of Newton's poverty, and he neVer married. Newton's 

married niece was his hall sekeeper. He kept a carriage and 

six servants, three m~n and three women. At his home there 

was a.lways hasp i tali ty and his friends were assured a he arty 

welcome. 379 

377 Loc. oit. 

3'18 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Short Account of' the HistO·~ of 
Matl~ematics (London: MacmiIlan and Company-;-HIT'b), p ......8-.

:379 Philip llAnaI'd, Gl'EHlot Men of Science (New YOJ~lc: 
Macmillan iG}IDmp,;:J,ny' .. , 19;~~5) , P:-1IT. 
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Newto~ died in 1721 at the age of eighty·five and was 

buried inWestminist"'r Abbey.380 1'! 1 t d'" ~i any peop eo. ay, when 

visiting t~at famous old church, pause before his tomb and. 

pay homage) to one of the greatest men this world has ever 

known. Vo~ta.ire wa~ one of the many noted !!len who attended 

the fun0ra~ of Newton. 

La.ter when he VVM.S a.n old ma.n, Volta.ire did much to make 

Newton's philosophy known in France. It has been said that 

the eye s of Voltaire would grow bright and that his che eks 

would flush when he said tha.t at one time he had lived in a 

land where a professor of mathematics, only because he was 

great in his vocation, had been buried like a king who bad 

done good to his subject. 38l 

36. THE BERNOULLIS 

The Bernoulli family, one of the most unusual fa,-rilies 

in bistory, for severs.l generations provided lOf:lc1ers ~tn the 

field of mathematics. Belgium was the original home of the 

family but during a. religious persecution they W61'e forced 

to leave that country and they made their home in Switzer.,. 

land. The following is a famJ.ly tree of the Bernoulli 

family showing only those who we 1'6 mathematical leaders .382 

380 Da.vid Eugene Smith, £!2.. ill., P' 404. 

381 ~. ill. 

382 Ibid., pp. 426-33.- . 



Nicolaus 
BernO'L111i 
( The 

Pather) 

James I 
( 1654

1705) 

Nioolaus [NiCOlaus I 
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John III 
(1744

1804) 
Daniel II 
(1751

lJean 

] 
ChristoPh IGustave 
(1782 j( 1811

1863) _ 1863) 
1834) 

James II 
(1759

1789) 

John I 
(1667

1748) 

(1678-1759 ) 

Nicolaus II 
(1695-1726 ) 
Daniel I 
( 1700-1762) 
John II 
(1710-1790) 

The first of this fruni1y to become known beGause of 

their mathematical work was James Bernoulli. Jrones' fa~ily 

had intended that he should become a minister. In spite of 

his father's obj ections, he made an, extensive study of ma

thematics. lfter traveling in France, Holland, Belgium, and 

and England, he returned to Switzerland in 1682. He immed

iate1y began the stUdy of calculus and in 1687 he became 

'professor of mathematics at the University of Basel. He was 

one of the first to make calculus a populo.r stlldy and wrote 

the first book on the theory of probability.383 

John Bernoulli was thirteen yoars youngo!' t}\flD Lt~3 

brother Jamen. His f~1t}Hn" WEIS cletenninC-lcl that John should 

become a merohant. John, hOWeVEl!', tb.onght tJlat he Vlollld 

p refel' the 8tudy of 11l(,)cHcinE-l or' 1 i teI'llt'LI!'(Z) • He (loon ronnel 

383 Ibid., PI''' 427 ... 428. 
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theBe distasteful and began the study of mathematics. In 

1695 John became professol' of matllOmat:i.cs a.t Groningen Uni

v$rsity. Ten years later he was elected to fill the p1o.ce 

left vacant by bis brother's death at the Univers,l t'3· of Bf3 Eel. 

John p!'ob~.bly wrote on a larger range of subj oct 8 than llis 

brother James. He wrote on caJ.culus and was one of the 

influential scholars in Europe in ma.k:ing the subj ect 

appreciated by unive:l'sity students. 384 

Daniel Bernoulli, the son of John Bernoulli spent 

several yael's in Russia as professor of mathemDtics in tbe 

Academy ot Petrograd. The soc 181 1 ife of Petrograd was too 

rough to please Daniel. Wh.el1. he bocam.e ill in 1733 he took 

his illness as an excuse to resj.gn his profesBorshlp and re

turned to Basel. Here he became a profeasorof mathematics • 

few of his works related to pure ma.thematics. These in-

eluded the computing of trigonometric functions and continued 

fracttons. 385 

Nicholas I was a nephew of James and John. His first 

position as a professor was at Padua in 1716. Later he re

turned to Basel Where he WAS the fourth member of the Ber

noulli family to be professor of mathematics at the lTniver

l:lity. He b~1C1 studied to bEi a lawyer' and his first. book Vias 

on the theQry of probability in le~al matters. Daniel also 

364 Ibid., pp. 428-29.
 

386 Ibid;, p. 431.
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wrote on geometry and differential equa.tj.ons .386 

NichoJ.8.sIIstudied law. He spent 'Some t:tme in travel ... 

ing before becorning a prOfeSf::lC"J!' of law at Bern. He was 

called tOPeurograd to become professor of mathemeties at 

tha~ place. B~re he died at the age of thirty-one. 58? 

John ,II studied law but later in bis life he spent. 

several ~ea.rs a~professor of mathematics in his native 

city.388 

. John III al so studied la.w. He soon turned to mathema

tics and became a teacher of mathematics at the Academy of 

Sciences in Berlin. John III was very much interested :i,n 

the histol"y of as tronomy. HO\'Jever, he wrote on factoring, 

incletel'minate equa.tions, and the doctrine of chance. 589 

Although the other Bernoullis were intere sted and WEHle 

leeders in the field of rnB thematic s, the ir work was not 8.S 

important a.s those members of the Bernoulli family which 

have been mentioned. 390 

3'7. LEONARD ElJLER 

Leonard Euler was born a.t Basel on April 15, 1707, and 

386 Ibid. , p. 432.
 

58? Loc. c:l.t.
 

388 Loe. cit.
 

389 Lac. cit.--..... -
390 Iloe. alt. 
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died in Petroe!;l'ad on September 7, 1783. He w~~s the SOll of 

a Lutheran minister who was well ver'sed in mathema.tics. 

Leonhard received his first mathematical Elcluca.tion from his 

f'ather. Later he went to the University of Basel to study 

unger John Berno1,illliand it was here that he formed life

long friencl.iilhip with both Daniel and Nicholas Bernoulli. 391 

Wben Nicholas and Daniel went to Petrograd to work in 

the University, they persuaded Catherine I, Qneen of Russia, 

to invite E1,il1er to come to the University where he taught 

ln~thematics and physics. In 1735 Euler solved an astrono

rn1.ca1problem in tbreedays which several eminent mathema.

tlcians b,ad been working on for several months. To work 

the proble:rp. Euler used some improved met];l.ods of his own 

which had not been given to the public. 

The climate had affeoted the eyesight of Euler. This 

and tJ::;te s,train of solving the problem caused .I:!-:Uler to lose 

the use of his right eye. When Anne I came to the throne of 

Russia, her despotism caused gentle Eu£e~ to devote all of 

his time to science and pay no attention to publio affairs. 

Euler was called to Berlin in 1741. fllhe Queen of Prllssia, 

who received Euler kindly, couldn't understand why such a 

distinguished scholar should be so timid, reserved, and si

lent. When hular was consul ted about it, he replied, "Madam, 

it is because I come from a country where, when one speaks, 

---~._._-_. 

391 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Sho!'~, AP~2.E~ £1 ~.li~.) ,£Il,,~~2.;'.Y '?£ 
Mathell].~~J-c!!. (London; lVIacmillan and Company, 1'd.L5 , p. ~:;~3. 
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one is hanged. 11392 

In 1766 Euler with difficulty received permission to 

leave Berlin and return to Russie.. upon the request of Cath

erine II. About three years later he became blind. In 

spite of this, and although his house burned in 1771, d.e

~trb'Ying most of his papers, Euler' reV/rote and improved his 

ea.rlier works. 393 

When the French philosopher, Denis Uiderot, paid a 

visit to the Russian court, so the story goes, he conversed 

very freely with many of the younger members. He displeased 

the Czarina with his anti-religious vie 'Ns and she asked Euler 

to help suppress him. 

Diderot was info~ed that a learned mathematic
ian was in possession of an algebraical demonstration 
of the existence of God, and would like to give it 
to him before all the court, if he desired to hear 
it. Diderot gladly consented; though the name of the 
mathematician was not given, it was Euler. He ad
vanced toward Diderot, and said gravely, and in a 
tone of perfect conviction: 

"Monsieur (abn)!n = x, don Dieu existi, 
repondez. II (Sir, (a b n )In = x, therefore, God ex
ists. Can you answer that?) 

Diderot, to whom algebra was Hebrew, was em
barrassed and disconcerted; while peals of laughter 
rose on all sides. He asked permis~ion to x'sturn to 
Frill1ce at once, which was granted. 384 

392 Florien Ca,iori,! Ril?to.~ .9.£ M~them~~;.9~s, (New XOl'k: 
Macmi-11anr'i.tLii.. '.' 19240 p. .:;.33. 

393 W. W. Rouse Ball, £E. ci~., p. 393. 

394 Vera. Sanford, A Short HiS'bOr: of Mathemntics (Bos
ton: Houghton Mifflin Oompany, 1930~ pj). 66-Pf. (a:rtlng: 
David Eu.gene Smith, edi tor, Bu~ 2f pal1,at!0.xis, 2nd ed1t;lon, 
Vol. II, p. 4, Chicago, 1915) 
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Euler's writings were so numerous in number that there 

has never been a complete ed.i tion of' his works ImbU. shed. In 

1909 the Swiss Natural Science Association voted to publish 

Euler's works in their origina.l language. The mathematical 

organizations of Frence, Germany, America and other countries 

as well as individual donors are giVing financial aid. Vllhen. 

the work was sta.rted it was thought that 400 ,000 francs 

would cover the cost of the work. However, a mass of new 

manuscripts have been found in Petrograd. This new material 

will cause the cost of the pUblications to exceed the ori 

ginal estimate. 395 

Although Euler's work was mostly in higher mathematics, 

he gave some important things to the field of elementary 

mathematics. F'oremost among these is the lettering of a. tri 

angle as it is lettered today; that is, if the angles of a 

triangle are designated by the letters A, B, C, the opposite 

sides are named 8., b, c, respectively. Euler was the first 

mathematician to Use i for the ..1. Gauss used this same 

notation later. 3g6 

38. KARL PHEDRICK GAUSS 

Karl Fredericlc Gauss was born of' poor parents in the 

town of' Bru.nswiok, April 23, 1777. His gra.ndfather, he.vtne; 

395 Cajori, Florian, o~. cit., p~ 233.
 

396
 Ibid., p. 234. 
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tired of the farm and thinlc:'!ng there were other things he 

would rather 'do, had left the farm and moved to Brunswick. 

Harahe earned a living for himself and his family by follow

:1.:og the 6eeupation of a gardener, which also became the 

p,:::trino tJ;ila.:Loccu,p ation of GSl,*SS' father. 397 

.~lthG>ugh tll,e. Gauss family weI'e very poor, they were 

taught/to ;.a.p:P:l?eciate tba better things of life. Young Karl 

gave indication of un1;l.Bualgifts and talents. He learned to 

read oy 1aimself, asking the older people how certain letters 

were pronou~eed. His ma.stery of arithmetic, even before he 

had any'training in the subject, greAtly surprised every one. 

The marV<plo't,'l,s aptitude of Karl for calculation brought him 

t9 th<p :;notice of Duke Karl J.ohann Ferdinand, wb.~n he was fif

teen years old. The Duke of Brunswick became and remained 

the protector and patron of Karl. 398 

It was to the Duke of Brunswick that Karl was indebted 

for a liberal education. His parents, who wished to profit 

by hi~ wage s as a laborer, did not encourage his education. 

In 1792 Guas8 was sent to Caroline College. At the end of 

three years the professors and pupils admitted that he had' 

learned all that the professors could teach him. Gauss must 

haVe studied Newton's Principia because it was this that 

allowed him to enter Gottingen UnivE~rsity in 1795 where he 

397 Philip Lenard, Great Men of Science (New York: 
Macmillan! ;Compat'1y .. , 1933), P:-244. 

398 ~., pp. 245-46. 
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8 tudied for three ye 8.J:lS. Until the de s.th of the I)uke of 

Brunswick, Gauss J:leceived a. pension, so that he WI'!S able to 

devote all of his time to his work in rnathematlcs. In the 

year 180'7 he went to the University of Gottingen as pr'ofessor 

of' mathematics, a post which he held until his death in l85f5 

at the age of seventy-eight •.399 

Gaus s married twice but both of his wive s died when they 

were quite young. The younger of his six children, a. da.ugh

ter, remained with her father until his death. Severa.l of 

Gauss 'de scendants are now living in Missouri, near Ka.nsas 

01ty. 400 

Gauss was the last of the great mathematicians whose 

interests were universal. While his interests may have been 

chiefly in the field of higher mathematics, many of his di8

coveries were in the lower branches. One of his many 

discoveries was the construction of a regular polygon of 

seventeen sides with a ruler and compasses. Along with this 

discovery Gauss gave a theorem by which it is possible to 

tell what regular polygons can be constructed. The formula 

is 2m (2n + 1) where m and n are integers and 2n + 1 is a 

prime. By the use of this formula it may be found tha.t reg

ular polygons of 3, 5, 1'7, 257, 65, 53'7, etc. or any multiple 

399 W. W. Rouse Ball, A Short ~ccount of the Hist.o~y 9! 
Ma.thematics (London, MacmilIananCl Company,-rgI5T, p. 4"47. 

400 Philip Leonard, E..E,. ill" p. 245. 
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of these numbers may be constru.cted. 401 

Gauss is also noted for his work in theory of equa

tions. The theory of numbe rs was hi s hobby. Atone time 

Ga.uss made the statement "Mathematics i'§ the queen of sci 

ence and the theory of numbe:r's is the queen of mathematics. 11402 

One olf~ the many things which Gauss gave to the world as 8. 

!'esult of his work in the theory of numbers is "the funda

mental Theorem of Algebra n. This tbeorem state s that every 

algebraic equation with complex coefficients has a complex 

(real or imaginary) root. 403 Gauss was never known to rush 

the completion of a problem once he had. l t started. This 

was probably becau.se he enjoyed the progression of bis work 

and it has been said that the completion of auproblem often 

was sorrowful to him and he was not satisfied until he had 

started work on another. 404 

401 w. W. Rouse Ball, ~. cit., p. 452.
 

402
 David Eugene Smith, Histol";[ of Ma.themntics ( Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1915), Vol. I, p. 504. 

403 w. W. Rouse Ball, ~. cit., p. 448. 

404 Philip Leonard, o~. cit., pp. 246-47. 



CHAPTER VIII 

RECENT MATHEMNI1ICIANS AND 'THEIR OOWI'HIBU:l'IONS 

INTRODUC'IIION 

The history of mathematics does not close with Gauss. 

Before this time most of the mathematicians had covered the 

entire field. After the time of Gauss the field became so 

large that it was almost impossible for one p0rson to study 

all of it as entirety. This has led to specializations in 

the various parts of the field. Ma.ny of the more recent 

discoveries have been in the field of higher mathematics. 

This does not mean that the elementary phase has been slight

ed. The work of the earliest mathematicians in elementary 

mathematics opened the field for discovc?r1.es of the many 

t}\ings whi.ch are more advanced. At the same time im;J!'ove

ments have been made in the elementary field. As it would 

be impossible to mention all the recent mathematicians of 

note, only a feV'! of the more lmoortant ones are cons:i.dered. 

39. GOTTFRIED WILHELM VON LEIBNIZ 

Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, a German, was bor'n in 

1646 and died in 1716. At an early age he showed grsH.t ma

theme tic 8.1 ability and rea.d the most impol·tant rna tl1emn t i.eal 

works before he was twenty. Leibniz studied lsw before he 

entered thediplomatio service. He traveli'~d quite e:xtcm

sively and met some of thG hlf:lding rtle:l:;hemBtic1ans of Holland, 
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England, and France. After Leibniz returned to Hannover he 

became librarian to the duke. The Leibniz home is now used 

as a museum in Hannover. 

Leibniz's leisure time gave him sufficient opportunity 

to work on mathematics. His chief contributions to the 

field were differential and integral calculus. Leibniz also 

did some work on symbolism in algebra. 405 

40. JOSEPH LEWIS LAGRANGE 

Joseph Lewis Lagrange, who was born in 1736 and died in 

1813, was one of the greatest French mathematicians of the 

sixteenth century. When Fredrick the .Great wrote to Lagrange 

that Itthe greatest king in Europe u wanted "the greatest 

mathems};lcian in Europe " at hi s court, he did not exa.gger

ate in the least his own reputation or that of Lagrange. 

Lagrange showed no taste for me,thematics until he was 

seventeen. At that time he conunenced to stl::.dy the subj ect 

without any help. In the next two yea.rs he b.egan making 

discoveries of his own. Lagrange enriched algebra by his 

'work on the solution of the algebraic equation. He also did 

extensive work in calculus, theor;~r of e-:uat:tons t determinants, 

and differentisl equB.tions. 406 

405 David Eugene Smith, Histol'¥ of Mathematics (Boston: 
G:tnn and Company, 1915), Vol. t, pp. 4I7-1S. . 

4·06 Ii·Illor en Ca.1 ori, A His"bo:r:Y,: of Mathematics ( New York: 
Macmil1fln 10drnphny .. , 1924), pp. 21m'-S9. 
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41. PIERHE-SIMON LAPLACE 

Pierre-Simon Lapla.ce, a French mathematician, was born 

:in Normandy in 1749 and died in 1827. He was the son of a 

f'arm laborer and owed his education to some of the wealthy 

friends of the fami ly. In later yea.rs, when Laplace had be

come distinguished for his mathematical wOl'ks, he held him

self aloof from both his parents and those who had helped 

him in his education. 

Na.thaniel Bowditch, an Amer,ican astronomer, said that 

he never came across the phrase, Uthus it plainly appears ll 

w1J icb. Laplace u.sed, wi thou t feeling that he bad hours of 

l-iard work ahead of him before he could indeed f'ind out lIjust 

how plainly it appeared". Laplace is known chiefly t;'lrough 

hj.s work on celestial mechanic s and the theory of proba

bility.407 

42. ADRIAN MARIE LEGENDRE 

Adrian Marie Legendre was born in 1752 and died in 

1833. He recelved his education in Pa.ris. Lr::Je;(~:ndre }-Iold a 

:f:c.JW minor government appointments during his lifetime but 

Laplace used his influen.ce a.gainst Legendre. Tbiskept 

Legendre fro"rn obtaining public recognition for hi s work. He 

was a very timid man and a.ccepted his obscurity without a.ny 

407 Vera Sanford, A Short History of' Mathematics (Bos
ton: Houghton Mifflin (Jol11.pany, 1§30), pp. 67-68:--
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oonflict .' 

Legendre is connected with elementa;,,'Y mathematics 

through his Elements de geometrie. This work was very valu

able as a textbook. It was received in America very favor~ 

ably and has been-blsed as a model for the geometry texts in 

used in this cQuntry.408 

43. N~ELS HENRIK ABEL 

NI,&els Henrik Abel was born in Norway in 1802. Although 

he died at the early age of twenty-six, he had accomplished 

much in the mathematical field. Abel was the first to prove 

that an algebraic solution of the general equation of the 

fifth degree was impossible. Abel is also known for his 

work on elliptic functions. 409 

44. AUGusrrIN LOUIS CAUCHY 

Augustin Louis Cauchy, a French mathematician who lived 

at the same time as Napoleon, was born in 1789 and died in 

1857~ Cauchy's life seemed full of unrest, partly due to 

his own eccentricities and partly to the political situation 

in France at that time. 

Cauchy's education was received in the technical and 

408 Ibi d'" ., p. 68. 
~, 

409 
David Eugene Smith, ~~s.tvr! of Mathematic_s, (Boston: 

Ginn and Company, 1915), p. 5 , 0 .1. 
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military schobls which were established by Napoleon. 'He 

seemed to be especially interested in engineering. First 

his position was as a teacher of mechanics in the Ecole 

Polytechnique. Within the next eighteen years he held five 

different positions. 

In spite of his unrest, Cauchy published about seven 

hundred works an mathematics. The most important of these 

were on methods of determining real and imaginary roots, on 

astronomy, and on work which helped bring determinants into 

general use. 

Cauchy was considered a very conceited man, narrow in 

his views, a hard worker, and one who would argue over tri 

f1e8. 410 
,

45. EVARISTE GALOIS 

IEvariste Galois, a staunch French republican, was bOrn 

in '1811 and died in 1832. Because of his politicalioeliefs 

he was thrown into prison twice. At the age of twenty he 

was killed in a. duel over a love affair. Although Galois 

did most of his mathematical work in four years, to him. is 

due one of the most important a.dvances in the group theory. 

To him we also owe much of the modern theory of algebraic 
411equations of higher a1gebra •

410 Ibid., pp. 496-97. 

411 Ibid., p. 498. 
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46. CARL GUSTAV JACOB JACOBI 

Carl Gustav Jacob Jac,obi, who was born of Jewish pa.r

ents at Potsdam in 1805, was educated at the University of 

J3erlin. In 1827 he became professor of ma.thematics at the 

University of Konigsberg, where he remained until he w~s 

pensioned by the Prussian government in 1842. Jacobi then 

moved to Berlin where he remained until his death in 1.'351. 

The chief works of Jacobi were in the fields'of e1lip

tic functions, determinant s, theory of numbers, different ial 

equations, and infinite s0rie8. 412 

47. J AGOE s'rEINER 

Jacob Steiner was born in 1796 in Switzerland. At the 

a.ge of four teen he was unable to read and write. His 

pare:n:~s were poor and unable to send him to school. He went 

to school at the age of seventeen, being sent by Johann 

Heinrich Pestalozzi. When he was twenty-five years old he 

began giving private lessons in mathematics at Berlin. Later 

he became professor of mathematics at the University in Ber

lin. His later life was spent in Switzerland, where he lived 

until his death in 1827. Steiner was one of the greatest 

geometers of the modern time. 413 

412 w. W. Rouse Ball, A Primer of t1:18 Histor;y: of Mathe
;pathic,! (London: Macrrtillnn-and Company-;-I~H~''7), pp.-r28-2?:). 

413 David ~gene Smith, 2£. cit., pp. 584-25. 
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48. GEORG FRIEDRICH BERNHARD RIEMANN 

Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann was born in 1826 and 

died in. 1866. Riemann received his education at the Uni

versity of Berlin and the University of Gottingen. He be

came a Professor of Mathematics in the latter university in 

1857. 

Riemann's chief work was in the field of Non-Euclidean 

geometry. Non-Euclidean geometry is any system of geometry 

whose postulates contradict those of Euclid. The term is 

49. SIR WILLlJilil ROWAN HM~ILTON 

William Rowan Hamilton, a mathematical product of Ire .. 

land, was born in 1805. Although a. descendant of Scotch 

stOCk, Hamil ton was always proud when he had a chance to pro

claim himself an Irishman. Hamilton was one of the infant 

prodigies which one meets occasionally. At the age of three 

he could read English fluently and was somewhat advanced in 

arithmetic. By the time he was twelve, Hamilton had a work

ing knowledge of twelve different la.nguages. A year later he 

ha.d written an algebra book whiob has neVE7r been published. 

Hamilton was appointed Professor of Astronor!lY at Trinity 

414 Vera Sanfox'd, !:. .§b.or·t History: £f ~~athemL'l.tic~ (Bos
ton: Houghton :iI.~ifflin Cmupany, 1930), pp. 275-76. 
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Oollege of Du.blin while he was an undergraduate in the 

school. He was knighted in 1835. Hamilton's first re

searches were on optics. Later he confirmed the conclusion 

Abel had made ooncerning the solution of a general equation 

of the fifth degree. 415 Hamil t on1 s gre atest work wa s in the 

field of qu,aternions. 

50. JAMES JOSEPH SYLVESTER 

Although James Joseph Sylvester, who was born in 1814 

and died in 1897, was one of the most brilliant students in 

his class at Oambridge Univers ity, he was denied his d.egree 

because of his Jewish faith. He "!tan went to the University 

of Dublin where he received his first degree. Later Oam

bridge awarded him both a bachelor's and masterts degree. 

Because he could see little opportunity for advancement 

in the teaching profession in England, he accepted an appoint

ment as Professor of Mathematics in Virginia in 1841. He 

wa.s a fa.ilure and due to some trouble wi th one of his stu

dent?, he resigned in 1842. Sylvester then returned to 

England where he was Professor of Mathematics to Woolwick un

til 1869. In 1877 John Hopkins University aslced him to 

accept a chair of mathema tic s. Sylve ster did more than any 

other one man of his time to establish gradu.ate work :tn 

America. To him is also due the foundlng of the American 

415 David.E'ugene Smith, £E. cit., p. 461. 
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Journal of Mathematics. 416 

51. KARL WEIRERSTRASS 

Karl Weierestrass, one of the educational leaders who 

helped to make Germany a gathering place for scholars the 

last part of' the nineteenth century, was born in 1815 and 

died in 1899. Weirerstrass first studied law and then began 

to study mathematics. He became Professor of Mathematics at 

Berlin in 1864. Weirerstrass was a leader in the theory of 

functions and in the theory of irrational numbers. 417 

52. ARTHUR CAYLEY 

Arthur Cayley, a great friend of Sylvester, was born in 

England in 1821. He was the son ,of an English merchant in 

Petrograd, who hoped that Arthur would become bis partner in 

busine s s. Vllhen he W8 s sent to King I s College School in I,on

don at the a ge of fourteen, Arthur showed much mathematical 

ability. His fether then sent him to Cambridge where he en

tered Trinity College at the age of seventeen. He graduated 

from this college with highest honors. About 1860 the Sad

lerian professorship of pure mathematics was established at 

Cambridge and Cayley was the first to occupy the chair. 

America. is indebted to Cayley for a s(;lries of 13 ctu);les given 

416 Ibid., pp. 463-65.
 

417 Ibid., p. 509.
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by him at the John Rophins University on elliptic fu.nctions. 

Cayley's outstanding work was in the field s of analytic 

geometry and elliptic functions. He died in Cambridge in 

1895. 418 

53. THE PEIRCE FAMILY 

The Pt1il'ce Family was as soc iated with rna thema tic 8 at 

Harva.rd or elsewhere for nearly a century. 'Ilhe eldest mem

bel' of this family, Benj~in P~vrce, was considered one of 

the roost prominent mathema.ticia.ns of America until his death 

in 1880. He was a graduate of Harvard at the age of twenty 
)1

and became a tutor there tow years later. He was seon 

awarded the professorship in mathematics and natural philos .. 

ophy and later the profe s sorship of mathemHtic s and astron

omy. His outstanding work in mathematics was the Linea.r 

ASSo0iative Algebra published in the American Journal of 

Mathematics in 1881. 

James Mills Pe'rce and Charles Sanders PeiJ'ce, the w.o 

sons of Benj amin PtQ\rce, were both students of Harv~lrd. The 

first WHS professor of mathematics there from 1869 to 1906 • 

The second son, Charles, for a number of years, worked on the 

TTnited States Coast and Geodetio Survey and became well known 

:for his researches in geodesy. 

Another reIn tive of Benj am:l.n PMirce, a second Cllusin, 

418 I bid., pp. 465-66.- . 
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once removed, was Benj amin Of.3good Pierce. He wrote a nurn... 

bel' of valuable papers on mathernatict11 physics. 

One other member of the Pierce family was Leona May 

Pierce who worked at Yale University.4l9 

CONCLUSION 

Ih the preceding -chapters many men, who have been fronous 

I'or their works in mathematics, he.ve been mentioned. Along 

wi th the biographies of these men he,va been given a little 

of the history of numbers, symbols, and weights and measlJres, 

as well as the subject matter included in the modern text

book of elementary mathematics. 

However, the mathematicians mentioned in the preceding 

Chapters ere not the autbors of textbooks used by the present 

day high school student. It is from the works of such 

mathematicians as Euclid, Pythagoras, Mahavira, and Boethius 

that the modern authors have received their ideas and subject 

matter, rewriting and reorganiz ing the material accordirg 

to the form in which they think it sh.ould be presented. 

It has been the tendency of the modern authors to sim

plify the problems given a1 though they contain the same 

fundamental principle s as the problems written severa.l cen

turie sago. Upon comparing the two following problem.s token 

419 David Bugene Sm:l.th and tTekuthiel Ginsbury, !::. His 
-l;o:r' of Mathem.atic s In A1:11(n>ic~~ b(;):fox'G 1900 (Chicago: Opon 

oux'tPUb!:r srungtJOmp any, TI~ 34) -;-pi;:-l~4 • 
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from an old English textbook, it is hoped that the s tuclent 

of mathematics will appreciate the simplicity of modern 

problems. 

Question 

A farmer with a plowman doth agree
 
That 30 days his servant he should be.
 
Each day he wrought the farmer is to pay
 
Him sixteen-pence; but when he was away
 
Five groates he is for each day to abate.
 
The time expired; they their accounts do state.
 
Whereby the master nothing is to give,
 
Nor has the servant any to r·eceive.
 
How many days he wrought I do demand,
 
And how many he play'd I do understand.
 

Answer 

That lazy drone who squandered away
 
13 days and one third in sleep and play,
 
In 30 days (for all he nothing got)
 
Deserved to have his bones broke, for an idle sot.
 

(~uestion 

I happened one evening with a tirursr to sit 
Whose tongue ran a. grea.t dea.l to fast for his wit. 
He talked of :his art with an abundance of mettle 
I ask"d him to make me a flat bottom kettle. 
That the top and the bottom diameters should be 
In just such proportion as five is to three; 
12 inches the deapth I would have and no more, 
And to hold in ale-gallons seven less than a score. 
Re promised to do it, and to work he strait went; 
But when he had done it, he found it to scant. 
He altered it then, and to big he had made it, 
And when it held right t;be dlamet(~:r'S fn,"Ur-,ct it; 
So that makine it so often too big or too little, 
The tinker at lEI st had qUite spoiled tbe kettle. 
Yet he vows tb8t he will br:tng his sa1.d JYllrpOSe to pass, 
Or he'll utterly spoil every ounce of his bress. 
1].10 pr'E:1VOnt him. f:r'om ruin, I px'ay he lp 'b lin out, 
Ths diameters length else he will never find out. 
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Answer'ed by Mrs. Barb/H'y Sidway 

Well, bonny brave tinker, to save tbee from r'uin,
 
ffhe kind british lasses are active and doing;
 
Because that thou art a brave fel]ow to mettle,
 
').leks here the dinmeter's both of' tbey kettle;
 
One's 24: inches four tenths very nEls):',
 
T'other fourteen, and 64 cent doth appeHr.
 



------
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